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Growing up in a bilingual Qnicbua community -play, language and socializing
practices
Camilla Rindstedt
Uppsats
Som for avl~ggande av filosofie lieentiatexamen vid Linkopings universitet offentligt
forsvaras i hOrsal Elysion, Temahuset, UniversitetsomrAdet Valla, torsdagen den 30
mars 2000, kl. 10.15.

This thesis is a study of sibling play and language soeialization. The concept of
language soeialization is defined as soeialization through language as well as
soeialization to use language (Sehieffelin and Oehs 1986). Fieldwork was carried out
for 15 months in a small, Quichua-Spanish bilingual, agricultural community in the
central highlands of Ecuador. The lack of land and the desire for change have
motivated many men to migrate to the coast and to the major cities of the sierra,
striving for upward mobility and economic success in the Ecuadorian society. Lately,
however, after the recent takeover of two haciendas, it has been possible for the
comuneros to remain in the community.
The main focus was on 4 children (2-3 years of age) and their interactions with their
siblings and parents. The study is a presentation of their everyday lives, and is based
on microanalyses of children's play, parent - child interaction, Sibling caretaking and
children's work. A San Nico!>ls developmental StOfY is presented . It was clear that the
siblings - hence not only the mothers - were in charge of the young children during
much of the day. Siblings are, moreover, often raised in pairs, so that an elder child is
in charge of a younger one. Threats, rhetorical questions and other types of teasing
were corrullon means used by adults as well as older siblings to socialize young
children. Also very small children were able to take the perspective of their younger
siblings. They functioned as interpreters in "language tcaching", in so-called diga
routines, and in ente,1ainments. In this highly gendercd society, the children's play
transcended gender boundaries. For instance, young boys were observed
"breastfeeding" their young siblings.
A language shift ft'om Quichua to Spanish is apparently under way in the community.
The comuneros themselves are at a loss to understand or explain why this is happening
and, above all, why this is happening now. They do not see the Quichua language as
endangered, since they see it as innately Indian. Contrary to what the comuneros
initially claimed, it was found that no children under the age of 10 were ftuent in the
vernacular. Sibling caretaking is possibly one of the most important factors explaining
this language shift in their children's lives.
Key words: Quichua culture, sibling caretaking, language socialization, children's
play, bilingualism
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1. INTRODUCTION
Previous work on early language socialization in non-Western settings has often
focused on parent-child dialogues (Ochs 1988; Schieffelin 1990; Kulick 1992).
However, Marjorie Harness Goodwin's study on peer interaction among adolescent
African American children in Philadelphia (1990) is an exception to this adult-child
focus. In my own fieldwork in San Nicolas, I saw that much of daily caretaking
took place between siblings, rather than between parents and children. In fact, in
non-Western contexts, siblings - not parents - are the primalY caretakers during a
large part of the day. This fact, however, has rarely been taken into account
(Weisner and Gallimore 1977:169). Although socialization research within
antlu'opology has intimate ties to research in psychology and child development,
child caretaking research is almost unknown in psychology and confmed to
ethnographic reports in antlu'opology (but see, Weisner and Gallimore 1977:180).
In my fieldwork in the Quichua community in the Andes, I have therefore not only
studied parent-child interactions but also sibling caretaking and children's play. In
fact, child-child interaction became my main research focus. After selecting four
young children to study, I tagged along with them during a large part of the day,
and tape-recorded them almost every time they were engaged in an interaction with
adults, elder siblings or other persons. Since the children spent a large patt of the
day with their siblings, a majority of the recordings are of sibling caretaking and
play.

In the present introduction, I provide a background on my interest in the area and
describe the process of choosing the particular community. I also try to convey the
initial reactions of the

COIIIUl1erOS

(people who reside permanently in the

community) to me as a Western female researcher settling down among them (with
the intention to stay for a year) and all the questions raised by the bewildered
comuneros. Thereafter, the various stages in the study are nanated, the incipient
work of mapping the web of kinship, raising the initial questions on language usage

and language attitudes. In short, the initial time in the field and the hardships
confronted there are described in this chapter. In Chapter 2, the ethnographic

sI

setting is presented. It is a portrait of San Nicoh\s and describes the everyday life of

L

the comuneros in great detail providing a backgrund for intelpreting this

v

monograh's analyses of adult-child interaction (Chapter 4), children's play and

c

sibling caretaking (Chapter 5). Various ethnic markers are highlighted, including

c

the takeover of an hacienda (private land estate) where the comuneros had

c

previously been working. In Chapter 3, "The children and their families", the four

[

focus children and their families are presented. A brief life history for each of the
family members is given. This chapter also describes how the four children were
selected and how they were thereafter followed and recorded. A few of the
comunero ' initial reactions to the recordings are also mentioned.
s
Two chapters, Chapters 4 and 5 treat socializing practices. In Chapter 4 "Adultchild talk and social practices", the sta11ing-point is an article by Ochs and
Scb.ieffelin, Language acquisition and socialization: Three developmental stories
and their implications (1984), in which three developmental stories were described

and compared: an Anglo-American White middle-class developmental story, a
Kaluli story, and a Samoan developmental story. The present work adds a f0U11h
developmental story to the analysis: a San Nicoh\s developmental story. A large
number of excerpts of adult-child talk are presented and analyzed in this chapter. In
Cbapter 5, "Play dialogues and children's world making", previous research ' on
children's play is presented in an attempt to contribute to an anthropology of
children'S play. The near 'invisibility' of children in the etlmographic literature is
established. The division between work and play is discussed (as a Western
le importance of sibling caretakers in this and in other nOD-Western
concept) . TI
societies is stressed. The chapter presents and analyzes many play dialogues
between siblings !i'om the community.

***
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1

;hips

My interest in the Andean area dates back to the beginning of the 1980s, when I

Iphic

studied anthropology in the United States, and attended various courses focusing on

fe of

Latin America and the indigenous peoples of the Americas. I also made my first

this

visit to South America, studying Spanish at a language institute in Bogota,

and

Colombia, and traveling around the country. In the Southern part of the country, I

:ling

came in contact with indigenous peoples for the first time. But due to the lack of a

had

common language (we were all struggling to learn Spanisb, as they normally spoke

four

in their vernacular), we were not able to communicate freely .

. the
vere

A few years later, at the Depaltment of Cultural Anthropology at Uppsala

the

University, Sweden, I became involved in issues concerning indigenous peoples. A
group of students and an associate professor at the department decided to found an
organization on indigenous issues called MIG (Minority Interest Group). We

ult-

wanted to study minority issues, but also felt that we wanted to do more than just

and

study the people. We therefore sta1ted to actively support the work of indigenous

"ies

peoples, and we decided to modestly sponsor projects of indigenous peoples in

bed

various parts of the world.

" a
11th

On prior journeys to South America, I had become interested in the life of the

rge

Quechua (or Quichua as the group is called in Ecuador) speaking Indians and the

. In

ethnic relations between indigenous groups and mestizos (/it. person of mixed race,

on

persons identifying with H:ispanic rather than Indian culture) . I had also become

of

interested in bilingualism in family life.

: IS
~ln

The idea to do fieldwork in the Andes bad, thus, been with me for a long time.
Also, I had increasingly become interested in the relationship between ethnicity and

les

language socialization. When Barnbi Schieffelin suggested Ecuador as a good place
to do fieldwork, I decided to follow her advice. She pointed out that the linguist
Pieter Muysken had been carrying out extensive research on the Quichua language
(media lenglla) in the counh'y, but that little attention has been paid to language

3

socialization and sociocultural aspects of the language. I contacted him upon

info

leaving for Ecuador and then fmally, during the summer of 1993, after a long

info

"incubation time", I went on a reconnaissance trip to Ecuador, searching for a

sub~

bilingual Quichua - Spanish indigenous community where I could cany out my

the

fieldwork on language, ethnicity and socialization. After having visited all the

dist:

mountain provinces in the country, I decided that the Chimborazo province would

haci

be a good site for fieldwork. A number of factors were important in this decision.

was

The province not only has the largest number of indigenous peoples (250,000), but

sele

also the largest concentration of Quichua speakers in the Ecuadorian sierra

Sw,

(mountainous region) (Stark 1985:466-469). The new Indian consciousness

mar

emerging in the counh'y is pat1icularly sh'ong in this province. The province is also

indi

one of the poorest in the counh'y, as reflected in UNICEF's figures for 1993
showing that chronic malnutrition is as high as 69% and the infant mortality rate is
144 per 1,000. Moreover, slllprisingly few anthropological studies have been

In s
at I

carried out in the province (e.g. Brandi ed. 1976; Muratorio 1981; Botero 1990;
Aguil6 1992), and none of them had focused on children.

am'
A few persons, however, advised me against the area since the indigenous peoples,
especially the women, had a reputation for being backward and 'bravas' (,fierce') .
They doubted whether indigenous peoples really would voluntarily let outsiders
freely enter their communities. They also indicated that protestant missionaries had
been very active in the province, which had caused divisions in the once well-

pee
reql

resi
con
life
but

functioning communities.

wh,
But the decision had already been made, and along with local people of Riobamba

PO\

and a few Swedish NGO volunteers, I surveyed six or seven communities located
South of Riobamba. We contacted the dil'igentes (leaders) in each of the

and
010

conununities and explained my research plans. All of the communities showed a
polite interest in the project, but one of them, San Nicolas, immediately responded
positively to my request. They invited me to conunence the very next day. They

4

sen
qlll

on

informed me that all people were bilingual in Quichua and Spanish. They also

ng

informed me that the community had 127 families who dedicated themselves to

a

subsistence and commercial fanning. Due to the occupation of one hacienda and

ly

the recent purchase of another, the migration for wage work was small, a factor
distinguished San Nicolas from the neighboring communities where there were no

Id

haciendas. All of these characteristics were deemed of interest for the study, but it

n.

was the inlmediate and positive response of the community leaders that made the
selection easy. And upon my boarding the plane to return to Sweden, the late

'a

Swedish novelist and cinematographer Ro1f Blomberg, who put Ecuador on the

:s

map for the Swedes in the 1930s, filled my suitcase with documents and books on

o

indigenous issues from his private libralY in Quito.

3

s
1

In spring the following year, I began my visit to Ecuador with a course in Quichua
at Universidad Cat6lica in Quito. I also made a visit to the community and
presented the project for all the palticipants present at an asalllb/ea (public
meeting). I explained, as clearly as I could, my research proposal. I said that I,
among other things, wanted to record the children's interactions with parents and
peers, their play and work. The comuneros attending the meeting agreed to my
request. I made it clear from the beginning that it was important to take up
residence in the community and possibly live with one of the families in the
community. I expressed my desire to participate as much as possible in the daily
life of the communiiy. All the people gathered at the meeting agreed to my request,
but had some doubts about the duration of the project; what would I be doing for a
whole year? And was it really possible for a foreigner to get accustomed to their
povelty and their harsh way of life? A few comuneros came up to me after the
meeting. They greeted me and said that they would like to invite me to their homes
and prepare a clIi (lat. Cavia porcel/lIs; guinea pig). This is generally seen as the
most delicious food in the Quichua communities as well as a way to communicate
sentiment and express hospitality (cf. Archetti 1992). It is considered "the
quintessential 'Indian' food" (BoUt'que 1997: 163). Others were thankful that I

5

wanted to write an entire book about them and their humble life - "sobre nosotms
(os pobres" ("about us the poor ones"), an expression that was echoed many times

by the informants. But could the book possibly lead to an improvement of their
lives, they wondered? Without making any promises, I explained that my aim was
to write a book that would describe the life of the community and, particularly, the
life of the children. It would also serve as an ethnographic description of the IUral
life of an indigenous society, useful for people working with rural development in
general and with projects for the benefit of children in the Andean area more
specifically. Don Antonio, the president of the community, expressed his
immediate approval of the project and said that he was honored that I had chosen
his community for the study. He said that it was good that somebody from the
outside came to talk to them about their children, since, he continued, "we never
talk about our children, now we will and that is good" (cf. Gaskins 1990:70). He
made it clear to the people gathered that I was definitively not there to take their
land, but would come as a cOlllpGllera (friend) and return home to Sweden upon
completing the year.

t

ENTERING THE FIELD

t

I retunled to the community in June, and spent some time among them. I spent the
initial period at the hllahllahuasi (lit. children's house, daycare center), where I got
to know the children and the staff. My temporary home during this time was a
storage room in the communal house in the central patt of the community. Because

t

r
c
tJ

the last person to occupy the little room was a nun, I came to be called la monja
(the nun). During the fU'st few weeks in the community, I was a novelty. I heard
people ask each other over and over again: Who is la gringllita (the

1;"1.

woman

with white skin)? What is she doing here? I had my own doubts about my ability to

1
b

h

actually live for more than a year in the community. I felt ill at ease with all the
attention and doubts about my real mission in the community. Had they not
6

tl

attended the meetings where I had explained everything, I wondered (cf. Parsons
1945; Burgos Guevara 1977: 11; Coombs 1981 :4; Alien 1988:67 for the difficulties
of entering an indigenous community in the Andes.).

Then followed a period when I was "bombarded" with questions about my
background, marital status and occupation. I had become the curiosity of the
community. This took me by surprise, since I thought I would be the one asking the
questions. I answered their inquiries time and again. Small incidents of
embarrassment and communicative breakdowns occurred repeatedly, giving them
and me a good laugh. As a newcomer, it was my lack of cultural sensitivity and of
command of the local Spanish dialect - so very different from the Quito standard that caused the many incidents of miscommunication.

Thus, during the first few months in the community, I spent my days trying to get
to know the people and to find my role as a fieldworker. It was easy to get to know
the children of the community, but it was much harder to connect with the women,
and it took me some time and a lot of energy to establish a good relationship with
them. The mestizo women, on the other hand, the teachers at the communal school,
the health personnel at the dispensary, constantly invited me to the school and to
the dispensary (as well as to their homes in Riobamba). But since I did not want to
be associated with the mestizos and their ethnic prejudice towards the indigenous
peoples, I initially tried to avoid these settings. For the same reason, I declined 'the
community president's request to teach English at the communal school, a subject
that was not on the regular curriculum.

The small storage room, my home, was part of the community house. This
building, located in El Centro (the Center) of the community, hosted the
huahuahuasi, a conmlUnal kitchen, a small tienda (store) and a meeting hall . There
was also a plaza in front of the building. It was the single most frequented spot in
the community, and the people started to get accustomed to my presence. I wanted

7
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~

.

,

-
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le to get a chance to know me before I started the study, and a good place to
peOP
. I thought, was the daycare center, where I could spend time with the
begiJl'
·Idren .
Chi

1 spenl

the first few weeks at the daycare center. The work of Corsaro (1985),

win (1990), and Evaldsson (1993) guided me in the important step of gaining
GOo d
entry to the ethnographic setting. I employed what Cm'saro has refelTed to as a
fie! d
' method of field entry. That is, I entered the play arena and waited until the
eactI ve
r bil ctren reacted to me, and invited me to participate in their activities (Corsaro
c 6.424-425). I was, just as Corsaro describes himself, a 'peripheral pat1icipant',
199 .
.t1 er initiating nor telminating activities in the 'children's peer groups. I initially
nel 1
to lllerely observe the children, and it was not until after more than a month
chOse
field that I stm1ed to sporadically use the technical equipment, the cassette
I
'0 !le
I
del' and the camera. I also stat1ed to take an active role in the everyday life of
recor
conllllunity.
the
/ler about a month or two of 'hanging out' in this way, I was anxious to stm1 the
A
Systematic data collection and began to collect information on the kinship
plore
ure. Ralph Bolton and Emique Mayer's (eds.) Andean kinship and marriage
trUCl
s 19 ) served as a general guide on the kinship system. I began to visit each of the
77
holds in the cotrununity and sta11ed to collect information on the kinship
(
house
lure. I interviewed both spouses in each of the families. In addition to data on
strU C
'P general questions about the social organization were raised, as well as
kin SII
1 ,
about personal history, marriage, and number of children, religious
llestiOnS
:ffllintiOn, inheritance pattern, and migration. I also stm1ed to collect data on the

adrazgo (co-parenthood) system, which is the wide network of individuals

camP
ized as kinsmen. Initial questions about language usage and language
reco gn
, des were raised as well.
nrtltU

8

'e to

However, for the household visits, I needed assistance from a person tlUsted by the

the

people, and I therefore asked the president of the community for advice. He
suggested that his niece, a pl'OlII%ra de sallld (local health worker), accompany
me on my visits. After a couple of "trial" visits, it became clear that she was unable

85),

to grasp the nature of my work, and I therefore asked the allxilial' de enJel'lI/el'ia

Ling

( auxiliary nurse) at the dispensary to be my assistant. At first, I had my doubts

a

about this agreement since she is a non-Indian residing in Riobamba. But since she

the

had worked in indigenous communities for several years, she had established a

arc

relationship of mutual respect with the comuneros. Also, part of her regular work as

nt',

an auxiliary nurse in the community was to make home visits when people were

tlly

sick and for preventive purposes. Considering all this, I felt comfOltable contracting

lth

Maria Jesus Paucar for the household visits. The arrangement was spectacularly

·tte

successful, and she became my crucial link to the cOllununity and to the women in

of

particular. The respectful and trustful relationship that she had developed with the

~s

people over the years slowly started to trickle down to my advantage as well. She
became my assistant throughout the entire field period and my comadl'e
he

(godmother) as well. She accompanied me on all the household visits and later to

lp

the interviews. It was also through her that I was offered a spare room at the
sl/been/I'o de salud (dispensary), where I was allowed to stay for the rest of my

le

time in the community.

ip
During the initial householc1 visits, most people were friendly and did not seem to
tS

mind being intelTupted in their activities. When the same questions were raised

tS

repeatedly in the various households, people stalted to wonder. Did I not know all

e

the answers to the questions by now? Several persons were reluctant to get

s

involved, suspecting that my questions had something to do with either land rights,
census, taxation or religion (cf. e.g. Isbell 1978:9; Coombs 1981 :4,21; Mannheim
1983:24, 88). Or perhaps my assistant Maria Jesus wanted to make a household
visit, advocate birth control methods, check their latrines or distribute medicine to
the children? Many people were reluctant to speak about certain things, for

9

.,

- J
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example the number of pregnancies they had had during their life span. This initial
suspicion was very stressful, as was the fact that they still had doubts about my role
in the community. But the web of kinship ties slowly started to grow. Tills was a
hard time, but the initial contacts were established.

In reh'ospect, I can understand and contextualize people's suspicion of me. The
only contact that they had had with gringos were brief encounters with young
backpacking globeh'otters from various palts of the world, whom they sometimes
saw at the Saturday indigenous markets in Riobamba. The women sometimes asked
me whether the backpackers and I were from the same family. Most comuneros
had, hence, little or no knowledge of foreign countries. Prior to meeting me, they
had not had any extended conversations with a foreigner, and they had certainly
never narrated their personal lives in an interview sihlation. Despite the initial
difficulties they presented, however, all of these factors later turned to my
advantage since, as a foreigner, I was not associated with the mestizos' negative
attihldes towards the indigenous peoples . (It is considered a stigma to have
anything to do with indigenous peoples.) When people began to have confidence in
me, we could converse for hOlm and hours, and after a while they took a celtain
pride in the fact that I had got accustomed to the life in the community, and they
frequently said "Si ensena la gringuila. "("Yes the little foreigner adapts.")

Method

A major data collection teclmique used during the fieldwork was participant
observation. I lived in the community during the field period, and I participated as
fully as possible in the daily lives of the comuneros. By being around the people, I
heard the latest news or gossip. Passing by the school, I heard the teachers yelling
and reprimanding the children day after day, or I overheard an argument between
dissatisfied parents and the principal. By spending much time with the women,
learnt the alt of cooking: how to prepare a cui, a rabbit and a chicken and how to
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make hlllllilas (cakes offresh corn and sugar or salt), The children taught me how

role

to roast loslado (roasted corn) and habas (broad beans) in the ashes of the fIre, A

'as a

senior woman instructed me in the local magic of how to Iilllpiar (clean) a patient
with a cui and how to make a diagnosis by cutting the cui open and "reading" the
intestines, I have patticipated and leamt to sing religious songs in the Evangelical

The

prayer meeting and joined in a prayer in mass with the Catholics, And I have learnt

ung

to barter while accompanying people from the community to the markets in

mes

Riobamba to sell their agricultural products, In other words, I have participated in

ked

and observed routine activities in the community, And my almost daily contact

'ros

with the mestizo teachers and health personnel at the health post gave me entrance

hey

into the lives and views of the people arriving from outside the community, By

nly

conversing with them and at times interviewing them, I came to understand the

tial

pattial mismatch that exists between the two worlds of the indigenous peoples and

my

the

Ive

misunderstandings, two world-views that paltly did not match,

mestizo

world.

The

reoccurring

misunderstandings

were

cultural

Ive
Participant observation has formed the overall framework for other data collection,
All of the interview questions were unsltuctured - palt of nOlmal everyday
.ey

conversations - and designed in the fIeld as the study proceeded, It was especially
during the last few months that I conducted the bulk of the formal and informal
interviews, During that time, I felt I could raise any question that came to mind,
There were questions that I had been pondering earlier but had been reluctant to
pose, e,g., questions about infant and child death, The combination of palticipant

nt

observation and interviews gave me an understanding of indigenous models of

as

socialization,

,I
Ig

I also recorded the comuneros in various situations: When people were talking and

:n

when they were working, etc, All to fmd out how and when Quichua was spoken

n,
:0

and to It)' to grasp the relationship between language, gender and social situations, I
recorded situations where only men were present, where only women were present,
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and where both women and men were present and - above all - situations where
only children were present. This was done in order to get a picture of how the
people in the community talk in various contexts and domains. That is, in order to
understand the language milieu into which the children are born. I conducted
sociolinguistic interviews as well. In these interviews, I asked the comuneros which
language they spoke with their husbands/wives, their children, to a teenager, to
God, to their animals, to their parents, to a teacher, to indigenous peoples from
another community, town or province, to a priest, to a pastor and to a health worker
(cf. e.g. Dorian 1981; Hill and Hill 1986; Biittner 1993).

Throughout my fieldwork, I made frequent visits to the conununal school, and
during the first two weeks of the school year, I observed the pupils entering the
schOOl. I chose the initial weeks because I anticipated that this was a time when
rules and norms that applied at school would be made explicit (cf. Evaldsson 1993).
Additionally, every time a special program was planned at school, the teachers
invited me beforehand to come and watch the program or to go with them on the
trips they had arranged to the neighboring villages and towns. As I had already
gotten to know some children quite well, first in their home environment, I was in a
better position to understand the differences between home and school, and to see
the predicament that children faced upon entering school. How, for example, did
schooling affect their etlmic identity as Indians?

I developed a good rapport with the mestizo teachers, which allowed me to have
extensive conversations and interviews with them about their profession and their
view of the indigenous peoples. They often refened to themselves as "mothers of
the children". They, thus, saw their role at school as a maternal one. All of them
had long experience working with indigenous children, and they were by now used
to them and the rural school. During these conversations with the teachers, the
work of Heath (1983), Arguedas (1985) and Hornberger (1988; I 989a; 1989b)
served as sources of inspiration.
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Historical information and information about changed images of childhood were
obtained tlu'ough life stories (cf. Scheper-Hughes 1992). Senior people were asked
to narrate their lives and ·to tell me how the lives of the indigenous peoples in the
conununity had changed. They were asked to compare their own childhood to that
of their children. They contemplated what had changed and what had remained the
same tlu'oughout the years. Many of the comuneros had spent their entire lives as
laborers on haciendas and related vivid memories from various episodes played out
on them. They also narrated what it was like to work as a hllasiplIngll (Indian
domestic servant in the landowner's house) in the house of the patron (patron,
master, boss) (cf. Brandi ed. 1976).
Ftllihermore, a few years back, they had occupied one of the haciendas on which
they once had been working. They explained the background of the conflict, the
occupation and the prolonged dispute that followed. This was an issue continuously
on the minds of the comuneros, and they often brought it up themselves as a topic
of lengthy conversation.

A research riddle
The comuneros have a strong etlmic identity, which, e.g., can be noticed in the
recent takeover of the hacienda (as will be narrated in Chapter 2), and in their full
force paliicipation in the national uprisings occurring in the country. Since .the
spring of 1990 alone, Ecuador has witnessed Ellevontomiento indigeno (the Indian
uprising), La marcha indigel/a (the Indian march) and the Campaign 500 years of
Indian resistance. The comuneros refer to the region they live in as the "zona roja"
(red zone) and "zona fllerte" (strong zone), because it is among the fust to rise
whenever there is an indigenous uprising. The reputation of the indigenous peoples
being rebellious in the province is conftrmed by e.g. Federico Aguil6 writing about
the Chimborazo area as well (1992:7).

The comuneros also have an outspoken pride in being bilingual speakers of Spanish
and Quichua. They often refer to the Quichua language as "the Indian language",
their "cultural heritage". Prior to settling down in the community of San Nicolas, I
was told that the community was bilingual with a bilingual federally funded
primary school. On my first visit to the community, the male dirigentes of the
community proudly informed me that all the comuneros were bilingual in Quichua
and Spanish. The community leaders said that all the adults, as well as all the
children, were bilingual. All institutions for children in the community: the
huahuahuasi, the kindergatten as well as the primary school were bilingual.
However, after settling down in the comtmmity and after statting my study, I
gradually discovered that this was not true. In fact, it was only the daycat·e center
that was staffed with bilingual indigenous women from the conununity.
Monolingual Spanish speaking mestizo teachers ran the kindergatten and school.
Why had the comuneros initially told me that it was a bilingual community?

When I began doing field studies in the homes, I also discovered that all the
children were in fact monolingual Spanish speakers, and one impottant question
therefore crystallized. Why do not the children in San Nicohls acquire Quichua
even though they live in a multilingual environment and even though all the
parents claimed that they wanted their children to be able to speak Quichua?
(What is the role of sibling caretaking and sibling play in promoting Spanish and
Quichua?)
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2. THE INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY

THE ETHNOGRAPHIC SETTING
Ecuador, one of the smallest countries in South America (270,670 square
kilometers), is located on the pacific coast between Colombia and Pem. It is named
after the equator, which lies a few kilometers north of Quito. It is an ecologically
diverse country. The Andean cordilleras divide the territory into tlu'ee major
geographic zones. La Costa (the coastal region), which covers about a quarter of
the country's surface. La Sierra, the two cordilleras and the inter-Andean valley are
together known as la sielTa (or the inter-Andean region), which covers about a
quatter of the country. And the third zone is el Oriente (the East), which covers
about half of Ecuador and includes the descending eastern slopes of the Andes, the
jungle lands, and the upper reaches of the Amazon tributaries. (A foutth distinct
region is the Ga],\pagos Islands.)

The country is not only ecologically diverse, it is etlmically diverse as well.
Approximately 40% of the population (a total of 11 million) are indigenous peoples
(another 40% are mestizos, 10-15% are bianeos, Whites, and 5-10% are negros,
Blacks). The figures vary, since agencies differ widely in their estimations. There
are altogether 12 (9 or 10 according to some sources) different indigenous groups
in the country, each with its distinct culture and language. The groups live in tlu'ee
different geographical zones: the Awas, Chachis, Tsachis, and Enperas live on the
coast; the A'is, Sionas, Secoyas, Zaparos, Huaos, Shuaras-Achuaras, Qllichllas del
Oriente in the sparsely populated Amazon; and the last group, the focus of this
study, the Quichuas live in the sierra.
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Belote 1981:470-471). Both the men and the women wear their long hair in a single
plaited braid in the back. The men wear the characteristic black dyed home-woven
"Bermuda length" wool pants ending at their calves. The women wear
characteristic jewelry. These ethnic markers make the Saraguro easy to distinguish
from other Quichua groups living in the sierra, as well as from the non-Indians
living in various parts of the country. The Indian farms are on the same scale as
those owned by the mestizos. Poor Whites are even at times employed by Indians
(Casagrande 1981:271-272), which othelwise is very unusual in the siena. The
Indian-White relations are much more egalitarian than in other parts of the sierra.
By Ecuadorian standards, the Saraguros are economically well off (Belote and
Belote 1977:106).

Today, the Saraguros are found in a wide variety of professions: maids, mechanics,
construction laborers, various health professions and so fOlih . The former leader of
CONAIE (Confederaci6n

de las Nacionalidades Indigenas del ECl/ador,

Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador), Luis Alberto Macas, a
Saraguro, was even elected to the Ecuadorian senate.

The above mentioned Quichua groups are, however, exceptional, standing out from
the many other Quichua groups in the country. The large majority of indigenous
groups, e.g., the indigenous peoples of the Chimborazo province, live, as we will
see, under totally different" conditions. The majority of the Chimborazo Indians
subsist on agricultural production (Botero 1990: 15).

The Chimborazo province
The Chimborazo province is named after Mt. Chimborazo, an extinct volcano that,
at 6, 310 meters, is the highest mountain in the counhy. Its snow-capped peak is
often visible from the center of the community on clear mornings .and late
afternoons. The Chimborazo Mountain is one of the main tourist ath'actions of the
17

area, and an adventure for mountaineers. However, at the turn of the century, the
Indians used to climb up to the snow brim of the mountain, and cut squares of ice
blocks that they carried down on their backs in order to sell to mestizos in
Riobamba (2, 750 meters). A few other mountains and volcanoes majestically
sUlTound the city, e.g., the snow-capped volcanos Tungurahua (5, 087 meters) and
the Altar (5, 404 meters), creating quite breathtaking scenery.

Comunidad San Nicolas

The conununity San Nicolas is located 14 kilometers South of Riobamba
(population over 100,000), which is more or less the geographical center of
Ecuador. The community has approximately 600 inhabitants. It is, since 1995, a
cOlllllnidad jZlridico (juridical community), and the official recognition of the

community as a cOlllunidad indigena (legally recognized Indian community)
constitutes, e.g., a crucial tool in the sn'uggle to defend the communal land (Brush
1977:53) and guaranteed constitutional protection by the state (Crain 1990:47).
)

Today there is no natural forest left in the conununity. Among the various kinds of
trees that grow there, the most common is the fast growing Australian eucalyptus.
This tree, which grows in clumps here and there all over the community, is not only
used for logs, but its leaves are also frequently used in folk medicine. In various
places in the community, single specimens of trees that are native to the Andes also
grow, such as the black chelTY capuli (Jat. PrlmllS serotina; native black cherry),
which bears fruit at the time of the Carnival. Its leaves are also used in n'aditional
medicine. Various cactuses also grow in different parts of the community,
including the fruit-bearing edible tllna (Jat. Opuntia tllna; prickly pear) and the

r

fleshy leafed cabZlyas (agaves). The fiber of the latter plant was used for making

c

clothes in the past, but is today solely used for twining rope.
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Most houses in the community are located in the flatland, and it is only in the
section called Chalan that the houses cling to the mountainsides. Casa comunal,
which also hosts the huahuahuasi, a local tienda, is as stated above located in the
center of the community. Many houses are located around the cas a comunal and are
built rather close to each other. In other palts of the community, the houses are
scattered along the dirt roads and plots.

Housillg
The houses are generally protected from view. There is a high wall surrounding
each household, making it almost impossible to see what is going on inside the wall
from the outside. The comuneros avoid displaying their private propeliy, which is
often downplayed for various reasons. Neighbors, or other non-kin comuneros, are
rarely invited inside of the wall, and - ajenos (strangers) - do not normally enter
the private compound. This respect for private space has been repolted by other
researchers as well (e.g. Coombs 1981; Aguil6 1992). When one visits a house, one
does not enter the yard until invited to do so. One is expected to call out, e.g., iSe
puede? (May I come in?), first from a distance as one approaches the gate, and then
to call out again while knocking on the gate - in that way asking permission to
enter. One may be invited to visit the dirt patio and sit on the porch, but non-family
members are only rarely invited inside the house (Coombs 1981:193; Bourque
1997:161).

The comuneros generally live in small one-story adobe houses. Kin and friends
lend a hand during the construction of the house in exchange for plenty of food and
at times a payment. The dwellings are made out of sun dried bricks, have zinc
roofs, and hard packed mud floors . There are also a few other houses made with
concrete bricks purchased in Riobamba. Most houses are windowless, and light
enters primarily through the low door, which often stands wide open during the
day. Most of the daily activities (food preparation, conversations, children's play,

,

and hygienic activities) occur on the hard packed eatth patios. Animals, such as
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pigs and sheep, are kept in a cOITal inside the yard of the homestead at night, but
are' taken out to pasrure during the day. Many of the households have recently
installed the highly valued electricity used for the home's single weak light bulb,
but the inside of the house is still rather dark. The elech'icity is, in a few cases, used
for a transistor radio as well. Even more exceptional than a radio is a small blackand-white television owned by only a few households in the community.

Most houses consist of one room used for sleeping, cooking, storing and keeping
personal belongings. All members of the family sleep together in this room. Small
children sleep with their parents until they are around five years old, or until the
next child is bom when they move to the children's bed. The furnishings are sparse:
one or two beds with woven mats or mattresses, a table, and a wooden bench or a
couple of chairs. Cardboard boxes are generally used for keeping clothes, there are
poles to hang clothes and farm tools on, and 50 kg sacks containing potatoes or
maize are often stored in a comer of the house. The walls are seldom decorated,
with the exception of a small mirror, a portrait photograph and a shelf where
variolls things such as schoolbooks and tools are kept. Sometimes, beside the old
kitchen hearth that is still used, there is also an adjacent smaller cooking house,
where many families nowadays have a small gas stove.

A few houses in the conununity are more elaborate than the adobe dwellings
described above. They consist of two stories, several rooms, a balcony, windows,
and wood floors. These houses are located in the central part of the community.
Needless to say, they belong to the most well-to-do comuneros of the community.
Wealthier households also have more possessions. They generally own more sets of
clothes, have more cooking utensils, own a radio or stereo system, and maybe even
a black-and-white television.

There are a few casa de pajas or chozas (lit. straw huts) as well, but they are said to
be over 50 years old and no new houses of this type are built. These are small
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windowless packed earth structures covered by an overhanging grass roof of sigse
(tampas grass). Peeping through the small door, one can see guinea pigs running
around on the mud floor. In the middle of the room, there is a kitchen health.
During meal preparation, the whole house is filled with smoke. The chozas are no
longer in very good shape and look as if they could collapse at any time. The
comuneros who live there, often a widow or a widower, complain that the rain
pours in during a heavy rainfall, getting everything inside soaking wet.

There are three small dry-goods tiendas serving the community. The communal
stores are used mostly for complementing the purchase made at the weekly markets
in Riobamba and Licto. The tiendas are open every day of the week. As already
mentioned, one tienda is run collectively by the community. It is located in the casa
comunal. The Evangelical congregation runs a second tienda, located beside the
Evangelical church and a third, located next to the communal school, is privately
run by a comunero. These shops consist solely of a few shelves on the wall. The
storekeepers all sell the same basic goods that the proprietors of the stores have
bought in bulk in town. Conunon goods sold are: various kinds of canned and dry
food, salt, eggs, cooking oil, candles, matches, bread rolls, fruits (oranges and
mangoes depending on the season), candy, batteries (used for radios and
flashlights), small packages of detergents, soaps, combs, ribbons, hair clips,
toothpaste, popsicles, soda pops and other such low-cost items.

Marriage amI killsltip
In Indian communities, man'iage plays a strategic role in gaining assets to land and

labor "as well as to networks that open up sources of exchange and credit" (Brush
1977:138). The Matqapuqio in Peru many in order to consolidate the land, or as
they state: "We marry the land" (Skar 1993b: 131; cf. Cadena 1995). The
comuneros do seem to pay respect to the sh'ategic role of malTiage, but emphasize
that malTiage partners are freely chosen. In other words, decisions about marriage
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are not made by family patriarchs as is the case among, e.g., the Chitapampino
(Cadena 1995:333).

Before the marriage ceremonies, "e/ pedido" (the act of asking for a woman's hand
in matTiage) commonly takes place. At this occasion, the boy formally asks his
slIegl'os (in-Iaws-to-be) ifhe may matTY their daughter. The parents, who often are

afraid that the couple will elope if permission is denied, generally readily agree to
the marriage (cf. Gaskins 1990:85). The couple thereafter makes a visit to the girl's
parents in order to inform them about their plan to man'y and set up their own
household. Thereafter they sometimes live with the boy's future in-laws for a shOlt
tinle before they marry. According to Nicole Bomque, who has done fieldwork in
an Ecuadorian Indian conununity in Sucre, the couple does this in order to
"demonstrate their worthiness". They get to perform various tasks for the family
they live with. Men are expected to be able to carry out demanding physical work,
especially plowing. Women must show that they are competent to work diligently
on the fields, care for cattle, wash clothes and above all demonstrate that they are
able to cook (Bourque 1999: 11-12). In San Nicohls, women and men are required
to demonstrate their worthiness in a similar way.

There are no intennalTiages in the community. According to the comuneros, the
only indigenous groups that marry people from the outside are the aforementioned
Otavalefios and the Saraguros. Moreover, it is not at all uncommon for 'the
Saraguros to marry "Whites" (Belote 1978: 196). They are said to marry foreigners
as well . In San Nicohls, endogamous marriage, marriage with a partner from the
cOl1ununity, was previously the ideal and is still widely practiced. But
intercommunity marriages are common as well, especially between San Nicolas
and the neighboring conununity San Isidro. Asked to explain their preference for
marrying a partner from San Nicolas, they said that they would know the
background of the person, which leads to feeling confident about the person. But
they added that they certainly could malTY out of alllistad (friendship) as well.
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In the Andes, h-ue adulthood is reached upon marriage (Isbell 1978:81; Mckee
1980:103 Skar; 1993b:139; Bourque 1995:77). Man'iage, which generally takes
place before 20 years of age, plays a central role in the life of the comunel'Os. The
individual's status then changes from youth to adulthood. Marriage is the surest
route to recognized social maturity and to autonomy, which is highly valued
(Mckee 1980:103). The couple is required to marry by both the church and the
state. Thereafter, the man becomes the head of the family as he sets up a separate
household with his new wife. The nuclear family (the husband, the wife and their
children) is the most common family arrangement in the conununity.

Marriage is considered to be for life and hence does not dissolve until the death of
one of the spouses. Until just recently, divorce was unheard of in the conununity.
Similarly, Stephen Brush (1977:136), Olivia HalTis (1978:28), and Sarah Lund
Skar (1993b:141) have all reported on the low divorce rate among the indigenous
peoples in the Andes. In San Nicohls, there is as yet only one single case of
divorce. It was a couple who recently decided to divorce after three years of
unhappy marriage. The woman remained on the coast, where they had been
residing, with the couple's two children and the man returned to San Nicolas and
married a woman from the community shortly after the divorce. Previously,
remarriage had only occurred in cases of the death of the husband or wife.

Compadrazgo

Kinship is increased tJu'ough the compadrazgo system. Occasions range from
baptism, fnst communion, confirmation, marriage and funeral. The prototypical
form of the compadrazgo system is when the parent of a child seeks godparents,
padrillolmadrilla (godfather/godmother), who will sponsor the child at, e.g.,

baptism. The ahijadola (godchild) becomes the 'mediating object', tJu'ough which
parents and padrinos fonn a tie of ritual kinship and become Call/padres
(godfathers)(HiIl and Hill 1986: I 8).
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Members of the family are often asked to be compadres, thereby reinforcing
"grandparental and avuncular ties with the compadrazgo tie" (Nash 1979:80). This
is the case with the Paqchanos in Cajamarca, Peru, who seldom seek compadrazco
ties with outsiders (Coombs 1981 :93). The compadrazgo system most often
reinforces an already existing friendship or a business relationship. It can also be
used in order to honor a person (van den Berghe and Primov 1977:156).

But it is also used for financial reasons. It was often stated that comuneros chose
well-to-do mestizo or indigenous compadres, thereby receiving material
advantages. If they choose mestizo compadres they could get help with
bureaucratic matters as well. But above all, the comuneros emphasize that it is most
important that the compadres are buena gente ('decent people') who can be h-usted.
In the past, when the majority of the comuneros were illiterate, they depended on
the mestizos to help them with bureaucratic as well as economic matters. The
mestizos received agricultural products or labor in exchange for the favors they did.
In this way, ties were established not only across class, but also over ethnic lines
(van den Berghe and Primov 1977:156).

In San Nicohls, the Evangelists do not practice the compadrazgo system. As a
matter of fact, most of them condemn it, and accuse the Catholics of being

I
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opportunistic and choosing wealthy padrinos. The Evangelists put their children

"en lIIanos de Dios" ("in God's hands"/in the grace of God) or "en manos de
pastor" (in the reverend's hand) instead. They seem to view hermanos ("brothers in
the faith") in a similar way as the Catholics view the compadres. That is, they
involve them in social and economic relationships . Helmanos are prefelTed for

partido (sharecropping), as well as for helping out in house construction and in
agriculture (Muratorio 1981 :524). Thus, there is a solidarity among the hermanos in
the community very much like the ties that exist between compadres among the
Catholics.
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The local government

The community is self-governed. The cabildo (committee in charge of the affairs of
each community) is composed of 8 officials elected by ballot each year: community
president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, s[ndico (lawyer) and vacales (voters).
Indigenous communities are egalitarian, but there are a few mature to elderly men
who possess collective influence (van den Berghe 1977:85). One of the most
influential persons by far in the community is the current president Don Antonio
(culTently also president of CODOCAL,

COIporacion de Organizaciones

Campesinos de Licto). (Note that Don used before the name reflects the respected
senior status of a man, the equivalent term for a woman in the community is
mama). He was, at the age of 17, the fIrst democratically elected president of the
community, and between 1974 and 1995, he was reelected 8 times.

Prior to this, the community began getting organized in the 1970s, and at that time,
the comuneros knew almost nothing about literacy, health, law, and organizations.
They state that they used to live a life in darkness and narrate how: "la vida estllvo
OSCIlI'G"

("life was dark"). According to the comuneros, it was the representatives

from CEAS (Centra de Edllcacion y Accion Social) who came to help them get
organized. Before that time, powerful people were able to deceive and dominate
them. It was, in other words, the representatives of CEAS who came to "open up
their eyes" and who began organizing various courses that the comuneros attended.
The founder of this organization, Monsefior Leonidas Proafio, also called "the
bishop of the Indians", seems to have made a major impact on the comuneros.

Commlll/al assemblies atulmil/gas
Today, the affairs of the community are discussed in public assemblies. Thejefe de
la casa (head ofthe household) is obliged to participate in the meetings, which take
place during the evenings in the casa comunal. About 60 persons patticipate in
these meetings, and discussions are often carried on for hours. It is not unusual for
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the assemblies to turn into lively discussions that continue well after midnight. A
variety of issues and problems are discussed, concerning anything from law and
order, plaos for consh·uction work, maintenance of dut roads in the community, to
·zation of demonstrations outside ofthe community.
the organt
. thel·e is a need to get something done in the community such as the
'
Wllenevel
constmctio of roads or maintenance of irrigation canals, the president of the
n
community calls for a minga (work palty), which date back to Inca or pre Inca
time. Each household has to send a person to each minga, and close palticipation
records are kept SO that those who do not comply have to pay a fme (a day's wage,
5 000 sucres). In 1994, the community organized a total of 20 mingas in which 80-

,

90% of the households sent a person. But currently, since the comuneros would
rather work on the family land than participate in the mingas, they sometimes send
n or daughter in place of an adult. Towards the end of 1995 this
a teenage so
,
. [lad become so common that it was seen as a problem. Teenagers are not
practIce
.d ed to be able to work as hard as adults, and it was therefore decided at a
conSl er
meeting that adolescents who were still in primary school were no longer allowed
to participate in the mingas.

Scllool
. starte d to organize
. .Itself. They received
It was in the mid-1970s t1lat the commumty
help from CEAS, and Monsenor Leonidas Proano visited the comuneros on several
. lIS Thereafter, the contuneros began organizing night classes and took Palt
occaSI O .
in the programs broadcast by the radio station Esc/lelas Radiof6nicas Pop/dares
(local radio station in Riobamba). This station is still widely listened to Ul the
community (and it broadcasts a wide variety of programs m Spanish as well as
Quichua).
It was alsO during this time period that the Spanish speakmg school was established
in the community and a mestizo teacher (presently the prmcipal) stmted to
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commute from Riobamba. Thus, from having been a closed society with little
outside influence, the community started to open up and receive assistance from
various institntions. Don Antonio, the president of the community, refers to the
time prior to the 1970s as alrasado (backward), saying that they did not know
much about the outside world then. According to him, it was the work of CEAS
and Radiofonicas that made them conscious of the sitnation of the indigenous
people and tbat propagated for indigenous peoples' rights as Ecuadorian citizens.

Almost all comuneros in the community were illiterate in the 1970s, and they
therefore stalied to anange noclllrnos (nocturnal classes), literacy classes for adults
in order to eradicate illiteracy. Don Antonio worked as a literacy assistant in the
community, and be recalls that he and his pupils listened to the literacy programs
broadcasted by Escuelas Radiofonicas Populares. The first literacy classes were
canied out in this way. It was also during this time period, the mid- 1970s, that a
primary school was established in the community. The majority of the pupils were
monolingual Quichua speakers and many comuneros have testified how they had to
stmggle to learn Spanish. They all feared the teacher would beat them for not
understanding what was said in Spanish or for not completing the assignments.
Many consequently dropped out of school and the dropout rate was rather high. All
of them refer to the school experience in the past as a cruel one.

The literacy situation in the community has changed radically since the 1970s.
Today, approximately half of the adults are literate. For instance, half of the focus
parents are literate. Far more men than women are literate in the community today.
The school is called Teofilo Saenz Davalo, named after the patron who donated the
plot on which the school was constructed. Teaching started in 1976, and was
canied out by senora Nieves, still the principal of the school. Of the 36 pupils
entering the school at that time, only a few could communicate in Spanish, and the
children natnrally had difficulties coping with the school situation. They were
punished for failure to do their homework and for violating the school mles, such
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as the outlawed use of Quichua. Many dropped out after a few years of schooling,
others fmished but had not acquired the basic literacy skills.

Today, the children arrive at school speaking Spanish, and the three mestizo
teachers from Riobamba do not comprehend or appreciate the Quichua culture. The
teachers claim that the parents do not prepare their children sufficiently for school,
and they have an expression to explain what happens then: "Cuando folIa e1 hogar,
la educacion folia y el nifio folia" ("When the home fails, the education fails and

the child fails"). That is, when one of the three fails, education does not progress.

A few of the pupils who finish the 6-year mandatory education continue to
secondary education in Punin, the neighboring town, or in Riobamba. However, the
majority does not continue, but instead starts to work in the family agriculture or
leaves the area in order to work in the cities or on the coast. According to the
parents, it is lack of money that makes it impossible to send their children to
secondary education. They have difficulties saving enough money to buy the
mandatory school uniforms, and all the other required school supplies.

A mestizo teacher from Riobamba runs the kindergarten as well. Preschool
education is not obligatory, but the teacher tries to persuade the parents to send
their children to this preparatory year before they enter school. This eases the
transition from home to school. During their first week in the classroom, ·the
children first leam how to greet each other and how to keep themselves and the
school supplies neat and clean. Thereafter, they are insh'ucted in classroom
behavior, in how to raise questions, care for books, hold a pencil and a pair of
scissors, etc. They also leam the first letters in the alphabet and how to count.

The daycare center, the huahuahuasi, has been operating since 1990. During the
first few years it was run by the state. Thereafter, the European Community (EC)
ran it and today it is back under state tutelage. There are presently three indigenous
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promoters working in the daycare center. They have hardly received any training in
the profession and are often criticized by the parents for being careless with the
children as well as for being inel1. During a few meetings, I heard the promoters
being criticized by parents for leaving children unattended, for arranging few or no
plalmed activities for the children and for favoring a few children, mainly relatives.
They were also criticized for spending their time with the other promoters instead
of with the children.

The he{/"" post
There is a health post in the community that also selves eight other conununities in

the area. It is staffed by a full-time auxiliary nurse, a part-time medical doctor, and
a dentist who works two months a year. But, before seeking help at the health post,
the comuneros often use folk medicine, applied by a member of the household, or
by a local practitioner of medicine. The medical doctor, affirms that Westem
medicine does not reach the indigenous population. She says that it is extremely
unusual for pregnant women to come to the health post for a check up, although
they are encouraged to do so. A pregnant woman continues to live her normal
everyday life in the conununity, and there seem to be no restrictions or taboos in
connection with pregnancy. She finds no reason at all to get a physical examination
during the pregnancy. In fact, she does everything she can to avoid any contact
with the health post and the hospital during this time. These institutions are thought
of as inhospitable, frightening places where only strangers attend you. According to
the women, there are quite a few stiUbil1hs in the community each year. There is
also "/Ill/cha sangre" ("a lot of blood"), as they explicitly and concisely put it, but
this does not affect their attitnde towards giving birth at home.

Since folk medicine is sometimes used by the comuneros before seeking help at the
dispensary, diseases may become aggravated and it may be too late by the time
they come to the health post. There are various reasons why the comuneros first see
a traditional practitioner or hy the household cures before seeking a medical doctor.
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One of the reasons is, of course, that they conceptualize diseases in a different way.
It is, however, not at all unusual to seek help from both a traditional practitioner
and a medical doctor. In such cases, they seek help from the traditional medicine
first, and only from Western scientific medicine if the fOlmer did not work. There
are also many, especially women, who say that they feel recelo (apprehension)
about seeking help from the mestizo health professionals, since they are afraid to
seek help from somebody they do not know personally.

According to doctor Castro, the most common diseases in the community are
contagious infections (tuberculosis, cholera, hepatitis, parasite), respiratory diseases
and malnutrition. She is aware that the comuneros do not trust Western scientific
medicine, and that she and hel; staff would need to work much closer to the patients
in order to come to a better understanding. The health personnel would need to
leave the health post and visit the comuneros in their homes. They would need to
infOlm them about the impOltance of hygiene and preventive health care. She adds,
however, with a certain amount of satisfaction that they have been very successful
in reaching the people with the birth control program, especially the younger
population (women 18-30 years).

Local par/eras (midwives) have existed in San Nicoh\s until quite recently, but no
longer. They were previously called to attend the woman's palturition in her own
home. Today, it is a common practice to ask a senior woman, most cOlnnlOnly the
woman's own mother, mother-in-law, relative or neighbor, to assist at the delivery.
The birth is always attended by someone well known to the woman. When the
labor pains start, "the local midwife" is called for to attend the bitth. She
COJ11J11only prepares various kinds of herbal tea for the mother itl order to hasten the
bitth, and cuts the umbilical cord with a razor blade and ties it with a tlu·ead. Then
she bathes the child after the buib. Various herbs and plants are added to the water,
such as leaves of capull and eucalyptus trees in order to strengthen the child's body.
The infant is thereafter dried and swaddled in cloth. Other members of tbe family,
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including the oldest girl, assist with the postpartum care as well. She serves the
mother various kinds of herb tea, broth of hen or guinea pig and runs small elTands
for her. The mother then rests for a couple of days in the house with the infant, but
under normal conditions she is up within a week after the birth. Thereafter she
takes several baths in water with leaves of capuli and sigse in order to strengthen
and harden her body.

Ch II/'ch

The community has two churches, a Catholic and an Evangelical. Catholicism was
the sole religion in the province until Evangelical missionaries were sent into the
region and managed to convelt parts of or entire communities to the new faith. This
caused serious schisms to develop in the communities.

It was comuneros working outside of the community who brought the Evangelical

religion to the community. Once home, they reassembled in each other's houses in
order to worship together, and in 1981 they constructed an Evangelical house,
referred to as a church in the community. Many Catholics were antagonistic
towards the Evangelical religion, and the tension between the two religions stalted
to build up. Some men from the Catholic Church literally tried to destroy the
building, attempting to collapse the walls of the church during construction. The
Catholics also persecuted the ftnt evangelicos (a term used to refer to Protestants),
thus conversion to the new religion meant considerable sacriftce. In other adjoining
communities, on the other hand, the missionaries were not allowed to enter the
communities, which have all remained Catholic.

Protestantism has undoubtedly had a sh'ong influence on the Quichua family. It has
reduced the level of violence in the family . The peaceful family relationships have
also led to egalitarian participation in domestic chores and in agricultural labor
(Muratorio 1981:523). Many of the Protestants also consider themselyes to be
better people than the Catholics: more sober, healthy, honest and in general more
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helpful. The precepts emphasize discipline and abstention from alcohol and
premarital relationships (Muratorio 1981 :518).

Asked to mention one of the nicest events that had happened in their lives, the
Evangelists would instantly answer "entering the church". Pastor Mesias, in his
very characteristic and succinct way, says: "/.Dios call1bia la vida si qllie/'e no?"
("God changes life if he wants to, doesn't he?"). The prohibition of alcohol is often
given as one of the reasons for entering the Evangelical church (cf. Harris
1995:299).

There are around 35 adults and 45 children who regularly attend wllos (religious
services) in the community. The families get together, sing, pray and study the
Bible together. The Evangelical church has by far more cultos, meetings and
courses than the Catholic church. Thus, it plays a much more central and prevalent
role in the families' daily lives. Entire families regularly attend services, Bible
studies, courses preparing for adult baptism, mingas, chorus practice, campa/1as
(ritual meetings) with Evangelical churches from other communities and provinces,
during which they listen to the Gospel, pray and sing together.

The Catholic church, on the other hand, is rather inactive in the community today.
The Catholic chapel, located on a sacred place up the hill overviewing the center of
the community, is deserted most of the time, and is only rarely visited by ·the
congregation. It has become weathered after years of disuse and is no longer in
very good condition. The Catholic clergy only rarely enter the community in order
to
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out mass. In total, this occurred twice while I was in the conmnmity: mass

was once held in the conununal building, and a confU'lnation was once held at the
chapel. Nowadays, the clergy regularly cany out the ceremonies for baptism,
confrrmation, marriage and burial in the Catholic church in Punin.
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It is common that the Cathqlics make negative comments about the Protestants in

the community. They have only reluctantly agreed to sit on the same committees,
and they no longer participate in the same fiestas. In the community, religious and
secular fiestas are given throughout the year. There are national holidays, e.g.,
Independence Day, and religious holidays, e.g., Holy Week. Other fiestas are
family parties, neighborhood fiestas, farewell parties, and welcome home parties,
not to mention baptisms and marriages. There are, in other words, many
opportunities throughout the year to get together and celebrate. The men who are
migrant workers make sure to come home to the community on at least a few of
those occasions. They are at times asked to be the priastes (festival sponsors) of the
fiestas, that is to arrange the fiesta. It is not unusual for fiestas to last two to three
days and sometimes up to a week. Often they are lavish, with plenty of food and
drink. Drinking alcohol, however, is foremost an activity for men (Han'is 1978:34),
and women in general feel aversion towards the men's excessive drinking.

MAKING A LIVING

The family is the principal economic unit of production as well as consumption.
Kin often collaborate with one another and constantly share labor. They can also be
counted on in cases of emergencies: to do favors, give loans or social support
(McEwen 1975 :190). They often anange cambia de /IIana (exchange of hands),
e.g., during house building, and this is done without expecting any direct return,
and without calculating the exact hours spent working on a project. The favor is
repaid when the other household needs help. This is seen as an 'Indian activity'
(Bourque 1997: 162).

But reciprocallabor is rare outside the immediate family circle (Brush 1977:105)
and also inside the family. The comuneros recall with nostalgia times gone by
when they used to help each other on the land without expecting anything in return,
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and they lament the current centrality of money. Money is used not only for
transactions outside the community, but inside as well. The community has, thus,
gradually shifted from subsistence to market production, and the indigenous family
is now integrated into the market economy.

Occupation is perhaps the best objective criterion of ethnic group membership, next
to language (HatTis 1995). Olivia Hanis has written on the topic, writing about the
indigenous peoples in Bolivia: "Indian peasants ... despise outsiders, who 'do not
know how to work,' and who live by begging from them-for this is often how they
perceive the mestizos. They feel
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for these people who have little or no land,

who are afraid of real work, and who depend on others to produce food for them"
(Harris 1995:369).

Agricultural production is the activity by which the Yura in Bolivia "judge their
self-wotth and by vittlle of which they evaluate others" (Rasnake 1988:37; see also
Cadena 1995:343). The people of San Nicolas judge people in the very same way.
They have an agricultural based identity. Assessment was often made in the
community that a certain daughter-in-law was a "good" person because she worked
so well on the chacra (small cultivated free hodings) or during the minga in the
conununity. She was always seen out in the fields, working diligently with an
azad6n (hoe), and carrying heavy loads of cargo on her back. Another similar

judgment was that a cettain comunero was good at plowing with a team of cows.
And likewise, refening to a despised person, it was common to say that he or she
did not even know how to work. A woman was e.g. frequently called carishina
('mannish ') for being unable to get the guinea pigs and rabbits in the household to
multiply, which is not considered a difficult task. They all died for her in the cage,

Agriculture and animal husbandry are the modes of subsistence in the cotrttnunity.
Many of the families that lack enough land for subsistence have to combine
agriculture with other activities. As in many other siena provinces, lack of land has
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led to migratory work. The migrants retum every two weeks, or less often, and
spend a couple of days with thei.r families in the conununity.

Land is the most valued commodity in the community, and the majority of the
comuneros own at least some land for subsistence farming. Chaeras or lIlinifimdios
(small cultivated fi-ee holdings) are treated as private property that can be inherited,
exchanged or purchased among the comuneros. The comuneros squeeze out a
meager livelihood from the minimal chaeras. Due to the inheritance pattem, the
ehacras are divided and subdivided. (Men and women inherit the land equally.)
Households, therefore, often have small chaeras, dispersed and fragmented in
various pal1s of the community. For many, the tiny chaeras do not provide
subsistence, let alone excess, produce for sale.

Land is unevenly distributed among the comuneros, and only 5-10% of them have
enough that they can live off their own land. The large majority of the comuneros
are poor. They do not generally possess more than lIna clIadra (0.36 hectare), and
hence need additional sources of income. Those who lack enough land to live on
work land owned by others. This often takes place under sharecropping
arrangements, according to which the owner supplies the land, the seeds, the
fertilizers and the fungicides. The owner gives half of the harvest to the socio in
retum for the labor he puts in. Thus, this system has advantages for the socio as
well as for the landowner. As previously mentioned, there are also many who eam
their wages outside the community.

The agricultural calendar has two distinct seasons: the rain season (October to
April) and the dry season (May to September) (Botero 1990:39). The most
imp0l1ant crops cultivated in the commwlity are: a wide variety of potatoes, maize,
onions, canots, beans, peas, squash, zambos (bottle gourds) and alfalfa. Different
hand tools such as the azad6n and the hoz (small sickle) are used in production on
the chacras. Today, all of these crops are cultivated with irrigation, and a schedule
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specifying the IlImo (tum) - the time period when in'igation water can be drawn
into the propeJty - is agreed upon among the comuneros. A system of irrigation
ditches now makes it possible to cultivate year round, which previously was
impossible.

The much appreciated guinea pigs and rabbits are kept in homemade wooden cages
on the patio. The guinea pig is also known as "conejillo de (Ias) Indias" ('little
Indian rabbi!'). They are kept for subsistence as well as consumption purposes.
Other commonly kept animals are poultry, pigs, and sheep. Rare, but owned by a
few of the families, are diary cows. A few families have a donkey as well, which is
kept as a pack animal. Many families keep dogs and cats.

It is mostly the men who temporarily migrate to the coast and the women who

remain in the community where they are in charge of all the household and
agricultural work. Meanwhile, the men work in the coastal area year after year.
This is a common pattern in the Andes as well, and Marisol de la Cadena writes
about the same situation in a Cuzco village in Peru . She states that the men
regularly migrate to the urban area while the women stay in the village to till the
soil and become "ever more l'llstic and 'Indian' in the process" (Cadena 1995:33 1).

Most of the people who migrate from the conununity go to the coastal region.

I,

There they work as unskilled laborers, as pOlters, domestic servants, masons,
peddlers, miners, or as fruit pickers on the coastal plantations. Most of them keep
their ties to the community and regularly retum to visit. The majority of the
migrants plan to return to the communities. Others have, in their turn, decided to
stay on the coast on a more permanent basis . They may have acquired many of the
material and cultural accoutrements of social mobility: cash, literacy, urban
contacts, commodities, experiences (Larson 1995 :3 1).
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The CUlTent trend of migration to the coast may, however, come to an ablUpt end
due to the purchase of an hacienda in the community. The successful takeover of
the hacienda is a story worth nal1'ating in detail (see below). The nal1'ative begins
with occupation of the land, followed by conflict and ends with on-going
negotiations with the patr6n.

DAILY LIFE AND INDIGENOUS PRACTICES
Clothes as label of ethnic identity
It is easy to distinguish from which province and sometimes even which region a
runa ('people', human being, indigenous person) comes since a person's dress
indicates hislher origins. They mark themselves as ethnically indigenous (King
1997a:2). The red poncho worn by the men and the characteristic white felt hat
worn by the women easily distinguish the Indians Jiom Chimborazo province from
the many other Quichua groups in the country. The thick, coarsely woven wool
material used by the people living on the pamlllo (high tableland) easily
distinguishes them from people living falther down in the valley. Clothes are
symbolic labels that signal identity for the indigenous peoples in the Andes and
can, thus, be seen as identity markers (cf. Cadena 1995:339).

The indigenous peoples' clothes are referred to as traditional, but actually date back
to colonial rather than pre-Hispanic times (Friedlander 1975:92). This is not the
case with the Quichua language, a custom of undoubted pre-Hispanic origin. All
women (without exception) in the cOl11l11unity wear indigenous clothing. This is
one way of expressing group belonging. They all wear a white felt hat with a small
brim, and they wear a dark blue or black anaclI (a square waist-to-ankle wrapped
skilt). The anacu is held in place by a wide multicolored chlllllbi (woven sash),
wrapped several times around the waist. Under the anacu, the women wear a light
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blue or white full-length mdlera (underskirt) often with a decorative border
infi'equently visible under the anacu. As a top, they wear a short-sleeved camisa
(shut), and around theu' shoulders, they wear a rectangular purple or indigo bayefa
(baize) . An extra, somewhat larger, shawl for CatTying babies and produce is
sometimes wom as well. The homespun and -woven wool material has almost been
totally replaced by a store-bought and much thlimer synthetic material. Nowadays
it is primarily the senior women and men in the community who wear the thick
homespun wool.

The senior comuneros are generally more conselvative in their coshlme usage than
are younger community members. The women also wear jewehy that can be
identified as indigenous. The necklace is the most conspicuous and most widely
used jeweh'y and consists of many sh'ings of big red or at times gold colored beads;
these are wom by all women in the community. In their pierced ears they wear
silver or tin earrings, often almost shoulder length and sometimes decorated with
pieces of inlaid glass. On their feet they wear plastic shoes called siefe vidas (lit.
seven lives), which have almost totally replaced the tire sandals still wom by the
senior comuneros. The senior women are frequently barefoot as well.
I

I

The women are much more conservative than the men, who customarily wear
blanco clothes (store-bought cotton or wool pants and shirts). The men wear brown
or black fedora-style hats, and on their feet they wear men's shoes or rubber-boots .
The characteristic red acrylic, cotton or wool poncho is only wom on cool nights .
New clothing or the best clothing is saved for special occasions, such as festivities
or a h'ip to the markets in Riobamba.

This lack of indigenous clothing has caused the Saraguros, who themselves wear
full-costumed indigenous clothing, to say about the Chimborazo Province: "Such a
curious place, all the men are Whites, but their wives are Indian." The Saraguros,
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hence, only regard traditionally full·costumed Indians as real Indians (Belote
1978:26).

Male teenagers commonly wear modern American style shilis, blue jeans or any
other men's pants. They also wear men's shoes or sneakers, and use a baseball cap
instead of a hat. They would never think of putting on a poncho, and chuckle when
asked why they don't: "Esle poncho ni Dios quel'fa. " ("Not even God would want
this poncho.") But they often begin wearing a poncho when they get older, after
getting married and settling down in their own household. At that time, they are
considered to be jefe de la cas a, and begin wearing not only a poncho, but a man's
hat as well. It also happens that a few of the comuneros wear blanco clothes when
they are outside the cOllllllunity, returning to indigenous clothes upon reentry.

Indigenolls food

The maill meal of the day often consists of a caldo (soup) as a stalier. The main
dish, which is served at almost any meal, is potatoes with lIIul'i (boiled yellow
maize), which is dried corn taken off the cob and then boiled in water. Other
conunon ingredients used in the reglllar diet are rice, beans, peas, onions, carrots,
spices and herbs. At tiInes the dish is complemented, with intestines brought by a
vendor fi'om Punin who visits the community once or twice a week. Cattle are
rarely slaughtered for meat, but are raised for milk which is sold on a daily basis.
Chickens, gllinea pigs and rabbits, on the other hand, are often slaughtered and
eaten at fiestas .

The guinea pig was the main source of meat in the area, before the introduction of
Old World cattle, and is the most appreciated meat during fiestas . It is still
considered the most delicious meat by far. Major festivities (such as : finados, the
Day of the Dead and Easter) call for an abundance of food. On such occasions, a
roasted guinea pig is considered: "10 mas du/ce que hay" ("the sweetest food there
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is"), and is often served with peanut sauce, a heap of boiled potatoes, lettuce and
slices of tomatoes. At these festivities there is not only plenty of food served, but
also plenty of alcohol. Chicha (fermented maize beer) used to be served in large
quantities in the past, but due to a few cases of cholera thought to be caused by
contaminated chicha, it is no longer prepared or consumed in the community.
Today it is primarily huge amounts of trago (raw unmature cane alcohol) that are
consumed from cloudy, dirty bottles. During and after the festivities - which last
anywhere from three days to a week, or rather as long as there is liquor left - one
can see extremely drunk people (mostly men) here and there. Perhaps he has passed
out on the road or on the chacras, often with a wife and/or a child sitting next to
him, covering him with a shawl or a poncho . This is to protect him from the cold,
and from becoming robbed, since, if left unguarded, a thief might strip him of all
his belongings .

ARE WOMEN MORE INDIAN?
Women dress in the traditional "Indian" way, they cook the indigenous food, they
apply folk medicine, and they remain on the land and are in charge of the
agricultural and the household work when their husbands migrate to the coast.
"Women are more Indian" wrote Cadena (1995) in reference to Chitapampino, a
Quechua community close to Cuzco, Peru.

In previous research on the Andes, the complementary relationship between men
and women has often been pointed out (e.g., Isbe1l1978; AlIen 1988; Skar I 993b;
Bourque 1999). They perform different tasks, and the "work of both is necessary
for the material and symbolic production and reproduction of a successful
household" (BoUl'que 1995:84). Men and women work the land together, and it is
said that: "all things both living and inanimate are made to be in pairs" (Skar
1993b:143). The women are seen as guardians of culture in the Quechua society
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(cf. Coombs 1981; Allen 1988; Skar 1993a:25). Tasks that directly involve the
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home and childcare pertain to women, whereas men's tasks take them away from
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home.
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complementarity between spouses has existed in traditional communities in the
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Andes: "until gender equality was ruptured by 'mercantile penetration' and women
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. were assigned a peripheral place" (Cadena 1995:229-330). Women are now both
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verbally and physically abused by men (Cadena 1995:330). Harris has also
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commented on the violence within the family (Harris 1978:34-37). The reason for
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this behavior lies, according to Cadena, in assumptions about women's inferiority
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Recent

anthropological

studies

on the

Andes

have

shown that

and infantility (Cadena 1995:330).
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Women in San Nicolas, as elsewhere in the Andes, are the main providers of the
household. They prepare and serve the food, and clean the house. Other activities
carried out solely by women are handicrafts such as twining rope and spinning
thread. They sew, repair clothes and knit, but do not have any elaborate handicraft
specialization as do other indigenous groups in the country, as mentioned
previously. Women's handicraft activities are mostly done while they are occupied
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with other things. They often spin tlu'ead while herding animals or attending

hoe

meetings. It is very rare to see women sit idle, but instead they are constantly

st.

occupied with various things. Aninlal husbandry is also associated with women,

a

and they take a dominant role in this domain. They take care of the animals, keep
track of bi.t1hs and go herding (cf. Coombs 1981). And in the w-ban markets, they
handle the money when buying and selling animals.

b',

There is an overlap in the work carried out by men and women in San Nicolas (cf.

ry

Bourque and Warren 1981). Men are in charge of clearing the fields and of plo wing
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them with a pair of yoked oxen or cows. These activities, which are considered
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skilled labor, are regarded as strictly male activities requiring great physical
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strength. Men hold all the official leadership positions in the community, and do
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almost all of the talking at meetings. Women attend as well, but are reluctant to
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participate. Women seldom speak at the assemblies, and men do not like them
entering the public sphere (cf. Alien 1988:120). On various occasions I observed,
the men challenged the women at the meetings, asking them to speak up. This only
temporarily changes the order of things, however, as most women continue to be
seated in the rear of the meeting hall, whispering the latest gossip, spinning and
knitting together. It is mandatory for each household to send one adult to attend the
meetings, which partly explains why the women are more or less forced to be
present, to fill in for absent husbands.

Women participated in the takeover of the hacienda. They also attended the
indigenous uprisings taking place in the country.

Mestizaje
As previously mentioned, a mestizo is a person identifying with Hispanic rather
than Indian culture. It is literally a person of mixed race. The comuneros' own
definition of the term will here be used.

The comuneros, like other indigenous peoples in the Andes, have used various
strategies to "pass" into the category mestizos, thus distancing themselves from
their Indian origins. They have done so by denying their past: changing their
language, diet, ancVor clothing (cf. van den Berghe 1981; Godoy 1985; Cadena
1995:340; HaITis 1995:365). Also they have shifted from subsistence production to
wage labor (Harris 1995:364).

Many of the comuneros had difficulties adapting to the new living situation on the
coast. Others said that learning new linguistic and cultural rules is like "a game".
Among the Paqchanos in Cajamarca, Peru, the person who plays the game well
enough to "pass" as mestizo is admired (Coombs 1981:284-285). There are
comuneros from San Nicoh\s who also play the game well, but here, this kind of
game playing does not seem to be rewarded with admiration.
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In Chitapampino, Cuzco, PelU, the women stay behind in the community and are
sentenced to work (Cadena 1995:341). Most of the tasks now fall on them and they
are thus tied to the land. This leads to a feminization of the IUral communities
(Cadena 1995:341), and in the process, the women become the least mobile group
both ethnically and socially. This description also holds for San Nicoh\s, in that
most migrants to the coast and to other cities are indeed men. Two of the fathers of
the four focus children commuted to work and other obligations outside San
Nicohls.

ETHNIC CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE HACIENDA CONFLICT
Until the 1960s, it was common for the indigenous peoples of the province to be
dependent on the haciendas for their subsistence. This was how rural societies of
Latin America had been organized ever since colonial times (Carrasco 1993 :31).
The transformation of the traditional hacienda system gathered momentum after the
agrarian reforms of 1962 and 1974, as well as after the abolition of precarislI10s
(land tenure in which the workers hold land in usufiuct) in 1970, which eliminated
tenant lab or and gave the peasants legal ownership of their plots (Muratorio
1981:506; see also erain 1990:47).

The relation between the indigenous peoples and the patr6n was hierarchical. For
instance, in the past, indigenous peoples were expected to show the patr6n respect
by taking off their hat when they greeted him. Both men and women were fmiher
expected to kneel in front of him, tuck their right hand under the edge of their
poncho or shawl, ask for his blessing and kiss his hand. They could alternatively
kiss his foot. At the same time, they were supposed to greet him with a standard
phrase in Latin: "Chill1os cramento amito. " ("We greet the sacred patr6n.") If they
also cited a few verses from the Bible, he was sure to be even more pleased with
them. If they, on the other hand, only uttered the regular greetings causally used
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among comuneros: bl/enas dias (good day) or bllenas Im'des (good afternoon), he
was sure to insult them. He would call them various pejorative tenns for Indian,
such as: india roeolo, indio fongo, indio ill/llil (round chili pepper Indian,
younglunskillful Indian, wOlthless Indian).

The survival of Quechua monolingualism was strongest in areas that were once
haciendas. The hacienda owner commonly discouraged his peanes (tenants,
unskilled laborers, hired laborers) from learning Spanish. In this way, he was
limiting their social and geographical mobility. He was often a coordinate bilingual,
having learnt Quechua as an infant ft'om an Indian wet nurse (Coombs 1981 :164).

The Chimborazo province is one of the most hacienda-dominated provinces in the
country and has one of the most anachronistic agricultural stntctures, not only in
the country, but also in the entire hemisphere (Carrasco 1993:31). An hacienda is a
land estate of sufficient scale to permit more than subsistence agriculhlre and is
worked with hired or dependent labor (van den Berghe and Primov 1977:95). The
Indian pe6n, who worked on the hacienda under serf-like conditions, was obliged
to put in work for the haeendada (estate owner). All surplus was sold on the market
(van den Berghe and Primov 1977:97-98). The peon also worked as huasipungu,
and it was quite common for the peon to be tied to the hacienda by chronic
indebtedness to the hacendado. The peon had no place to go other than to another
hacienda (see, e.g., Icaza 193411964 for a vivid description of the life on the
hacienda in Ecuador and Anrup 1990 for infOlmation on hacienda life in Pent).

In the spring of 1989, the comuneros of San Nicolas and San Isidro occupied the
adjacent hacienda called TlInshi. The hacienda conflict began with minor fights
between comuneros from the two communities. The fights started because the
comuneros from San Nicohis were upset over the fact that the patron had
exclusively invited the comuneros of San Isidro to buy the hacienda. Since both
groups of comuneros had previously worked on the hacienda, the comuneros from
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San Nicohls thought that they should bave an equal right to buy it. But after 6 or 7
fights between the two communities, it all came to a dead end, and the patron

an,

changed his mind about selling and decided to keep tbe hacienda for himself.

an,

Then the comuneros from San Nicolas and San Isidro - armed with rocks, sticks,
and dynamite - decided to jointly attack the hacienda buildings where the
hacendado and the comuneros that were still in favor of the patron resided. They
vas

lal,

managed to drive the hacendado and his men off the hacienda. They thereafter
invaded it and took turns guarding it day and night for years to come. The
comuneros from tbe two communities thought that the conflict would be settled
within a shOlt time, but it remained unsolved for many years to come.
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Then in 1992, the comuneros of San Nicohls were invited to purchase another
hacienda, called the Paqui/a (a total of 40 hectares) and owned by a relative of the
patron of the other hacienda. The comuneros formed an agricultural association,

Asociacion de Trabajadores AlI/onolllos TlInshi San NicolGs. (All its members are
also members of CONAIE.) The 63 members were divided into two teams that took
turns working the land. The family based subsistence farming has hence been
altered. One advantage with this form of cooperative work in an association is that
they have been able to apply for and receive funding from two foreign institutions.
According to Don Antonio, they have profited from outside help from both Swiss
Aid and the EC. In 1994, Swiss Aid sponsored a project in order to make
improvements in tbe conununity's canal system. The grant money was also used to
buy dairy cows, seeds and fertili zers. In 1995, the latter organization provided
capital for the construction of a dairy in the community.

The conununity leaders made a plan for paying off the loans on the purchase of the
Paquita. They were to work the land collectively without drawing any salary. The
surplus was sold at the markets in Riobamba in order to payoff the debt. The
associates worked the land together for six years. In August 1995, the land was
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divided among them. From that day and on, the members worked the land
individually in each family, as is the tradition in the community.

After promises from the goverrunent of a prompt end to the conflict, an inventory
of the hacienda Tunshi and the machinery was made in the fall of 1995. The patron
and the few men that still suppOlted him, associates from the two communities, the
president of CONAIE, and various pro-Indian church support groups were all
present during the inventory. A month later, in October, a meeting was held in
Quito that was intended to be the last. New promises of a solution to the conflict
were made, but there were still things that needed to be arranged before the fmal
papers could be signed.

Then in December, the hacienda Tunshi (a total of200 hectares) was turned over to
the two conununities (according to a written communication). Six years of
negotiations and legal procedures had come to an end. The takeover of the hacienda
has been viewed as an important victory for the indigenous peoples of the two
communities, as well as for the indigenous movement in Ecuador.
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3. THE CHILDREN AND THEIR FAMILIES

lry

SELECTION OF THE CHILDREN

on
he

The study focu ses on four children: two boys and two girls (cf. Schieffelin 1990

~ll

and Kulick 1992). Ochs (1988) similarly focused on an even number of boys and

in

girls, three each. Upon completing a large part of the kinship interviews in the

ct

begiI1Iling of the fieldwork, it became clear which children would be suitable for

al

the study. The parents of the four children were immediately positive to the idea of
participation in the study. They also remained in the study until the end of
fieldwork, resulting in an 11-12 month-long study of each of the four focus

'0

children, which also was the time period originally opted for.

If

a

There were several criteria for selection of the children: age, gender, and number of

3

siblings. Three of the children, Kristina, Carlos, and Vilmer Dado, were 1Y, to 2
years old when the study started and in the process of learning to speak. The fomih
child, Miriam, was 3 years old, allowing me to study a child with more speech. The
four children were drawn from large, medium as well as small families, and the
parents were of different ages. Another criteria for selection was that the parents
were positive to the study and that they could possibly remain in the study for a
year.

The four children and their families were well representative of the community.
One of the families (Miriam's), however, was slightly more well-to-do than the
others. Their living conditions and material wealth were also relatively high. They
lived in a two-story house with a stucco front, owned more clothes and technical
appliances, as well as more land and cattle. They had a relatively high social
standing in San Nicoh\s.
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In one of the families, all members jointly attended the Evangelical church. In
another family, only the oldest daughter regularly attended the church. A third
family had for various reasons left the Evangelical church, but was contemplating
reentering. In a fOUl1h family, the parents were against the church and therefore
prohibited their children from attending. None of the families regularly attended the
Catholic church.

All parents had visions for their children and wanted them to become something
other than what they had become. They did not want them to have to work as hard
as they had been forced to. They also wanted them "to get ahead" as they so often
expressed it. Among other things, they believed that success in school would
improve their overall status in the society (Homberger 1985:575). All of them
referred to their own childhood as tough and they extensively nanated how they
had suffered from hunger, cold, heat, as well as from heavy work. They all
considered their own childhood as having been cruel in comparison to childhood
today.

12 is the tasl{

All fom children had siblings, the total number of children per family varying
between 4 and 8. However, none of the families lived up to the old saying: "12 es

la /area. " ("12 is the task.") The senior comuneros state that it was common for
their generation of women to give bitth to up to a dozen children. About half of
these children survived until adolescence, the rest dyitlg of various diseases. The
comuneros were proud to have many children, which were seen as a blessing from
God. It also showed that a man was //luy hOlllbre (a 'super male'). Today, the
comuneros state that they can no longer afford to have large families, and families
are thus much smaller. Many younger couples have agreed to family planning and
have started to plan the size of their families as well as to space their children.
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At the onset of the study, the four children were the youngest members of their

rd

families. Carlos' family had another child (Gloria) towards the end of the shldy, but
she was defmitively seen as their last child. They said that they could simply not

re

afford to have more children. Nowadays, when almost all children attend school for

le

at least 6 years, the cost of maintaining a large family is very high because children
are unable to help out with the household and agricultural tasks to the same extent
as before. Also the cost of living is much higher. It is, in other words, more

Ig

expensive to raise children today, and this is one of the main reasons why the

rd

comuneros prefer to have small families.

m
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Most women and men, however, were against interfering with "the natural cycle".

m

They preferred leaving the number of children to the grace of God. Not until

ly

recently have they struted to comply with family planning. Female sterilization is a

III

common birth control measure in the conununity today, as well as a common topic

,d

for discussion among the women. A few women say that they are afraid of
sterilization, and all SOltS of frightening stories of what can happen during or after
such an operation regularly sweep through the community.
The foul' children

Ig

J(,.istilla 's family
Age offocus child, siblings and parents at the onset of the study.
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Child
Kristina ("Kichan")
Cecilia ("Chela")
Blanca
Violeta
Manuel
Susana
Manuela
Nancy
mama Manuela
Don Pedro

Age at onset of study
2 years
4:3 years
6:9 yeru's
8: 10 years
12 years
14 years
16 years
17 years
33 years
41 years
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This is the largest of the four families in the study. The entire family is composed
of 10 persons living in a small, one-room adobe house with a high mud wall in
front of the house. Much of their land is sihlated around their homestead. Mama
Manuela often complains about their living conditions, wishing that they could
afford a larger and better house. Towards the end of the study, Don Pedro
constructed a small addition to the house for himself and his wife. They also
acquired electricity, used for the single light bulb in their house.

Don Pedro became an orphan at an early age and, thereafter, his brother took care
of him like a father. Because they were very poor, his mother could not afford to
send him to school, and he has remained illiterate. Orphans generally do not get the
chance to go to school, as they have to work for their own maintenance. That was
the sih18tion for orphans when he was a child and it remains so today. Don Pedro
started working on an hacienda when he was 8 years old. Today he has enough land
to support his family. He proudly points out the land they own around the house
and the manber of animals. Don Pedro also keeps colonies of honeybees, which
provide an additional source of income for the family.

Don Pedro expects them to have more children, something his wife does not
concede to. He does not adhere to family planaing and states that the number of
children they have is in God's hands. The Catholics in the community adhere to
this ideology. He explicitly states that it is a woman's task to care for the children
and says that he has not played a major pmt in the children's upbringing. A woman
is also responsible for the house, according to Don Pedro. He thinks it is easier to
bring up boys, and that girls cause more trouble. Don Pedro refers to the problem of
teenage girls who elope or become pregnant before maniage.

Mama Manuela was b0111 in the neighboring community San Isidro, where she also
attended school for two years. She remembers that the teachers used to laugh at
them when they spoke in Quichua, the only language she knew. The teachers also
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used to call them various pejorative terms for being unable to speak Spanish. Mama
Manuela learnt Spanish at school, but decided to drop out after two years; she never
went back.

Mama Manuela moved to San Nicolas upon getting manied. She says that she was
tricked into getting manied, being told that her living standards would improve.
According to her, she was better off materially when living with her parents. They
have been manied for 20 years, but have marital problems. She had two
pregnancies while I was following the family: One stillbiIth a month before the
onset of the study and one miscarriage a few months later. During one of the
pregnancies, she was persuaded to get a check up at the dispensary since she was
complaining of abdominal pain. The doctor determined that the fetus was in the
wrong position and advised her to give biIth at the hospital in Riobamba, but she
preferred to give bilth in the home where all her previous births had taken place
and where she felt more at ease. The infant died during delivery with the umbilical
cord around its neck.

According to Kristina's parents, Kristina (2:0) was a "nice" girl from birth. She was
neither delicate nor a willow. She was born very small though. At the outset of the
study, she was quite reserved, timid, and did not say much. She had learnt to say
1II(lIl1a (mommy) and papa (daddy), her only words. During the first days of

recordings, Kristina became sad, cried and protested every time her mother left the
house. Otherwise, she was very obedient and slavishly followed the directives of
her older siblings. During the initial recordings, she always spoke softly when
interacting with other people. Towards the end of the fieldwork she had become
quite talkative, and I was able to record various play monologues with her. Kristina
had become very friendly. Don Pedro then characterized her as "la lIIas viva" ("the
most lively") of them all, neither timid nor frightened of anything. She was always
very pleasant to be around.
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Cecilia was Kristina's main playmate. She wanted to go to huahuahuasi, but was
kept at home in order to accompany Kristina during the days. Cecilia had no
responsibilities other than to be with her little sister and to look after her. They
would play together all moming in the patio, until shortly after noon when the other
siblings retumed from school. Then they would all continue to play together around
the house, or out on the fields where the older siblings worked for the rest of the
day. The children were allowed to fetch food for themselves from the stove inside
the house whenever they liked.

Blanca and Violeta both helped out in the household. They attended school in the
momings but cut fodder and fed animals, as well as helped their mother in the
fields in the aftemoons. Also they spent a lot of time playing with Kristina and
Cecilia in the patio outside the house.
Manuel, the only son in the family, graduated from 61h grade towards the end of the
study. Don Pedro looked out for his only son and had further plans for him. For
instance, he planned to let Manuel attend courses outside the community in
beekeeping and agriculture. Although he always worked in the fields during the
afternoons, he found time to play and get into mischief with Kristina.

Sus ana had finished school and worked as a pe6n to one of the comuneros in the
community, and was therefore not recorded much. Manuela eloped from the
cormnunity six years ago after graduating from school. Her parents expressed
disappointment over her leaving after all they had done for her, pulting her tluough
school and so forth . She eloped in order to work as a servant in Riobamba, but she
left the fU'st family because they beat her. Thereafter, she went to live with another
family in the same city, but quickly changed to a third family. She h'ansferred to a
fout1h family in Quito, where she remained until recently and where she reported
being treated very well. She returned to the community for a visit, but was
contemplating retuming for good. The oldest daughter, Nancy, also was working as

was

a pe6n to one of the comuneros. ShOlily after she became becoming pregnant by

1 no

her boyfriend Ca coworker), the couple decided to get married. Don Pedro heaved a

:hey

deep sigh, content that the matter was solved. He felt relieved of his responsibility

,ther

for her. In similar situations, the father of the girl usually forces the boy into

,und

marriage .
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Car/os' family
Gloria
Carlos
Alfredo
Marco
Lucha
mama Luzeo
Don Manuel

Bom during the study
1:10 years
3:3 years
5:4 years
11 years
36 years
46 years

Don Manuel never attended school, but stmied to work in agriculture when he was
the
~or

in
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9 years old. When he was 13, he became an orphan when his father died. Along
with some teenage boys, he left the cOlmnunity shortly thereafter in order to work
on the coast. Don Manuel stalted work as a family servant. He remained with them
for many years, and he also started to study at noctumo. At 29, Don Manuel
married Luzeo. They had a state marriage, and thereafter he remained in the sierra
with her. There were problems initially since Don Manuel drank and wasted all his
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money on fiestas. He also beat Luzeo. Since then he has changed considerably and
today lives a clean life. Everything changed when he convelted to the Evangelical
church. Today the whole family attends religious ceremonies in the church. They
are quite dedicated and careful not to miss a single meeting. Through the church,
Don Manuel has learnt how to read and write fluently. He attended church courses
in literacy and became literate by reading the Bible in Spanish and Quichua. He
leamt paltly by helping his oldest daughter with her homework tlu'oughout primary
school. Don Manuel says that he will do his utmost to put his children through

IS

primary school, if he lives that long, he adds. He stresses that: "I'm poor, I have
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always been poor and I'll always be poor. The only thing I have is my God." Today
the family lives off the produce of the family farm.

Mama Luzeo was born in a community high up in the p una (arid tableland of the
Andes). She comes from very poor circumstances; her father was a drunkard and
did not contribute much to the family's maintenance. Her mother ran the household
and worked on the hacienda. It was also her mother who brought them food in the
evening, wh.en she returned from work. Mama Luzeo narrated: 'To I'ecol'daba que

slifl'ia bastante POI' la bal'l'iga y POI' el hall/bl'e. " ("I remember that I suffered a lot
with the stomach and from the hunger.")

Mama Luzeo attended school for a year, but dropped out when her father died and
she was left an orphan. When she was 9 years old, she was sent to Riobamba. At
that time she did not speak Spanish, but learnt little by little in the house where she
worked as a maid. She also attended nocturne for almost a year, where she learnt
how to read a little and to sign her name. Mama Luzeo moved back to the
community after 4 years in the city. She stalted to live and work with her
grandparents instead of her parents. Many years later, she met her husband while
working on an hacienda in Punin. She was 18 years old when they got malTied.
Mama Luzeo thought that he would be like a father for her, but due to his jealousy
and his drinking habits, they did not live a good life initially. He beat her every
time he was drunk. Mama Luzeo remembers how she used to be afraid scared of
him.

In all she has had 11 pregnancies: 5 living children, I dead and 5 miscarriages. This
seems to be a normal number of pregnancies for her generation of women in the
community. Her fust-born son died in an accident four years ago, and she still
mourns him greatly. She remembers him as the nicest of them all.
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Carlos' character is gentle. At the beginning of the study, he was 1: 10 years, and he

lay

had leamt to say mommy, daddy and nano (brother), When he was 2 years old he
had leamt how to say: Il'aiga, aglla, ve, no hay, vaca, pel'l'o (bring, water, look, all
the

gone, cow, dog) . He leamt to walk at the onset of the study, but needed someone to
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hold his hand and was hence a late walker. As the study proceeded he began to talk

)ld

a lot with his siblings. According to his mother, he became more troublesome with

the

age, Carlos had a quick temper and often showed that he was angry, He screamed

rue

with a high pitch when he thought he had not gotten his share of something or

lot

when he did not get his way, He was quickly comforted and soothed by his parents
01'

L
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siblings, who often gave in to him in order to keep him quiet. Cm'los played with

his two elder brothers, Marco and Alfredo, and he was Mm'co's favorite, He was
md

nursed on demand until his mother became pregnant again, whereupon he was
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immediately weaned. The most common weaning method in San Nico!.!s was used:
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Guinea pig blood was smeared on the mother's nipples, and the child immediately
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ceased nursing.
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Alfi'edo, the middle boy, was seen as the family'S problem child and as a matter of
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fact he was nobody's favorite , He was often called I/O/'on (,Cry-baby'). When

ed.

asked to explain how Alfi'edo had become that way, his mother said that she had

my

had ml accident and broke her arm when he was a newbom and she was therefore
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unable to take care of him properly, As a result, she could neither work well in the
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household nor in agriculture, and they went tlu'ough difficult times with ' an
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insufficient food supply. Lucha took care of Alfredo and she cmTied him around
tied to her back. She went to other households to ask for help and the women took

"El es cl'eado de

his

turns nursing him . Mama Luzeo says that:

the

is raised by everybody's teats.") This, she says, explains why he is the way he is

till

today, disobedient and difficult. When, e.g., told to be quiet he would answer back:

,

letas de taditas. " ("He

"1 don't want to be quiet."
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Marco is the oldest of the three boys, and could defmitely be said to be something
of a "boss" among the siblings. He has invented their various play activities and is
very skilled at improvising. When playing with his younger brother, he was often
heard to say: "Aqui yo soy papa. " ("I'm daddy here.") Marco is especially fond of
Carlos and calls him "lIIi hijo" ("my son"), but does not treat Alfredo as gently.
Marco is very verbal and his mother thinks he is the most intelligent among her
children. At kindergalten he showed his best side, and was the favorite of all the
schoolteachers. Among other things, they appreciated that he was sent neat and
clean to school. Marco was very popular among the other children as well.

Prior to entering kindergarten, Marco used to travel with his father to Quito and he
therefore knows "both worlds". But today he can no longer leave the community
since he has to attend kindergarten. This upsets him. Marco could be heard to say:
"De gana (dJentre en este pendejado de jaJ·din. Yo estoy perdiendo ir al Quito. "

("Unintentionally I've entered this bullshit kindergalten. I'm missing out on going
to Quito") When his mother asked him to help out with the household work, he
responded: "Yo no soy IIIltjer para coger lelia. Voy a avisar a lIIi papa. LavaI' no es
lIIi trabajo, coger lelia no es lIIi h·abajo. " ("I'm not a woman to gether firewood.

I'm g01111a tell my daddy. Washing clothes is not my work, gathering fU'ewood is
not my work.") If he is to do any work at all, it has to be out on the fields and
definitively not household tasks that he thinks are women's work. However, he
willingly takes care of his younger siblings.

Lucha, the oldest girl of the household, was constantly at the beck and call of her
mother, and she responded with a quick: "ya, ya" (yeah of course) when asked to
do an errand. She almost never complained and she never lost her temper. Lucha
was also always very patient and considerate with her three younger brothers. She
mediated and solved quarrels between them. When one of them cried, she asked
him: "Who beat you?" pointing at the various people standing nearby asking: "Is it
he? Is it she?", always trying to distract and comfort them. Lucha was always
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extremely good with her younger brothers, and treated them all equally. She says
that she would like to go to Quito and work in her aunt's house when she graduates
from 6th grade. But this was something her parents would not hear of. Her father
disagreed when Lucha brought the topic up for discussion and said: "Sijilera var6n
si." ("If she had been a man yes.") Her father says that she will be taken care of

until she marries, unless she decides to elope, he adds with a grin. Don Manuel
proudly stated: "Mas ql/e lIIi IIIl/jer trabaja ya lIIi hija. " ("My daughter already
works more than my wife.") She knew how to do everything in the household.
Lucha, on the other hand, at times complains that she has to do everything, while
her younger brothers do not have to help out at all. She thinks this is unfair. It is
often the case that the oldest daughter ends up doing most of the household work.

Gloria was born towards the end of the study. She was named after her
grandmother. When she was one month old, she knew, according to her parents,
how to say "agll ", which they interpreted to mean that she wanted to cry. Gloria is
not, according to her parents, a willow and will therefore become tranquil as she
grows up. She was characterized as "colerita"

("Iittle

angry") and "bravisima"

("very angry"). When she woke up, she screamed until somebody picked her up
from the bed. When Gloria was born, Marco showed a lot of interest in and
tenderness for her. He talked to her and gave her all sorts of things: flowers, boiled
potatoes and other things. He often said that he wanted to carry her, but he was of
course too young. Gloria was used to being canied around and every tinle they put
her down she statted to cry. Her parents said that it was impossible to say what she
was like or what she would be like in the future, since she was a newborn. They
have decided that Gloria will be their last child, since they can not afford more.
They both agree that 5 is more than enough and they have decided to comply with
sterilization (after some persuasion from the auxiliary nurse), which will be carried
out shOltly after the bit1h. Don Manuel said that he was pleased about Gloria's
birth, but also that only one child can be the first. They were very happy about their
first child, but there was no overt verbal display of affection upon Gloria's birth.
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Vilme/' Darios' family

Vihner n"rio
Vilinton Emesto
("Vi lie")
Miriam
Franklin
Mama Angela
Don Juan

1:5 years
3:1 years
5:5 years
7:3 years
25 years
33 years

Don Juan summarized his life with: "Mi vida era

11IUY

//'is/e ya." ("My life was

already very sad.") This statement was fiequently echoed in the community by the
comuneros. He was the son of a drunkard, who used to mistreat his wife, Don
Juan's mother. His father sold the family land to be able to attend fiestas. At the
age of 8 years, he stalied working as a servant in the city of Guayaquil. Thereafter
he had various odd jobs. Don Juan became literate in both Spanish and Quichua by
attending noctume as a teenager.

At the age of 21, he was one of the first in the community to enter the Evangelical
church. A year later Don Juan malTied, and ShOlily thereafter they had their first
son, who died only 4 months old in ilia! ai/'e ('bad air'). He grieved his son's
sudden death, and never thought he would have such a beautiful son again. But
Don Juan said he got four more children even more beautiful than the first. He says
he wants his children to achieve something more in life than he has. Don Juan
wants them to continue to Shldy in secondary school, but adds that it is foremost up
to the children if they want to become something in life.

Don Juan has been living in Guayaquil, a city on the coast, all his adult life,
working in various odd jobs. He is presently working at a bakery. He has constantly
I,
t

maintained his ties to the sielTa while living on the coast, retuming home every two
or three weeks for a visit. Yet, Don Juan said that he had not gotten used to the
sielTa again since the climate is too cold. He wanted the family to sell their land in
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the community and move to Guayaquil. But Don Juan's wife did not want to move,
thinking she could never get used to the h'opical heat on the coast.

,
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Of the four focus children's fathers, Don Juan was the one who spent the most time
with his children. He was also the most openly affectionate with them. Don Juan

11

had withdrawn from the Evangelical church recently because he had been having
problems following: "la palabra de Dios. " ("God's word.") He had, for example,
been drinking heavily, but is planning to join the church again.

"11
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When mama Angela herself was a child, she had lots of responsibilities: she took
care of her younger siblings, pastured animals, washed clothes and so on. When she

: I

i,I¥

I~

was 8 years old, she also knew how to cook. She attended school for 4 years and
then decided to drop out. Mama Angela remembers that the teachers were mean,
and that they fi'equently used to insult and hit the pupils. She never learnt how to
read and write very well.

Mama Angela stat1ed working on an hacienda in Punin, and remained until she got

1

11)

I,

h
,I, '

married . She was 14 yeat·s old when she married Juan, also her fn'st boyfriend, in

i['

the Evangelical church. Mama Angela said that Protestant men are better husbands,

'I

adding that he was like a daddy for her. She felt very fOlmnate to have such a good

1

husband, and was very fond of him. Mama Angela is quick to add that he does not

I \

beat her. She only wanted to have 3 children, but since her husband thought that
one of them would most probably die, they decide to have 4. She said that she did

,11

not want to have any more children. Mama Angela has therefore been sterilized, to

I'

which her husband agreed.

1

11

Mama Angela ran the household with the help of her daughter. She did most of the
agricultural activities on her own, since her husband was only home sporadically
from Guayaquil. Although she would not move to that city, she says that her sons
may move there someday. Mama Angela would never let her daughter move there
11
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though, even if she would like to, since mama Angela does not consider it a good
place for women.

At birth, Vilmer Dado (I :5) was very small, weighing approximately I kilo. It was
mama Angela's own mother who attended the delivery and she said: "Qlle va a ser
huahua de nllis flaco es. Deja no mas para que muere. " ("How can he be a child he

is too thin. Just leave him to die.") She remembers that he was small, like a doll.
Her mother suggested that they bathe him with Deja, a detergent, so that he would
die. But mama Angela refused, and she happily says that he is still alive, although
he is often ill. In comparison with his peers in the community, Vilmer Dado is tiny
and late in development, both in terms of speech and walking. He knew how to say:
ve (look), mommy, and daddy during the initial recordings. Mama Angela nurses

him on demand. He receives a lot of attention and tenderness from his mother.
Mama Angela carried him around on her back most of the time, wherever she went.
Alternatively, Miriam or Franklin carried him. He had hardly learnt to walk
towards the end of the fieldwork.

Vilie acts funny in order to get attention, and is often teased by his mother. He
pretend-fights a lot with his little brother. Mama Angela often intervenes in order to
protect Vilmer Dado. She threatens Vilie and says that Vilmer Dado will get him
back when he is a little older. Then she says that Vilmer Dado will even win. Vilie
is extt'emely active and verbal, but he is sometimes hard to understand. He is a
nonsense talker and the family clown. Vilie speaks very rapidly, and his mother
says that he parece gringo (resembles a person with white skin). His mother also
calls him loco (crazy) and constantly attempts to calm him - to keep him from
getting too carried away.

Miriam is the only daughter. Her mother says about her: "Ella ClIida a Dario como
mama. " ("She takes care of Dado like a mommy.") She attends kindergarten

during the mornings, and works in the household during the afternoons. As the only
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daughter in the family, MU'iam has to help her mother with most household chores:
washing clothes in the quebrada (mountain gorge through which water flows),

~

I

11

fetching water, brulging grass for the guinea pigs and feeding the pigs. Her mother
calls her cat"ishina for playing violently and roughly with her younger brothers.

1
I

Franklin said that when he graduates from school he is going to live in Guayaquil

I
,

with his daddy. His mother complained that he never helped out in the household,
and that he was just too lazy. She also said that Franklin is like a "visitor" in the

,

house. He hides every time he is supposed to run an elTand. Franklin sometinles

I

went to live at Ius grandparent's house, located close by, where he did not have to
help out at all. He went there without telling anybody. His mother claimed that
Franklin is too spoiled by them, and she adds that they adore him. He is also
something of a favorite among the teachers at school.

I

I

I
II

I'
Miriam's family
Miriam .
Geovani ("Geova")
Fanni
Lorena
Alberto
mama Dolores
Don Luis Enrique
("Lucho")

,

I

I'

3 years
8:9 years
11 years
15 years
2 1 years
39 years
40 years
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Don Lucho was deeply involved in indigenous issues, both in the community and
in outside organizations. He was one of the dU'igentes in the community (vice
president of the association) and one of the protagonists in the takeover of the

'

:1
I
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hacienda. Don Lucho lost a hand during the takeover and is famous far outside the

11

community for his fighting spu·it. He traveled to Quito to attend courses on

'I
I'

indigenous issues. He is literate.

I
11 ,1
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Since Don Lucho spent little time at home, he was not recorded much. He said that
his youngest daughter Miriam (focus child) was his: "ojo del'echo" ("the apple of
his eye"), calling her: "lIli ill/yeI''' ("my woman"). He was most fond of her of aU
the children. Mi!'iam was also the one who cared and looked out for him the most.
Don Lucho said that he had not been able to get close to the other children since he
had worked outside the community while they grew up. When Mi!'iam was
baptized he asked Nina Pacari, the vice president of CONAIE, to be Miriam's
comadre, which she accepted. Mi!'iam was baptized in the Catholic church in
Punin, and the ceremony was followed by a huge fiesta in the community.

Mama Dolores was born in the community. She was left an orphan at 9 years when
her father died. Her mother could not make both ends meet, and she therefore never
had a chance to go to school. She remained illiterate. Mama Dolores worked at
various jobs in and around Quito. She narrated that she had to start to work at an
early age, and that she had suffered cold and hunger. Her first job was to collect
pel'ill'o; a flower picked in order to make DDT on an hacienda in Ibana.

Mama Dolores started work as a maid in Riobamba for a family with 7 children.
The children abused her, and she therefore left the house after only a few months of
work without gaining a salary. She moved back to the community at 15 in order to
man'y Don Lucho, her first boyfi'iend. At first her mother disapproved of the
malTiage and she was badly peaten. Mama Dolores had her first child after a year
of malTiage. Today, she complained that her husband did not contribute much to
making ends meet. She said about him: "Anda CO/I/O qlliera. " ("I-le walks around as
he wants to.") Mama Dolores is known as a hard worker, but she is also called "the
military" for her jealous fights with her husband and for nagging him.

Mama Dolores said that she did not want her children to suffer like she had
suffered (a common statement in the community). She therefore advises her
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daughters not to get married early. She treated Miriam with a lot of affection. She
said many times that she felt sad that she would never have more children.

The parents said about Miriam (3 :0): "ElIa esla viva. " ("She is lively.") She could
already run when she was 1:3 years old. She was very energetic and outgoing,
made jokes, smiled and laughed a lot. But she had a bad temper as well, and could
be extremely obstinate when she did not get her way. She received lots of attention
from her family. She was often teased by her siblings, but always tried to get back

1

at them. She was verbally very facile, much more so than any of the other focus

I

children. She also constantly invented new play activities. Her mother as well as

,

her siblings were very tender with her, softspoken, and encouraged her in various
ways. During the onset of the study, MU'iam was nursed on demand, but was
weaned shortly after the study had conunenced. Her mother was embarrassed that

i'

she was still nursing a 3-year-old, and decided to wean her so that people would not
stalt to whisper. During the first few weeks after weaning, MiJ'iam was often sad

j

and cried a lot.

I'
Geovani is MU'iam's main companion. He has a lot of patience with her and is
extremely good heal1ed towards his little sister. He gnides her in what to say to
people and how to conduct herself in various situations. Geovani also taught her the
songs he had learnt in school and they, at times, sang them together. He always
tried to comfort Miriam when she was sad, and to distract her when she was crying
for her mother. Geovani often sat down to rest when he got tired after walking
shorter distances. He walked and talked slowly. His parents characterized him as
bien tf//lido (very shy) and lranqllilo (calm). He repeated several grades ill school,

and his parents half jokingly said that he probably would be an adult before he
graduated from 6th grade. lfhe ever graduates, they added . They were quite worried

,

about Geovani, and felt sad for him since he was often ill. He had rheumatism.

I
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Fanni, an exh'ovetted and lively girl, graduated from primary school while I was in
the community. Thereafter her parents wanted to put her in secondary school, but
she did not want to continue. The reason for that was probably that her oldest
brother flunked during his last semester in secondary school, and she was afraid she
would do the same. Fanni preferred to stay with her parents, help out in the
household and on the fields. She was quite lazy at work and frequently
reprimanded by her mother. Fanni teased Miriam whenever their mother was out of
sight.

Lorena was characterized as a little shy. She fmished primary school in Punin, but
did not want to go to secondary school either, even though her parents offered it to
her. She said that she was also afraid of failing. During one period, she worked at
the daycare center as promoter, but did not like it very much. Lorena said she did it

:

for the money and there were few other employment opportunities in the

:

church, but today Lorena is the only one who attends regnlarly. Once while I was

I! .

still in the community, Lorena attempted to run away with a couple of friends. Her

conmumity. There was a period when the whole family belonged to the Evangelical

oldest brother detected them and brought her home again. It caused a great deal of
disturbances among the comuneros. She was apparently planning to go to the coast
and look for work, but her parents did not let her since she was needed at home.
,

She said she was tired of living in the community, where there was nothing to do
but work.

Albetto, the oldest son in the family, attended secondary school for several years,
but failed in his last year. Prior to that, he had begun dating a girl whom he wanted
to many. The girl was a couple of years older than he was . Mama Dolores thought
that the girl's mother was interested in Albetto, and she therefore refused to let him
marry her. In a suicidal attempt, he drank poison in order to force his parents to
give in. This worked, and the newlywed couple moved to Guayaquil. They shortly
thereafter had two children. Since his wife was seeing other men, the marriage fell
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apmt, and Alberto decided to move back to San Nicolas by himself, where he soon
married another woman. That made him the first person in the community to go
through a divorce, a fact that everybody commented on. Most of the comuneros
thought it was wrong. Today he says that he wants to return to school, but his
family has decided not to assist him financially . They are afraid he will fmd a new
sweetheart there.

Recordings

All the recordings are of naturally occulTing conversations in everyday life. They
are, thus, not between "strangers in a sh'ange situation" (Schwalizman 1978:236)
as, e.g., laboratory studies often are.

In the present study, on the other hand, no tests were used and the children's

activities were not manipulated in any way. All the activities recorded were
naturally occurring interactions in natural settings, and all the activities were
initiated by the children themselves. I literally tagged along with the children
wherever they were heading, and recorded the various activities as they occurred,
voluntarily and spontaneously.
I followed the child around "like a shadow" wherever s!he was heading: to the
fields where the parents worked, to pasture, to wash clothes in the ravine, to
meetings, to the church, to the dispensary. Spontaneous speech samples were
recorded in all these contexts, although we spent the major palt of the day on the
patio.

The recordings of the children were made with a pOltable tape recorder (SONY
TC-DS PRO Il) with an external stereo microphone (Sennheiser MKE 66). The
child was recorded every month, or every other month for three consecutive days.
A total of 1-2 hours of recording was aimed at on every occasion, which constihlted
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a good sample of the entire period. The child was recorded almost every time slhe
interacted with another person.

Recordillg schedule
The four children were followed and recorded on the following dates:

Kristina: November 1994; January; February; March; May; June; September 1995.

CarIos: November 1994; January; February; April; May; June; July; August;
September; October 1995.
,I

Vilmer Dario: December 1994; January; March; April; May; August; October
1995.

Miriam: December 1994; February; March; AprillMay; June; August; October
1995.
IlIleraclioll with Ihe 1II0lhel's dUl'illg Ihe recordillgs
How then, did the people studied perceive me, the ethnographer? People often

made jokes or commented on the nature of my work. One example of this
(Example 1) occurred when the mother (mama Luzeo) of a focus child was
conversing in Quichua with another woman as they worked on a field. Suddenly,
'I

,

one of the women looked up, wiped the sweat from her forehead, and nodded

,

towards me (where I was seated recording the interactions of two children), saying:
Example 1.
I. woman:

2. mama:
3. woman:
4. mama:

I/IIa nishpaclac pUl'in pai
senorita.
Pai senorita cada guilla pUl'in
visitashpa huahllasta.
Ima nishpa purin senorita.
Pai huahllitosta gl'abashpa
pUl'in.
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Why is she/senorita walking
around here?
She/Senorita i§. visiting the
children evelY month.
What is she saving senorita?
She is record!!1g the lilll, children.
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On another occasion (Example 2), mama Angela and her two sons were heading
down the road with a pig and eleven piglets, Mama Angela was irritated that her
son was not paying attention to where the piglets were, and she did not see the
woman who was approaching us. As we passed her, we greeted each other, and the
woman who had been watching us for quite a while asked:
Example 2.
I . woman:

What is she doing with you?

Cancunahuan imatatac
ruracun.

2. mama:
3. woman:

Working.
My God, that often.

Trabajacunmi.
Mamital/a cada rata.

For the illiterate, hard working agricultural women, the nature of my work must
have seemed sh'ange indeed. Always shuggling to make ends meet and always
short of time, they must have viewed my work as a waste of time. The many and
fi-equent jokes I overheard reflect this, e.g., a 1V0man laughingly said to mallla
Luzeo: "Haga ayudar cortando hierba, " ("Make her help you out cutting grass.")

TRANSCRIPTIONS
The time-consuming work of transcribing the cassettes was done along with the
mother of the focus child a few days after the recordings. We listened through .the
whole cassette. Initially, of course, the mothers needed to be reminded of their task.
Tired of their hard physical work during the day, and accustomed to falling asleep
as soon as they were given the chance to sit down, the mothers often dozed off
during the sessions in each of the households.
I used Ochs' set of conventions for the transcription of verbal and nonverbal
material as presented in her article Transcription as theOlY (Ochs 1979:43-72). The
utterances were h'anscribed phonetically rather than in correct Spanish spelling (cf.
Sawyer 1997:76). Even though the mothers did come to grasp the nature of the
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work and were quite willing to cooperate, the task probably remained odd for them
since it had nothing to do with their agricultural work, child care or household
chores . Most of the mothers (3 out of 4) were illiterate and they were greatly
amused by the speed of my writing. A few times they asked a child to interpret the
text in my notebook for them. Towards the end of my stay in the community, one
of them compared our sessions to watching television, something she had done
only a few times in her life, gesticulating with her hands to indicate the directions
from which the sound was coming. Besides getting all transcription work done in
the field, the transcription sessions in the children's homes (or on a few occasions at
the dispensary) provided an extra opportunity to observe the interactions of the
family members at home. The four families also became the main informants on
children, childcare and socialization.

Tl'anscl'iption notations

interruption of sound
=

one turn follows immediately upon another

(x)

inaudible word or words

CAPS

high amplitude

Bold

marked emphasis
sound stretch

()

nonverbal conullunication, contextual information

[1

simultaneous talk

[

outset of simultaneous talk

<>

slower pace than sUlToul1ding talk
Quichua words and sentences are underlined.

The real sur- and family names of the participants are kept in the text.
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TRANSLATIONS

The comuneros in San Nicohis speak a regional variety of Spanish. It has Quichua
features in that there are at times Quichua word insertions. Also, there is no defmite
m1icle in Quichua, and al1icles are not used in a consistent way according to the
rules of standard Spanish. The translation is in principal a literal translation, but
there has also been an effort to catch the conversational style of the speaker. The
I

goal in translation has been to "convey the sense and tone of the villagers' speech"
(Kulick 1992:xv) thus not to transcribe e.g. Quichua words and plu'ases into
Ecuadorian Unified Quichua, nor to transcribe Spanish words and phrases into

I

standard Spanish. The translation is based on my and the comuneros' (mothers)
understanding of the local meaning of the utterances. As the mothers assisted me in
the transcriptions, I consulted them in all cases that I did not quite understand what
was said.

I have not corrected ungrammatical words or phrases in the transcripts if they were
clearly ungrammatical in the regional Spanish spoken in Sail Nicohis - e.g. some of
the youngest children's utterances.

The Quichua morpheme -ca is added to the end of words not only in Quichua but
also to the end of words in Spanish (lavishly so), giving nouns, pronouns, and
numerals, greater emphasis. It probably has an image of hillbilly speech in English
(Coombs 1981: 176-177). The morpheme is here h'anslated to the English defmite
article ' the'.

l

j
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4. ADULT - CHILD TALK AND SOCIAL PRACTICES

FOUR DEVELOPMENTAL STORIES
In an alticle by Elinor Ochs and Bambi Schieffelin (1984), Language acquisition

and socialization: three developmental stories and their implications, three
societies: Kaluli (Papua New Guinea), Western Samoan, and Anglo-American

White middle-class are presented and compared. The authors look at the process of
langnage learning and socialization from an integrated perspective, rather than as

:,.

two separate domains, which has been common before. In a language socialization
perspective, the language of the caregivers is primarily examined for its socializing
functions, is and not for its "grammatical input function" (Ochs and Schieffelin

I

~

1984:276), (although the latter aspect is far fi'om unimportant). A major goal in
presenting and comparing these three developmental stories is to show that
caregivers' and young children's communicative interactions are culturally
constructed (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:285).

I will present the tlu'ee stories in a very abbreviated form. Each story shows that
there are many ways of "becoming social and using langnage in early childhood"
(Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:285).

Anglo-American, White mi,ldle-ciass developmental story

Mothers are the primary caregivers in the White middle-class Anglo-American
society. The most common communicative interaction comprises "two-party
encounters" often occurring between mother and child. The caregiver often holds a
newborn baby face-to-face and has eye contact with the child . She h'eats the infant
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as a communicative pattner from the beginning, and takes the perspective of the
child. She is involved in protoconversation with the child and uses baby talk (BT)
when addressing the child (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:286). She interprets the
child's unintelligible utterances (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:288). The caregiver,
hence, accommodates to the child in various ways, both materially and behaviorally
(Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:286). Situations at'e thus adapted to the child rather
than vice versa. The caregiver uses various self-lowering and child-raising
strategies (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:287). Family interaction is primarily
discussed as a dyadic affair between a mother and her child. Siblings or other third
parties are not treated as important parties in early family socialization.

A Kaluli developmental stol'Y

Mothers are the primary caregivers and there are rarely other caregivers in Kaluli, a
small non-literate egalitarian society. They believe that infants "have no
understanding" and therefore do not treat them as communicative partners in
dyadic communicative interactions. Only rarely do they direct utterances to the
infants and then the langnage is not modified (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:293).
They do not hold their babies face-to-face but face them outwards, addressing third
parties, and speaking for them in an assertive way. Children are thus oriented
towards a third party rather thatl towards their mothers. Rather than dyadic
exchanges, triadic or multiparty exchanges are prevalent (Ochs and Schieffelin
1984:289). Besides various greeting pillases, imperatives and rhetorical questions,
little language is addressed to the child during the preverbal period, that is, during
the first 18 months or so (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:291).

The Kaluli do not use a BT lexicon because the aim of langnage acquisition is to
develop a child who is "competent and independent" and who uses "mature
langnage" (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:293). The Kaluli say that if they would use
BT to a child this would impede the development of competent speech (Ochs and
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Schieffelin 1984:302), and furthermore the child would sound babyish, which is not
desirable (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:293).

But as soon as the Kaluli children have leamt to utter their first two words, the
word for mother and the word for breast, they are introduced to the imperative
eiellla ('say like thaf). Thereafter, as a teaching sh'ategy, caregivers often supply

lines to children so that they will know what to say to people. They are shown the

.'

language and taught how to be asseltive (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:292). Another
impOltant culhu'al construct is that the Kaluli say that: "one cannot know what

,"
I

another thinks or feels" and one should not talk about how other people may think
or feel (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:290). And they ask themselves: "How does
anybody know what others think or feel?" (Schieffelin 1999)

The Kaluli mothers treat their children differently depending on the sex of the
child. A boy is always given preferential treatment. He is often given more food
and the best PaJts of the meat and does not have to paJticipate in household
activities. Daughters, in contrast, have many responsibilities in the household from
an early age and from the age of five, they are supposed to take care of younger

!

siblings. They are also encouraged to give up their desires in favor of younger

I

siblings, brothers and the mother.

A Samoan developmental story

1•

In the traditional Western Samoan village studied, an infant is not treated as a

"

communicative paltner. The language that is addressed to the infant is either songs

I'

or rhythmic vocalizations uttered in a soft aJld high pitch. It is only when the infant
starts to crawl that many things commence to change and more spontaneous
language is addressed to the child (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:295). The Samoans
have an image of the small child as asseltive, which is also reflected in what is said
to be the first word of the child: tae (shit) (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:296).
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In North America, caregivers do their utmost to guess what word the child is
saying, whereas in Samoa mothers often deliberately ignore the child. Hence, in
America mothers are more child-centered, accommodating to the child rather than
vice versa (Ochs 1986).

Samoan caregivers do not use lexically or syntactically simplified language with
their charges. They do not use BT in this highly stratified society, because "such
accommodations are dispreferred when the addressee is of lower rank than the
speaker" (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:302). At times, a caregiver utters a sentence to
a child to be repeated for a third person. Such exchanges are used in order to teach
the child a par1icular sldll or knowledge. A young child is oriented towards others.
It is up to the child to make himself or herself understood to the addressee. The

child is encouraged to take the perspective of the higher rank person (Ochs and
Schieffelin 1984:297-298).

In Samoa, caregiving is not only shared by several family members, but also across
several generations . Mothers are the primary caregivers during the first months, but
are assisted by siblings of the mother and of the child, as well as by relatives of the
mother and the father. The mother spends a lot of time with the child during early
infancy, but as the child matures, this time diminishes and she is assisted by a
sibling caregiver who takes on more and more of ihe caregiving responsibilities .
Fathers do not usually serve as caregivers (Ochs 1982:80). High status caregivers
. sllch as mothers tend to perform the more stationary caregiving tasks, and they tend
to be detached from the activities of young children (Platt 1986:131). They delegate
tasks such as bathing, washing, changing and carrying an infant to younger
caregivers. Lower ranking care givers typically wait for directives, rather than
spontaneously carrying out activities on their own (Ochs 1982).
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A San Nicohis developmental story - the developmental story of a bilingnal
community

What differences and similarities can be found in the communicative patterns of
these three social groups and those of mother-child interaction in San Nicolas? Is
there a different, fourth pattern? Are, e.g., infants and small children treated as
conversational pal1ners from the outset as is the case in the White middle-class
societies, or is it more like in Kaluli, where little language is addressed to the child
during the preverbal period? It could further be expected that sibling care givers
play a major role in family socialization (cf. e.g. Rogoff 1981) and fathers less so,
and that the situation hence is similar to that in, e.g., Samoa, but very different from
White middle class societies.

According to the comuneros, San Nicolas is a bilingual community. Both women
and men say that they speak Quichua and Spanish fluently. When asked they
proudly comment on their language skills: "Nosotros hablamos ambos de los dos."
("We speak both.") Another comunero adds: "Dios nos ha dado dos lengllajes, no?
Somos bilingiies para aprender mejor. " ("God has given us two languages, hasn't

he? We are bilingual in order to understand better.") But is San Nicolas really a
bilingual community? What language or languages do the adults really speak to the
children? How consistent are they in their language usage to the children? And how
conscious are they of their language choice? The many examples of adult-child talk
presented below will illuminate the role of bilingualism in everyday caretaking
practices.

In what follows, a San Nicoh\s (Chimborazo Quichuan) developmental story will

be presented. Are there any major differences from the other developmental stories
due to the fact that San Nicolas is a bilingual community and the other societies are

i

monolingual?

I

I'
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1
It could perhaps be expected that there are some similarities between San Nicolas
and the Mayan Indians in Yucatan, another Amerindian bilingual community
presented in the ethnographic literature, e.g., Gaskins 1990. Mayan Indians in
Yucatan see talk as something that is gradually developed over time, and as
something that happens by itself (Gaskins 1990:109). The Mayan language is
consequently not taught to the children. Mayan children need to know several
words before they are seen as someone who knows how to talk and who is wOlthy
of being addressed. There is little face-ta-face interaction, and there is little speech
dil'ected to the infants (Gaskins 1990:97). Among the Mayans in Yucatan, BT is in
Spanish. But when speaking to the child becomes "a real act of conununication",
the vernacular starts to be used with the Mayan child . Spanish is, thereafter, not re-

,I'

introduced until the fom1h grade in school. The reason for choosing Spanish and
not the vernacular as BT is that children are thought to have difficulties learning
Spanish later in life. They are therefore exposed to the language at an early age
(Gaskins 1990:76).

What is happening in San Nicolas? Is there a BT? If so, what is the prefened
language - the local Quichua or Spanish? At what age or at what point is a second
language introduced to the child?

PARENTS' ACCOMMODATIONS TO SMALL CHILDREN
I

Talking to a baby

I
Diverse kinds of prompting routines for instructing children in what to say are also
repOlted from various societies (Ochs 1986:5). Quiche Mayan parents wait for
children to say their fIrst words before talking to them (pye 1986:98-99). So do the
Kaluli, who claim that children speak when they have uttered their fIrst two words:
the word for mother, and the word for breast. Words spoken earlier than these two
are not recognized as language (Ochs and Scbieffelin 1984:307). Thus, these two
76
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s

words are crucial in that it is not until their appearance that children are h'eated as

y

communicative partners and language is directed to them (Ochs and Schieffelin

n

1984:292). Thereafter, the Kaluli claim that the children must be "shown how to

s

speak" (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:291).

,s

In San Nicolas, it is said that children know how to talk when they utter their first
Y

words, which most often are recognized as one of the following words: 'mama',

h

'papa', 'nona/o' (sisterlbrother), 've' (look), 'no', 'si' (yes), 'hay' (there is)

n

'chueh" ' (breast). As can be seen, most words are in Spanish, but several of the

typical first words are in Quichua, such as fiafia and chuchu.

.d

In mestizo and blanco communities m the Ecuadorian siena, fiafia/o - a
contemporary adaptation of the Quichua fiafia, the term for sister (female speaking)

~e

- is extended to siblings of both sexes (Mckee 1980:93). (The correct Ecuadorian

.,

Unified Quichua word for a brother addressing a brother would be hUQuglli and for
a sister referring to a brother would be 11II'i.)

However, these words are loan words integrated in the comuneros' Spanish. The

I

,

,

parents say that the children's first words normally appear around 18-20 months.
Some comuneros claimed that the boy's first word is daddy and the girl's first word

!,

is mommy, but there was no consensus on this.

In San Nicolas, if a child utters hislher fU'st words earlier than expected, it is often

,

thought that the child will be very talkative as slhe grows up. If, on the other hand,
so

a child does not commence to talk when slhe is expected to, parents stmt to wonder

'or

if there is something wrong with the child, and begin to apply various household

he

cures . A delayed child is, e.g., commonly given mashed fi'utillo (ben'ies similar to

is:

strawbenies) as a household cure and if the child still does not talk, slhe is given

NO

the tongue of a cooked guinea pig to suck on. At other times, the edges of the

,
j

NO
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child's tongue are carefully scratched on the sides with a sharp knife to determine if
something is stuck on the tongue 01' if there is something physically wrong with it.

In San Nico!>ls, just as in White middle-class societies, a child is treated as a
communicative partner from the outset (as clearly shown in the first examples
below). A caregiver often holds a newborn baby face-to-face and has eye contact
with the child. The baby' s social position is, thus, not like in Kaluli (or in Samoa),
where a preverbal infant is not treated as a communicative pal1ner and not held
face-to-face by the caregiver.

When one of the focus children, Carlos, got an infant sister, Gloria, towards the end
of my fieldwork, this was an opportunity to observe whether the family routines
would change with the arrival of a new family member. There was a warm and
I

caring atmosphere around the infant girl and the t1u'ee preschool brothers acted
playfully around her. They showed a great deal of tenderness and concern for her.

::1

I:
I

They observed her and interpreted the noises she made. They commented on how
I

:'j
,

she moved her hands and her head. They played that she was a baby brother (which
they had all wished for) to take care of, to feed, to converse and play with. Mama
Luzeo also showed them how to take care of her. How to hold her, and how to
comf0l1 her when she cried. She showed them how to pat her, and how to talk to
her. Examples I, 2 and 11 below give a £lavor of how they all talked and interacted
around the new family member. The examples show how the children were
socialized into a sibling relationship, which included what to say and how to feel
towards one another (Schieffelin 1990:72).

It is, hence, not only the mother who plays a major role in family socialization,
siblings in the community do so as well. Rogoff has pointed out that: "interactions
between children are now viewed as an impOltant arena in which values and beliefs
are h'ansmitted, sex roles learnt, adult behaviors practiced, dominance hierarchies
determined, the foundations of future working and friendship relations established,
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and the ability to take another's perspective developed" (Rogoff 1981:19). In what
follows, the interactions between the children (siblings) will be seen as "an
important arena", and this will be stndied more closely in Chapter 5 on children's

a

play.

ct

Neither Carlos nor his siblings expressed any jealonsy toward Gloria, and

I),

according to mama Lnzeo, the sitnalion was rather the reverse. The siblings gave

Id

her things, picked flowers for her, talked abont her constantly, and she seemed to
be on their minds a lot. They saved food for her when they were eating and they
were very concemed when mama Luzeo did not have enough breast milk for her.
They also made plans for the futnre, what they would do when she was a little

lS

older, how they would play with her or how they were going to carry her around.
When she cried they tried to comfort her. They all wanted to calTY her tied to their

,d

backs. Yet, for the time being, of the tluee brothers, it was only Marco (6:1) who

r.

was old enough to do so, and only for brief moments.

IV

Mama Luzeo sometimes left Gloria in the house by herself when she went off to
work. She said that it was better to keep her inside the house and retmn home every
:0

so often in order to feed and take care of her, rather than to carry her around on her

:0

back all the lime. Alternatively, she let a care giver, most often Lucha, deliver her to

,d

the field to be nursed and thereafter bring her back to the house. She added that
some women prefer to bring tlle infants with them to the fields, placing them in a

~l

specially constructed wooden box next to the field so that they can attend the infant
whenever needed. Still others carry the small child on their back wherever they are
heading.

1,
IS

Example I. Gloria (0:1) is in the room crying. Alfredo (3:9) is out in the yard.

fs

Marco (6:0) stands next to his little sister trying to soothe her, but she does not

's

cease to cry though he has been trying to comfort her for quite some time.

I,
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I. Marco:

Ya calla, calla. Ya calla,
calla. Ya calla, calla.
Calla, calla.

2. Alfredo:

iPAPA. PAPA ME PEOO
CON PALO! iPAPi!

3. Marco:
(to Gloria)

Calla, calla.
Ya va a dormir. Ya calla,
calla.

4. Mama:
(to Marco)

iEsta I/orando? Cal/a.
Cal/a. iPor que /10 habido

marcaste asi?

5. Marco :

[A vel' yo marco.

6. Mama:

[Ete asl. Que baile.

Now quiet, quiet. Now
quiet, quiet. Now quiet,
quiet. Quiet, quiet. (pats
her on her back)
(in the yard) DADDY.
DADDY BEAT ME WITH
(A) CANE! DADDY!
Quiet, quiet.
Now she's gonna sleep.
(whispers) Now quiet,
quiet.
(enters room) Is she
crying? Quiet. Quiet. Why
didn't you hold her like
this? (crosses Gloria's
arms)
[Let's see I hold.
[Look like this. (So) that
she dances.

Marco pats Gloria's back ill an attempt to comfort her. When the crying does not
cease, mama Luzeo picks up the infant. In an attempt to stop the crying, she holds
her with her mms crossed. As pointed out by Ochs and Schieffelin, it is instructive
to study children because they make gaffes (Schieffelin 1990:20; Ochs personal
communication 1998). In that way, local socialization patterns become visible.
Where do enors and conections come in? Around the infant, the boys constantly
make mistakes and they are sometimes cOlTected by the parents. In this case, mama
Luzeo instructs Marco in how to comfort a fussy infant properly by letting her
"dance in the air". That is to "toss" her up and down in the air, instead of simply
patting her back while she lies in bed, as he was doing.

In San Nicolas, just as in White middle-class societies, a caregiver often holds a
newborn baby face-to-face and has eye contact with her or him. In contrast, Kaluli
babies are not held face-to-face cf. above.
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Protoconversat ions
Margaret Bullowa (1979) has discussed how mothers often engage their babies in
protoconve/,sations, that is, conversational exchanges where there is an answering

slot as it were for the baby's hlrn (brief pause in talk).

As can be seen in Example 2, long before Gloria can speak, Mama Luzeo interacts
with her as if they are carrying on a dialogue. This is the osual way of
communicating with Gloria.

Example 2. Mama Luzeo holds Gloria (0:2) in her 8.1ms and Carlos (2:7) stands
close by lightly touching Gloria's foot. Alfredo (4:0) enters at Turn 8.

I. Mama:

ii,Tu hijo es?!

2. Carlos:
3. Mama:

Mi hijo.
ii,TlI hijo es?! ii,Tu hijo
es?!
Mio. U:: huahl/a. iHola!
i,A la huahua si est6?
A/'ca.;
; Pe/'o no puedes
[ma/'ca/'.
[Ca/'gando a la pana.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Carlos:
Mama:
Carlos:
Mama:

8. Alfredo:
9. Carlos:
10. Mama:
(to Gloria)

Pana/,. A mi pana/,.
Ve, ve ya viene a hace/'
/'osado, ve. i,Agl! diiiste?
Uy, ya a el/a tambien coge
la gl·ipe. i,Quie/'es? i, Ya va
a enoja/'? i, Va a enoja/'?
i,Ajo va a enojar? i, Vas a
enojar? iLlo/'a! iLlora!
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Is he your son?! (referring
to Gloria)
My son.
Is he your son? ! Is he your
son?!
Mine. Uh: : child. Hello!
It's for the child right?
I hold.;
;But you're not able
[to hold.
[Carrying to the pOlia.
(nonsense word)
Palla/'. To me panar.
Look, look now she
becomes rosy, look. Did
you say ag1f? (nonsense
word) (Gloria sneezes) Uy,
now the 'flu' is catching
her as well. Do you want?
Are you getting annoyed
now? Are you getting
armoyed? Come on are you
getting annoyed? Are you
getting annoyed? Cry! Cry!

"

I

Carlos has indicated that he wants to CalTY his little baby brother, but Mama Luzeo
initiates a playful interaction with him, teasing him, asking him a rhetorical
question, which she repeats tlu'ee times. "Is he your son?!" (Turns I and 3) He nods
his head alld answers "my son". Cat'los asks his mother to let him hold the infant
saying area instead of lIlarea (hold) (Turn 6). His mother implicitly corrects him by
offering the correct forru of the verb, that is, repairing his word choice. (Note that
the verb marcar is only used in Ecuador.) Mama Luzeo tells him that he is unable to
hold her, meaning that he is much too small to hold her.

I

In Turn 10, mama Luzeo attempts to involve Gloria in a protoconversation asking

I

I:
1

her if she said 'agzi' (a nonsense word generally attributed to preverbal children),
and if she is getting annoyed. She attempts to get the infant's attention in this way
and to involve her in the conversation. She, thus, treats the infant as a
conversational paliner.

Like mothers in Anglo-American settings (Snow and Ferguson, 1977), mama
Luzeo is addressing her baby using a series of rhetorical questions (Turn 10), not
really expecting an answer. Ultimately, she directs her baby to a third patty, telling
her to cry.

,

Mama Luzeo conunents on the fact that Gloria often becomes rosy. She has a big

I

biIth mark on her forehead that sometimes nuns red . Members ofthe family ascribe

I

it to the fact that she often gets angry. It is quite cOlrunon that parents comment on
what a preverbal child says, does or looks like in this way. According to mama
Luzeo, it is with time possible to distinguish why a palticular child cries. Whether
it is out of hunger, sleep, anger or pain. The ability to differentiate between
children's vat'ious cries has been repOlted for Mayan mothers as well (Gaskins
1990). It is also possible, according to the mothers, to interpret the child's
movements when catTied on the back - to determine if slhe wants to be breastfed or
soothed or if s/he wants something else. Although fathers do not usually serve as
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care givers in San Nicohls, and hence can not be said to be role models for boys'
behavior towards infants and small children, the boys still play an important role in
the upbringing of the infants in the community. It is the mother and older siblings
who teach younger children how to behave towards an infant. As can be seen,
Mama Luzeo is quite explicit in showing Alfredo and Cm'los what to attend to.

11

Baby talk
ET is talk adapted to children. It is defined as "any special form of language which
is regarded by a speech community as being primarily appropriate for talking to
young children, and which is generally regarded as not the nOlmal adult use of
language" (Ferguson 1964:103). The most common topics are: kin names,
nicknames,

body

patis

and

bodily

functions,

basic

qualities

like

good/badJlittle/dirty, names of animals and nursery games (Ferguson 1964:109).

Other characteristics for ET are: "exaggerated and slowed intonation", "baby talk

lexicon", "intelTogatives", "vocatives", "talk about the 'here-and-now''', "play and
politeness routines" (e.g., greet the grandma in Example 4), "cooperative
expression of propositions, "repetition", "expansion of one's own and the child's
utterances" (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:279). Many of these characteristics are used
in ET in San Nicolas.

;11

11

Example 3. Gloria (0 :2) lies on the bed in the house and Carlos (2:7) stands next to
her. Don Condo stands next to the bed talking to Gloria, after which Carlos shows
that he wants to carry her on his back.
I. Don Condo:

i

,

I!
I:I '

it,

<iVe! Ese lialio malcl'iado.
Mi hllahuito no. Mi
huahllito no es asi. i Vas
sois malcl'iado! Mi
huahuito no es asi.
iEnanol iEnano!>
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(Speaking in a high pitch to
Gloria) <Look! That ill-bred
brother. My Ilttl' child isn't.
My IIttl' child is not like that.
You're ill-bred! (to Carlos)
My IIt<l' child is not like that.
Dwarf! Dwarf! (to Cat'los»

I:

, ,::
I
1

I"

I
I

-,
~~----------------------------------~"-----------------------\~

Don Condo uses the newbom infant to teasingly shame the next youngest child
(CaI'los) who misbehaves. Schieffelin refers to this as "verbally tying" the children
together, by speaking to one of them while referring to the other (Schieffelin
1990:120). Don Condo tells Carlos that he behaves badly, and that his 'baby boy'
(Gloria), in contrast, does not behave like him. He tries to control Carlos' behavior
by insulting him aIId by calling him lIIa/criado (ill-bred) . He also tells him how
well Gloria behaves in comparison to Carlos. He fmally teases and insults him by
calling him a dwarf.
I',
Don Condo here modifies, that is simplifies, his speech when talking to Gloria. He
uses many of the characteristics of BT including: reduplication, and repetition as
well as diminutives, high pitch, exaggerated and slow intonation, few vowels and
short sentences (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:279).

As can be seen, he refers to Gloria as 'hllahllito', employing a Quichua word and a
Spanish diminutive suffix 'ita'. Diminutives are frequently employed when
addressing babies and small children. The kind of gender disorder that we see here
is quite common in San Nicohis.

It is quite COlmnon that Quichua nouns are used with a Spanish gender suffix (-al-

a). Here CaJ'los is being called a male dwarf and in the examples below we will see

how Midam is called papito

(littl,

daddy). Such gender switches or crossings occur

frequently. They can be seen as a sign of intimacy and affection.

Diga routines

'Diga routines' are commonly used when talking to children in San Nicohis. A
person says the word or utterance that sthe wants the child to repeat, followed by
the word' diga' (say). The child is then expected to copy the word, the chunk or the
sentence, and s/he is, thus, guided in the language. The child leams how to produce
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words and how to speak with others. The language is in this way molded to the
child. Single words, chunks, or whole plu'ases are spoken to the child who is
expected to repeat them. The 'diga routine' nOlmally involves Spanish words, since
Quichua is not normally used with children.

I,

I
11,

'Diga routines' often involve third persons, perhaps a grandmother or a family
visitor. Triadic repeating as in the following example is common.

I

,

Example 4. Cm'los (1:10), Alfredo (3:3) and mama Luzeo sit resting together out on

I

a field close to their home, when they catch sight of their matemal grandmother

I

approaching from a distance. Since she lives in another community, higher up in
the mountains, and only sporadically and when unannounced visits her relatives in
San Nicoh\s, as on this occasion. Manla Luzeo tells Carlos to greet her and tells

,
,

him what to say to her using the word 'diga'.

1. Mama:

i Vel I,ClIIil es? I,Cual es?
I, Cual es? i Vea aiM! i Vel
Mama viene. Mama.

2. Cat'los:
3. Mama:

Papa.
iMama diga! iMama diga!
iGrita, grita! iVenga diga,
venga! Grita. Gl'ita.
Llama, llama. i Ya! Grita,
grita. Grita a la abuelita.
Grita. i Venga diga!
i Venga diga! iCon la
cabeza no lIIas le llame!
iMama diga!
iShilshil!
Para dar este. Para dar
este. iMama diga! iMama!

,

~

l'

4. Carlos:
5. Mama:
\.

y
,e
le

6. Carlos:
7 . Mama:
8. Cat'los:
9. Mama:

Shilshil.
E.

iTeta! iTeta !
iGrita! iGrita!

I

Look! Who is it? Who is
it? Who is it? Look there!
Look! Mommy comes.
Mommy.
Daddy.
Say mommy! Say mommy!
Shout, shout! Say come,
come! Shout, shout. Call.
Call. Now! Shout, shout.
Shout to the U"I, grandma.
Shout. Say come! Say
come! Just call her with
your head! Say mommy!

:11

:1

q

i:1

Come!
To give this one. To give
this one. Say mommy!
Monuny!
Come.
Uh.
Breast! Breast!
Shout! Shout!

I!
I~I

,
i

II~,
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10. Carlos:
11. Mama:
12. Cat'los:
13. Mama:
14. Cat'los:
15. Mama:

16. Carlos:
17. Mama:
18. Carlos:

jTETA! jTETA!
BREAST! BREAST!
jYa!
Yeah!
jYa!
Yeah!
Ya espel'a.
Okay wait.
jYa!
Yeah!
;Gl'ita a la abuelita! Gl'ita, Shout to the !itll' grandma!
gl'ita. ;Mama diga! ;Mall1a Shout, shout. Say mommy!
diga! jMama diga, /llama! Say mommy! Say mommy,
jGl'ita! ;Gl'ita!
mommy! Shout! Shout!
Tete.
Breast.
[Gl'ita, gl'ita.
[Shout, shout.
[ChIlChll.
Wreast.

The kind of prompting routine that Carlos is involved in here is one of the first
verbal practices that children gain competence in (cf. Ochs 1986:5): triadic
repeating. Mama Luzeo tells Carlos what to say to a third person. Carlos calls his
grandmother who approaches at a distance papa. Mama Luzeo COlTects him and
tells him to say; (Mama' diga! (Mama' diga! (Say mommy! Say mommy!) Then
she tells him to call for his grandma. She tries to teach him to greet her conectly,
although he does not yet know very many words. She smiles and is apparently
having fun while "insh'ucting" Carlos. She also wants him to orient himself towards
his grandmother, and thereafter says: ; Venga diga! ; Venga diga! (Say come! Say
11

come!) In Turn 5, mama Luzeo suggests that he offer her something to eat. He
nods, and she thinks he is calling grandma with his head without saying anything.
In Turn 8, he asks to be breastfed calling: ;Teta! ;Teta! (Breast! Breast!) But she
again tells hinl to call out for his grandma. In Turn 10, he yells ;TETA! ;TETA!
asking for the breast in Spanish. As can be seen, mama Luzeo does not correct him
when he says tete instead of teta (Turn 16). Then he ultimately code-switches
saying chllchll (breast) in Quichua, translating the target word into Quichua (Turn
18). For Carlos, code-switching is evidently an interactional resource in everyday
request routines. Yet, it should perhaps be pointed out that it is his last resort. First,
he upgrades his demand for the breast by shouting and repeating it (Turn 10), and
by repeating it once more (Turn 16). When this is to no avail, he ultimately codeswitches (Turn 18).
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Example 5. Miriam (3:0), Geovani (8:9) and their mother are in the kitchen.
Miriam and her mother, mama Dolores, peel potatoes together. Geovani sits next to
them watching and sporadically comments on the way MU'iam peels the potatoes.

1. Mama:
(to Miriam)
2. Geovani:
3. Mama:
4. Geovani:
5. Mama:

Pura no lIIas p e/ando.
I,E/e, ya va a aeaba/'?
Pe/ando po/' adenlroea.
M' pe/ando papilas.
iYA PONGA! iPonga en
olla!
Ya esla en olla. Ponga ya
pe/as uno. Ol/'ilo lIIas
eoge.~

6. Miriam:
7. Mama:
8. Miriam:
9. Mama:
10. Geovani:
11. Mama:
12. Miriam:
13. Mama:
14. Miriam:
15. Mama:

Just hUtTy peeling. Look,
now are you gonna finish?
Peeling on the inside.
Mh: peeling Httle potatoes.
YEAH PUT! Put Ul (the)
pot!
It's already in (the) pot. Put
yeah peel one. Catch Httle
another one.~

~iYa!

~Enough!

iPero 110 el1sueiaras!
Ya pe/e. Ya pete.

[Coge, eoge.
Trae.
Trae. I,ESle?

But don't get dirty!
I've already peeled. I've
already peeled .
[Mh:.
[Catch, catch.
Bring.
Bring. This one?

M:~

Mh: ~

[M.

~i Ya

eorle esle! Pero,

pero.
i Ya pe/6 papa Call1ilila
digapues! ~

16. Miriam:

~ Yape/6papa.

17. Mama:
18. MU'iam:
19. Mama:
20. Miriam:

iCamilila diga plies!
Camilita. Call1ilita.
i Voy a pe/a/' ha/'Io diga
plies!
Voy a pe/a/' harlo. Cierlo.

21. Mama:

M:.

~Now I've peeled this one!
But, but. (sings)
Then say now I've peeled
potatoes) Httle Camilla! ~
~Now I've already peeled
potatoes).
Then say Httle Camilla!
Lin" Cam ilia. Little Camilla.
Say I'm gonna peel very
much then!
I'm gonna peel very much.
Sure.
Mh: :.

Mama Dolores tells Miriam to converse while she peels the potatoes. She tries to
make her turn to a third party, integrating her into a conversation with me, as well
as with the other person present (Turns 15-20).
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We have seen how the ' diga routine' is used as part of a language learning process
in the community. It is used in various contexts. Mama Dolores asks Miriam to
repeat whole sentences: "j Ya pe/a papa Camilila diga plies!" ("Then say now I've
peeled potato little Camilla!") (Turn 15) In Tum 17, she wants her to repeat what she
has said after the word "diga" ("to say"). "jCamilila diga plies!" ("Then say

little

Camilla!") Mama Dolores teaches her to address me by my first name (in its
diminutive form). In Turn 19, her mother supplies another sentence to be repeated:
"j Voy a peiar harlo diga plies!" ("Say I'm gonna peel very much then!") Miriam

responds each time by repeating the whole sentence. With time the sentences
hecome longer and longer. They also become increasingly complex. But Miriam
can, as can be seen here, readily and rapidly pan'ot whatever her mother says to her.

Additionally, diga routines are used for "reading" and pointing at schoolbook
pictures together, preparing children for literacy as it were.

PARENT'S GENDER AND ADULT-CHILD CONVERSATIONS
As has been seen, taking care of and socializing children is considered to be
primarily a woman's domain (and older siblings'). In San Nicohls, diga routines
and other language socialization practices most often take place between mothers
and their younger children, not between fathers and their younger children.
Example 6. Here, Kl'istina (2:4) tries to say something but Don Pedro does not
quite understand .
1. Kristina:
2. Don Pedro:
3. Kristina:
4. Don Pedro:

Nada.
NADA?QUE?
Nada.
Yo no comprende. Tu
mama ha de ser. No hagas
as! a galito.
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Nothing.
Nothing? What?
Nothing.
I don't understand. It must
be your mommy. Don't do
like that to the little cat.
(angry voice)

Kristina utters something barely audible when Don Pedro passes by. He asks her to
;s

repeat the word but does not understand what she is saying. Here we get a hint of

:0

"who is supposed to provide verbal responses" (Schieffelin 1994:31). He does not
spend much time with the children since he considers it women's work, and he is
not used to interpreting what the children say. He says that her mother ought to

,le

understand, meaning that since she is the one who spends tinle with the children,

.ts

she is in a better position to interpret what they say .

d:

m
es
m

As discussed by Schieffelin, if this kind of interaction had taken place in a White
middle-class American household, the caregiver would most likely have been
involved in clarification requests. Sthe would have started to guess and maybe
offered some verbal hypotheses for the child (Schieffelin 1994 :30-31), and the

~r.

child would have expected assistance from the caregiver. This is not the case in San
ok

Nicohis. Don Pedro sometimes told his daughter how not to behave, like when he
tells her not to mistreat the kitten she is playing with (Turn 4). But he would not get
involved in a conversation with Kristina. It is seems to be like in KaluLi and Samoa,
where the child who is learning the language has to make him-Iherself understood
(Schieffelin 1994:31).

be

les

Most of the target children's fathers are typical San Nicolas fathers in that they

.ers

seldom get involved in taking care of their young children. Don Juan is a rather
exceptional father in that he spends "a lot of tinle" with his children when he is in
the community. Don Juan works on the coast and is only home sporadically for a

not

couple days each month.

Example 7. Don Juan is consttucting a bench of cement outside the house. Vilmer
Darfo (I :9) stands up and holds himself to the bench, which is still wet of newly
made cement. He is not yet able to walk, and has barely learnt to stand up by
himself. But here his father encourages him to practice standing.
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I. Don Juan:

2. VD:
3. Don Juan:

iDejaras! iQuilaras,
quitaras! iQllita, quila!
iQuila, quila, quita! Estate
parado. Alii estate pG/'ado
mi hijo. Eso, eso, alii estate
paradilo. Como
hombrecito ya.
i Ya !
i Ya! Eso alii estate parado.

:1

Quit! Get away, get away!
Get away, get away! Get
away, get away, get away!
Stand still . Stand still there
my son. Yeah like that, like
that Ilnl, standing still. Like

a little Inan yeah.
Yeah!
Yeah! There you're
standing still.

I

In this example, Don Juan first tells Vilmer Dario to get away from the bench,

which he has spent the last two days working on. The other children have been
playing around him and disturbing him a lot during his work on the bench. Yet he
smiles towards Vilmer Dario and encourages him to stand up by himself. Adults do
not normally train their young children to stand up or to walk. That is something
they do by themselves or when their siblings are playing with them. But here we
can see how Don Juan gets quite tlU'illed about his son's achievements, telling him
to stand up like a hombrecito (,ittle man). Vilmer Dario stands up with a contented
smile on his face.

THREATS AND TEASING
In Western middle-class societies, there is a belief that adults should not deceive or

tease their children. But in non-Western societies, teasing is often essential in
socializing practices (Miller 1982; Schieffelin 1986, 1990).

Teasing

According to Eisenberg, who has studied teasing in the interactions of Mexican
immigrant families in the U.S ., teasing is done in order to cause uncertainty in the
receiver of the tease. She found that adults used teasing for various ptuposes: "to
control the behavior of children and to have fun with children" (Eisenberg
90
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1986:182). A teasing sequence most often opened with an insult or a tht·eat. The
teaser created an uncertainty in the child as to whether the utterance was tme or
not. The intent was to "trick" the child into believing it initially, but to later let her
know that she was being teased. The girls' mothers were the most prevalent teasers .
The second most common were men, pal1icularly uncles. They had different ways
of teasing. The mothers often teased their daughters about being crazy or that they
would stop loving them, whereas the uncles often teased them for being ugly.
Gradually, children learn to interpret teasing as play and begin to participate in
teasing sequences as well. It is, hence, a pragmatic skill that children learn in order
to speak like an adult. The child has to leam the social IUles in order to tease
cOlTectiy. Often the adult had an underlying message with the teasing. It could
concem a child's inappropriate, e.g., rude or silly, behavior. These messages often
concemed the nature of social relationships. Hence, teasing reinforced relationships
between the pal1icipants - it created alignments between them (Eisenberg 1986).

It was also used in order to communicate social messages (Schieffelin and Ochs

1986: 180). Teasing was often, as will be seen in the example below, used for the
same purposes in the community.

Teasing is marked by various contextualizations: rapid talk, provocative tone of
r

voice, singsong intonation, emphatic stress, and loud talk (Miller 1986:203). All of
these discursive devices were also found in the parents' teasing practices in San

1

Nicoh\s.

In Kaluli language socialization, teasing is a pervasive feature, and it assumes
many different forms - threats, rhetorical questions, name calling, and tricking
n
.e

o

IJ

or paradoxical communication (Schieffelin 1990). In San Nicoh\s, all focus
children were at times teased by their caregivers and parents tease both their
sons and their daughters (see also Chapter 5). Schieffelin points out, however,
,

g
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that there is a gender difference among the Kaluli. The mothers teased their
sons, but not their daughters.

Threats
The Mayan parents in Yucatan make frequent use of threats in order to assert
authority. According to them: "if the child is not afraid of you, he will not obey
you." They futiher claim that it is therefore necessary to "threaten often and
impressively, but follow through only when absolutely necessary" (Gaskins
1990:138). In San Nicolas, it is also said that children need to be afraid of adults in
order to obey them . They therefore claim that children sometimes need to be
punished severely. The parents often complain that the children are no longer afraid
of the teachers in the communal school because they know that the staff will not
beat them very hard. They may spank them at times for mischief, but not at all as
frequently and severely as in the past. Various tlu'eats are used to frighten children
into behaving properly. Anything from corporal punishment, to a known or
unknown person abducting the child or giving the child a bath, is used as a threat.
Threats are related to the children's emotional life.

All threats that I heard were made in Spanish, and not in Quichua. Almost all
interactions between adults and children occur in Spanish, making it "the language
of emotions" between parents and children.

Third-party threats are common between adults and children in Kaluli (Schieffelin
1986: 176; 1990: 177). They are probably the most conunon tlu'eats in San Nicolas
as well. These kinds of tlu'eats are used in order to achieve social control, to create
a distance between adult and child . First person threats are, as pointed out by
Schieffelin, thought to be too dangerous, since after delivering a tln'eat one may be
forced to act on it, and that would "defeat the point of the exchange." The point is
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rather to accomplish something by the use of verbal means of social control
(Schieffelin 1990: 167).

In San Niolas almost any person within the family: a father, a mother, an older

brother or a sister, or any other relative is used as a tlu'eat figure. Also any ajeno : a
assert

man, a woman, a visitor, a stranger, a bogeyman or a crazy person is used as a

; obey

threat figure, one that would, e.g., beat the child if he/she misbehaved. Authority

,n and

persons such as the health personnel (auxiliar de enfermerla) and schoolteachers

raskins

(especially the principal of the communal school) are sometimes used as threats as

lults in

well. The pastor in the Evangelical church is often used as a tlu·eat figure, but, of

to be

course, solely among the Evangelical families in the community. The person used

r afraid

as a threat figure is often absent when the threat is made.

viII not

,t all as

There are threats that a particular person may: 1I1l1/'11lw·al' (back bite, murmur,

:hildren

gossip), hablal' (talk), avisal' (tell on), pegal' (hit), lIeval' (bring), banal' (bathe),

own or

pinchal' (prick), and/or vaCllnal' (vaccinate). The use ofmunnurar and hablar seems

threat.

to be similar to how Japanese mothers tell their children that 'hito' or 'other

I

people' will watch or evaluate their inappropriate behavior (Clancy 1986:236).
What they seem to say to the child is that you better behave yourself; if not other
Illost all

people will gossip about you or comment on your bad conduct. (For a monograph

.anguage

about gossip among indigenous peoples in Mexico see Havi land 1977.)

One of the most frequent threats used in San Nicolas is the threat of giving the
:hieffelin

child a bath. This is considered quite a severe threat, and small children are

1 Nicol.s

threatened in any of the following ways: "Ahora le hago bmlal'. "("Now I'm gOlma

to create

make him/her bathe.") ''Yo he de hacel' bmlal' oyel'os. " ("I'm gonna make you

:d out by

bathe, listen up.") "Ahol'a si yo voya hacel' banal'. " ("Now yes I'm gonna make a

oe Illay be

bath.") "Ahol'a si con este aglla. " ("Now yeah with this water.") "Seglll'ito ha de

oe point is

hacel' banal' en este /rio. " ("I'm

HIll,

surely gonna make you bathe in this cold.")

"Voy a hacel' banal' cabecita. " ("I'm gOlma give
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HII',

head a bath.") "Traiga jaMn

I

I'
t

I

para hacer banal'. "("Bring soap to make a bath.") " Vaya a Imer aglla para hacer
banal'. " ("Go and bring water to make a bath.") ''Voy a hacer banal' en aglla jria,
en esle agua cochina." ("I'm gonna make a bath in cold water, in this so.iled
water.") (All quotes are from the recordings.)
During my ftrst one or two visits to Kristina's family, she became quite sad and
stalied to cry every time her mother left the house, even for shorter errands around

it

the house. Mama Manuela would leave without letting Kristina know where she
was heading (and sometimes sneak away), at which point the child would start to
cry. Kristina often continued to cry for quite a long time without being comfOlied
by her mother. Occasionally, a sibling that happened to be in the house tried to get
her to stop crying by threatening her with various things. But the children generally
became afraid when tlu·eatened.
In the following example, the mother has come back fi'om an errand and Kristina
has still not ceased crying. Mama Manuela gets very irritated and asks her quite
sternly if she wants to take a bath. Thereafter, Kristina starts crying worse than

I
I

before and now her older sibling Cecilia even joins in the crying. Before leaving
her again, mama Manuela asks her why she is crying and repeats the threat three
times.
Example 8. Kristina (2 :0) and Cecilia (4:3) are in the yard. In an effOl1 to make
Kristina stop crying mama Manuela threatens her in a stern voice.
1. Mama:
2. Kristina:
3. Mama:

,,.

4. Kristina:
5. Cecilia:
6. mama:
7. Kl'istina:
8. Cecilia:

;, Quieres banar?
No.

;, Ya no? ii, Ypar que
/lares? !
[E': .

[E::.
i;' Ypor que /lores?! ii,He

y por que /lO/'es?!
[E':.
[E':.
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Do you wanna bath?
No.
Not now? And why do you
cry?!
[Uh ...
[Uh::.
And why do you cry?! Huh
and why do you cry?!
[Uh::.
[Uh ...

Mama Manuela becomes very irritated with Kristina's incessant crying, and asks
her quite sternly if she wants to bathe (Turn 1). Her rhetorical questions to Kristina
(Not now? And why do you cry?) are obviously delivered in a teasing and very
threatening mode, mocking her for crying (Turn 3). In any case, both Kristina and
Cecilia apparently perceived it as threatening since they both stru1ed to cry. The
threat of cold baths is one of the most common threats used by adults in the
community. Mama Manuela said that all her children are afraid to bathe, and she
laughingly adds that Kristina says that "aglla tasca" ("water nibbles"). It is quite
cold in San Nicolas, and the water is not heated, but cold. Heated water is reserved
for cooking. The cold baths are therefore quite difficult experiences at times.

The threats are delivered in a wide variety of voices: angry, stem, scornful,
authoritarian, dramatizing, impatient, teasing or ridiculing. The mothers seem to
sometimes have fun delivering the threats to the children. At other times, they are
much more serious or furious with the children. Wertsch states that: "the same
words can mean different things depending on the particular intonation with which
they are uttered, in a specific context, intonation is the sound that value makes"
(Wertsch 1991 :51).

A typical third-party threat can be seen in Miriam's family. The threat occurs in a
situation where the family is preparing their house and patio for a big wedding
party. It is the oldest son Alberto who is getting married. Mama Dolores has
contracted five pe6nes who are busy renovating the whole house. There are
buckets, lumber and other building materials spread all over the patio, and the
activity is to say the least febrile. There seem to be people in action all over the
patio. Mama Dolores is busy keeping "order" and cooking for all the workers and
has not been paying as much attention to Miriam as she normally does. (MU'iam
spends the day playing with water in buckets and in puddles on the patio or at times
imitating what the men are doing.)
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Example 9. Miriam (3:3) is playing with water on the patio in spite of the fact that
her mother has told her several times to quit. Mama Dolores ultimately loses
patience with her.

1. mama:

Crealura diosito lindo.
Bueno Miriamcila le voya
hacer vaClmar. No estaras
arrepintiendo. Voya hacer
vacunar lIli hijita. Ciertito.

2. Miriam:
3. mama:

Ya [lIlislllo.
[Yo- yo voy a traer la
senorita enJerlllera ya ha
venido. Ya ha venido.
Mirialll! Bueno llsted- ye,

ve vas a mojar anacu.
MIRJAM!

4. Miriam:
5. mama:

Que?
Ha pegar naiio veras! Ha
de pegar Alberto.

Good heavens Htt!, creature.
Well Hili, Miriam I'm gonna
have you vaccinated. You
won't be sorry. I'm gonna
have you vaccinated my
Hili, daughter. Litll, surely.
Yeah [right away
[I- I'm gonna bring
the senorita nurse, she has
alTived now. She has
arrived now. Miriam! Well
you- look, look you are
gOlma dampen the skirt.
MIRIAM! (angry voice)
What?
Be aware your brother is
gonna beat you! Albelto is
gonna beat you.

Mama Dolores loses her temper with Miriarn for insisting on playing with water
(which she knows very well is forbidden) and threatens her in various ways. First
she says that she will have her vaccinated. An ajeno, the auxiliary nurse, is thus
indirectly employed as an initial third-party threat. Miriam, engrossed in what she
is doing, ignores the threat. Her mother repeats the same threat once more. Yet, it
can be noted that this fIrst threat is embedded in many diminutives: diosito,
Mirialllcita, "ijita, ciertito (Turn 1). When this mitigated tlu'eat does not result in

any improved behavior on Miriam's palt, mama Dolores tells Miriam that she
knows that the auxiliary nurse has anived down at the subcentro and that she is
going to bring her to the house to have her vaccinated (Turn 3). But Miriam does
not pay attention and continues to play with the water as if nothing had happened.
Thereafter, mama Dolores tells her that her skirt will get wet if she does not stop
playing with the water. Miriam normally takes care of her clothes, but this threat
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~--~-------------------------------------------------------does not seem to get through either. In Turn 5, mama Dolores threatens her by
saying that her brother Alberto will beat her. Ultimately a second, and less
mitigated third-party tlu'eat is issued 'your brother is gonna spank you' (Turn 5).
This tlu'eat is repeated once more, but Miriam pays no attention to her mother and
continues to play with the water.

Rhetorical questions
Rhetorical questions (RQ) are frequently posed to children. They can often be seen
as a type of teasing, and it is sometimes hard to differentiate between teases and
nonteases. Rhetorical questions are "questions that do not really ask ... (they) call
for no answer" (Bolinger 1975 :607 cited in Schieffelin 1990:87). A speaker uses
them in "an attempt to make their contribution more vivid and interesting by
provoking the addresses' more active involvement" (Sifianou 1992). The statement

11

11

il

(Example 2 Turn I) i i T11 hijo es?! ("Is he your son?!"), means, of course, that
Gloria is not Carlos' son.

Example 10. Here, Kristina (3 :0) converses with her mother, mama Manuela.
Kristina has now turned tlu'ee years old and is (suddenly) able to make simple
sentences.

I. KI'istina:
2. mama:
3. KI'istina:
4 . mama:
5. KI'istina:
6. mama:
7. KI'istina:
8. mama:
9. KI'istina:
10. mama:
11. Kristina:

Cansado.
i Cansado vienes ? iDe
donde vienes?
Abajo.
Mi1l1l. i Cansado?
MhIl1.
iQu" vienes traendo?
Nada.
i Vaga seras?
Aglla. [Aglla.
[A ::. Agua.
Mhm. A mi mami. Ese.
Cansado viene Chelaca.

Tired.
Do you arrive tired? Where
do you come from?
Below.
Mllll . Tired?

MIun.
What are you bringing?
Nothing.
Are you lazy?
Water. [Water.
[Aha::. Water.
Mhm. To me mommy.
That. The Chela arrives
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12. mama:

13. Kristina:
14. mama:

!
I
I

I

I

IS. Kristina:
16. mama:

17. Kristina:

i. Cansada viene?
jA mi 1Jlut'il ::
= Alii misma estG. Cage,
cage, cage.
iMami! (jMami!
[Saea, saea, en
alia esta.
Alii estG. Aqlli. Plata.

tired. (about Cecilia)
Do you arrive tired?
Hominy to me! =
= It's right there. Catch,
catch, catch.
Mommy! [Mommy!
[Take, take, it's
in pot.
There it's. Here. Plate.

This is one of the rare dialogues recorded between mama Manuela and Kristina
(who normally spent most of her time with her sister Cecilia). Mama Manuela talks
to her in a playful way throughout the dialogue. She smiles and looks at her during

.[

the interaction, and is apparently having fun conversing with her (cf. Eisenberg
1986: 182). Kristina alTives at the house tired, and her mother asks her rhetorically

what she brought with her, seeing that she is empty handed (Turn 6). When
Kristina responds that she did not bring anything, mama Manuela teasingly asks her
if she is lazy. The underlying message is that one ought to work (all the tinle).
There is always work that needs to be done, and there is no time for merely
andanda (hanging around, roaming about) without doing anything useful. Children

are socialized from an early age to work and run enands for the mother, to
participate in the economic activity of the household.

Kristina does not respond to her question, but starts to talk about water and later
informs her mother that her sister Chela (Cecilia) has come home tired as well.
Then Kristina asks her mother for mut'i. Mama Manuela does not serve her, but
tells her to help herself to the food from the pot in the kitchen, as is the custom in
the family. Tllis family always has food available in the kitchen for any family
member to serve him- or herself at any time of the day.
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Example 11. Gloria (0:1) lies on the bed in the house. Carlos (2:6) and Marco (6:0)
are in the house watching Gloria.

:tina

I. Carlos
(to Gloria):
2. Mama:
3. Cat'los:
4. Mat·co:
5. Cat'los:
6. Mama:

alks
ring

7. Car'los:
8. Mama:

Jerg
ally

9. Car'los:
10. Marco:

hen
her

11. Cat'los:
12. Mama:

ne).
rely

13 . Marco:

Ya huahua ya.

Yeah child yeah.

[Si.
liYa!=
=Quiero [ ca/gar dice.
fiYa!
i i Quieres ca/'gar a
HlIahua ?!=
=A::.
E:. iiSi puedes cargar a
huahua?!=
=A::. jYa! jYa!=
=Mailudo pero
[ha de p oder.
[Ya hllahua ya.
HlIahua le quiere dar
pllfiele.
Asi, asi, asi. Ba:. U:: ha
[de decir.

[Yes. (enters room)
[Yeah!=
=1 wanna [calTY he says.
[Yeah!
Do you wanna carry (the)
child?!=
=Aha::.
Uh: . Are you able to carry
(the) child?!=
=Aha::. Yeah! Yeah!=
=But with maitu
[he'll be able to.
[Yeah (the) child yeah.
Child wanna give you
punch.
Like this, like this, like
this. (moves fist softly
towards baby's nose) Ba:.
Uh:: she is
[gonna say.
[To Marco she'll give
punch on the nose.
It came out blood.
Maco.

Iren
. to
14. Mama:

iter

IS . Marco:
16. Car'los:

[AI Ma/'co va a dar pufiele
en la nariz.
En sangre saco.
Maco.

I
,

I

I,
ilI,
I

!.

I'
i

,,

·ell .
but
1U!

lily

Marco tells his mother that CarIos says that he wants to carry Gloria (TulTI 4). In a
playful key, mama Luzeo asks Car'los if he would like to carry the child, which he,
of course, is too small to do (TulTI 6). Mama Luzeo rephrases her first rhetorical

!I!;'

j

question, and raises another one asking him if he is able to carry the child (Turn 8).

1:\

The rhetorical question: " jI,Si puedes cargar a huahua?!" ("Are you able to calTY

.!,'

child?!"), means, of course, that CarIos is unable to CatTY the child, since he is too
small. Marco suggests that he could calTY her if she were well swaddled in cloth,
but even this would be impossible for him to do (Turn 10). In a playful way, mama

i

,

I';'I'
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Luzeo invents what Gloria would like to do with her big brothers. Jokingly she says
that Gloria will punch Carlos (Thrn 12). Marco then says that Gloria would utter:
.

'Ba:' and 'Uh::', and when mama Luzeo says that Gloria is going to punch his nose
I

too, he immediately gets his mother's joke and suggests that his nose would bleed
after her punch.

Name calling, diminutives and endearments

•

,
Name-calling is quite common in adult-child interaction in San Nicohls. One

:

a dwarf (Example 3); still too small to cany IUs infant sister Gloria on his back, as

,
,

CarIos said he wanted to. Aguil6 states that "enano" represents the devil as well

I

(1992:274).

t

example of teasing is when Don Condo tells Cm'los in a provocative tone that he is
f

i

I

•

,

The children are, hence, sometimes addressed with pejorative forms of address,

i

e.g., hijo de pI/to (son of a bitch), enano (dwarf), ilia/ criado (ill-bred) (cf. Example

t

3), chapa (dummy), burro (donkey), ratonita

(little

mouse) and cochino (pig).
I

,

Example 12. "Potty training". Here, mama Luzeo gets fmious and reprimands

u

Carlos (2:4).

a
S

I. Mama:

I

I
I

Bajando se caca, cochino!
No lIIites /a lIIano! Caca se
dice y se baja panta/oncito.
Se caca no 1116s bajando.
Cochino! En panta/on. Ya
no debes cacar en
panta/on- debes cacar en
sl/e/o pal' a1l6, bajando e/
panta/on.

I

I

S

One doodoos by getting
down, (you) pig! (angry
voice) Don't put in the
hand! One says doodoo
and takes (the) little pants
down. One doodoos right
after getting down. (You)
Pig! In (the) pants. Now
you should not doodoo in
(the) pants- you ought to
doodoo on (the) ground
over there, taking the pants
down.

(

£

h
iJ

11
al
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There is normally not much fuss about "potty training", but in this example, mama
Luzeo becomes angry when Carlos has soiled his pants. She is ridiculing him
because she thinks he ought to know better. Calling someone a cochino/a is a
connnon insult used towards children, and is often used when they have soiled their
pants or been playing with dirt.
All comuneros in San Nicolas have Hispanic names; nobody has a Quichua name.
Like most people in San Nicolas, Geovani, for instance, has several nicknames,
among them "Geova" "Geovito" and "Geovenito" (cf. Example 9 below). The
diminutive endings (c)itol(c)ita, as in, e.g., lIli hijita (my

little

daughter), are often

added to names as endeamlent terms. Miriam is, e.g., often called Miriamcita
Miriam). She is also often called "papito"

(''t;ttle

(little

daddy") and is thus being referred

to as a little boy. This is possibly a grammatical transfer from Quichua, where one
handles gender very differently from Spanish. Vilie, from one of the other families,
is often called "loco" (crazy man) for frequently playing or acting crazy. His
behavior is, hence, reflected in his nickname (Rymes 1996:245).
In San Nicoh\s, diminutives are frequently used when talking to children. They are

used as a connotation of affection, rather than to describe something or somebody
as small. In San Nicoh\s, names and nouns often receive a diminutive suffix in
Spanish. The diminutive suffix in Quichua, -cha, is used in the same way as the
Spanish -citola (little), but it is the Spanish suffix that is most commonly added to
Quichua words that are integrated into Spanish conversation, e.g., huahuito

(little

child). The diminutive suffix -citola "when added to temlS of address or reference

\1

has the primary effect of reducing horizontal social distance, i.e. increasing

~ 11

intimacy" (Coombs 1981: 239).

In San Nicolas, diminutives are sometimes employed between adults, but, above

:1

all, in adult-child talk. As was seen in Example 9, diminutives are sometimes used
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in mitigating tlu·eats . However, diminutives are commonly used

III

routine

caretaking activities, indexing affective alignments.

Example 5 in this chapter can be said to be typical in terms of usage of diminutives.
Mama Dolores uses diminutives to Miriam in several turns: pelanda papitas
(peeling

Htll, potatoes);

Otrifa mos cage (Catch 1'"1, another; Turn 5); jYa pe/a papa

Camilifa diga plies! (Then say now I've peeled potato

Htll'

Camilla!). But examples

of diminutives can in fact be seen in most of the dialogue excerpts in this chapter.

APPRENTICESIDP AND DELEGATION

The focus of tlus chapter is on interactions between adults and children. That is,
how adults socialize cluldren or as Schieffelin puts it: How caregivers 'show
language' for young children. How they tell them "what to say, what to do, and
how to feel" (Schieffelin 1990: 1).

Children are socialized from an early age to help out with household and
agricultural tasks . Long before taking their first steps, they Illake their first attempt
to chase off trespassing small animals, such as chickens, that enter the house. They
move towards the animals often with a stick in their hand, whacking at the chickens
and attempting to chase them off. This sometimes takes place under the mother's or
other caregiver' s supervision, but can even be their own initiative. Toddlers are
also taught how to nm towards small animals, and how to throw rocks at them to
herd them in the desired direction.

When a new family member is born, the siblings are required to help out with
various care giving tasks. The mother allows them to calry out more and more
duties the older they get (cf. Modiano 1973; Schieffelin 1990:210; Rogoff 1981;
Rogoff et aL 1993).
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Verbal instruction
Western children are inshucted in various tasks, whereas in other parts of the
world, for instance, in many parts of Africa, children learn by looking. Children
seldom or never pose questions to adults because this is considered rude. For
example in Gonja, Kenya, children learn by watching, as shown by Esther Goody
who studied informal education and followed youths learning to weave (Goody
1978:21). She noticed that the children asked only very few questions and that
there was also very little verbal instruction in the training situation. In San Nicoliis,
as, e.g., seen in Example 5, the children are inshucted and told what to do. The
mother tells her daughter (3 :0) how to peel potatoes. The daughter responds with
various questions and statements as she canies out the task.

A great deal of the household work is assigned to the oldest girl or girls, even
though all household members help out. In Example 13, the mother helps her
daughter get dressed, while delegating various tasks to her two oldest daughters.

Example 13. Mama Dolores helps Miriam (3:5) get dressed in the mornmg.
Geovani (9:2) watches the activities in the patio quite passively. Falmi (12) and
Lorena (IS) both

nlll

chores for their mother in and out of the house. Mama

Dolores squats on her heels beside Miriam, and when she pulls the sweater over the
child's head, Miriam stal1s to scream out loud in her characteristically theah'ical
way.

1. Miriam:

iAY/ iAY/

2. Mama:
3. Miriam:
4. Mama:

&peraJ'{is, cuidado.
iAY/ iAY/ A::.
&Ie lado creh que es.

5. Geovani:
6. Miriam:
7. Mama:

[Est6 limpia.
[A:: .

iTrae! iTrae/ iQllli es
103
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OUCH! OUCH! (earring
gets stuck in sweater)
Wait, careful.
OUCH! OUCH! Ah::.
(laughs) I think it's this
side.
[It' s clean.
[Ah::.
Bring! Bring! What's the

(to Falmi)

8. Lorena:
9. Mama:
10. Lorena:
11. Mama:
(to Lorena)

12. MU'iam:
13.Lorena:
14. Mama:
15. Lorena:
16. Mama:
17. MU'iam:
18. Lorena:
19. Mama:
20 . Lorena:
21. Mil'iam:
22. Mama:
23 . Mil'iam:
24. mama:
25. Mil'iam:

26 . Mama:
27. Miriam:
28. Mama:
29. Mil'iam:
(to Fanni)
30. Mama:
31. Miriam:

matter then? Yeah buckets.
Search two buckets. Wait!
Wait Hol, daddy.
Look! (comes with
undershilt)
Undershilt
is here then.
Call1iseta esta aqui pues.
Why
do
you
bring?=
iPara que (raes?=
=What then?
=iQue plies?
I said (the) sweater was
Digo envuelto estado
folded first. Why don't you
sueter primero. iPor que
no trae? iTraiga! iTraiga ! bring (it)? Bring! Bring!
Look shOlt sleeved
Ve camiseta corta.
undershut.
[This undershut.
[&te camiseta.
[Make her put on this
/
[Este haga poneI'. =
one,=
=No here is another now.
=No aqui esta otro ya.
That
one is ugly.
Esefeo es.
She
says
it's ugly.
Feo dice que es.
[No, don't bring that one.
[No, no traiga ese.
[This one ugly.
[Estefeo.
Why
don't you go throw
iPor que no vayas botar
(it)
away
right there?
alii lIlisll1o?
Say
cachichu!
(a sort of
iCachichu diga!
material)
Cachichu.
Cachichu.
iSueter diga! iSueter diga! Say sweater! Say sweater!
(whispers)
TRUE LORENO! Sfhe is
iCIERTO LORENO! Es,
(x) es malo. Hijo de puta. = (x) is bad. Son of a bitch.=
=No! (whispers)
=iNol
Ouch! Ouch! MOMMY!
iAy! iA~! i MAMA !
MOMMY! OUCH!
iMAMAJ iAY! iAY!
OUCH! MOMMY! Ouch
iMAMA! AY lIIall1a. Ay.
mommy. Ouch.
Uh:! Litlle Geovani's
iE:! Sueter de Geovanito.
sweater. Two buckets.
Dos baldes.
Ouch.
Ay.
Uttle Geovani's sweater.
Sueter de Geovanito.
Now
are you gonna take
i Ya va a sacar?
(it) out?
Sweater. New sweater.
Sueter. Sueter nuevo.
With this littl, n- new one.
Con este n- nuevito.
It's little new isn't it?
iNuevito es no?

pues? Ya baldes. Eusea dos
baldes. iEspera! Espera
papito.
iEle!
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32. Mama:
33. Miriam:

34. Mama:
35. Miriam:
36. mama:
37. Miriam:
38. mama:
39. Miriam:
40. Mama:
4 J. Miriam:
42. mama:
43 . Miriam:

44. mama:
,

M.

Mh:.
This one no? This one is
mine. That cachimillo (a
SOli of material).
Ay. Ay. ;Tenga! ;Tenga!
Ouch. Ouch. Take! Take!
AlIcu, allcu, allcu, alb/.
Dog. dog. dog. dog.
;Mama dos!
Mornmy two! (whines)
Pica, pica.
Bites, bites. (whispers,
referring to her fleas)
De mos sabe picaI' esle
This flea bites too much.
PllIga. Aca alras eslo. =
It's back here.=
=M·.
=Mh:.
M.
Mh:.
Sweater, sweater, yeah.
Suelel', sueler, ya.
Asi cachimillo anacuca. =
Like the cachimillo skirt.=
=Pretly isn't she? (wraps
=iGuapa no?
sash around skiri)
Suelel' ya cayo. Cayo
(The) sweater fell down
suelerca. ;SUETER CAy6 now. The sweater fell
down. (THE) SWEATER
LORENA! Nuevilo ese
FELL DOWN LORENA!
suelel'. iSUETER? ;Esle
cayo este! Ve, ve aqufm
Linle new that sweater.
ve, ve.
(THE) SWEATER? This
one fell down, this one!
Look, look the here, look,
look. (points at flowers on
underskirt)
No ensllciaros pero, he de
But don't get dirty, I'm
pegal'. ;Re de hacer banal'! gonna beat you. I'm gonna
make you bathe!

iEsle no? Esle es mio. Ese
cachimillo.

\.
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While helping Miriam get dressed, mama Dolores tells Fanni to fetch buckets in
order to milk the cows (Turn 7). Also she tells Lorena to fetch the various items of

II1
I1

clothing that Miriam is to put on inside the house. Although both Fanni and Lorena

111
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know what household routines need to be done in the morning, mama Dolores
constantly reminds them anyway (Turns 7, 9, 11, 19). This is, thus, in contrast to

III
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the case of Gonja, described by Esther Goody (1978), where children only look on
i

I~ I

and where there is no explicit instruction. In San Nicolas, both adults and siblings

!

instruct the child.
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Mama Dolores and Lorena choose clothes for Miriam that are nice as well as clean.
They are always quite preoccupied with her clothes. In a diga routine with Miriam,
Lorena says the name of the garment (in incon'ect Quichua) (Turn 20) . In Turn 22,
mama Dolores corrects her, as it were, code switching into Spanish. Miriam curses
saying hija de puta (son of a bitch) and her mother immediately protests. Miriam
gets fussy, swears, screams, whines, snivels and generally acts troublesome, while
her mother and two sisters try to help her get dressed . Ultimately, mama Dolores
threatens to spank her or give her a bath if she gets ditty (Turn 44).

In some ways, the San Nico],!s households are similar to what Ochs describes from
the highly stratified Samoan households, where a higher status person delegates the
various tasks to be done. The communities are hierarchical; a higher status person
remains stationary, while lower status people catTY out the tasks (Ochs 1982:82;
Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:296; Platt 1986:145). Parents regularly order their
teenage daughters around as illush'ated above. The oldest daughter generally ends
up doing the bulk of the household chores. In this example, we see that it is the
oldest and the next oldest teenage daughters (Lorena and Falllli) who run the
errands for their mother, who herself remains stationalY dressing the youngest
daughter (Mit·iam).

Mama Dolores teaches Miriam to behave properly, but she also frequently tells her
how pretty she is, a signiflcant quality for little git'ls (Turn 42) (cf. Eisenberg
1986: 188). Mit'iam is, however, used to receiving such positive praise from a
variety of persons in the family, not only from her mother. Her mother also often
reminds her to keep neat and clean, to keep her clothes clean and to sit properly
with her anacu covering her legs. She also tells her what to say in various
situations: ;Suetel' diga! (Say sweater!) (Turn 22). She reminds her to always use
"good language" and not to curse or be disrespectful to her elder sister (Turn 23).
Language socialization is, thus, intimately interwoven with the shaping of the
family hierarchy and behavior with other people.
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clean.

In another episode, the mother similarly remains busy with other things in the

Jriam,

household, while the children readily carry out various enands for her. She asks the

m 22,

children to chase away the chickens that enter the kitchen while she is busy

~urses

preparing lunch (Example 14).

i:

liriam
while

Example i4. Miriam (3:0) and Geovani (8:9) are on the patio. Miriam plays with a

)Iores

doll as a couple of hens are about to enter the house. Mama Dolores tells them to

I'

I' ,

I

chase them out.
:1:'

from

Mh: . Chase the chickens
my Illtl. daughter. Chase the
chickens, they' re coming
to bother us now. Say ssh
Hltl. Geovani! Between
[(the) two of you hit, hit!
[Sch. Sch.
[Ssh. Ssh.
Chase, chase!
i Echen, echen!
Seh. Sch.
Ssh. Ssh.
[Geovani washing,
[Geovani lavando,
washing.
lavando.
[(x)
[(x)
She's gonna want espovillo
Ha de quel'el' espovillo
plies.
(rice which has been
ground with the husks)
then.
Ssh, ssh, ssh.
Seh, sch, sch.
SSH! SSH!
iSCH! iSCH!
Echa, echa, Geovito. iSCH Chase, chase, little Geovani.
Say ssh! Chase shawl.
diga! Echa shalina.
Chase,
chase.
Echalldo, echal1do.
[Uh: (x)
[E: (x)
[Hit with stick.=
[Con palo pega. =
=No ha de 11101';1' con palo, =No she'll die with stick,
con shalina. Han de illataI' with (the) shawl. You'll
pollito. =
kill Hltl. chicken.=
(whispers)
=With (the) shawl.
=Con shalina.
SSH.
SCH.
Mh::.
M:.
With- with mine shawl.
Con- con lIIio shalina.

i . Mama:

M'. Eche a los pollos
lIIijita. Eche a los pollos,
ya vienen a 1II0lestal'. iSeh
diga Geovenito! iEntl'e
[dos pegllen, pegllen!

os the
erson

2:82;
their

2.
3.
4.
5.

ends
s the
1

Miriam:
Mama:
Miriam:
Mama:

the
6. Miriam:
7. Mama:
(to Geovani)

1gest

8. Geovani :
9. Miriam:
iO.Mama:

5 her

berg
'I n a

,fien

11. Miriam:
i2. Geovani:
i3. mama:

.erly
ious
use

23) .

i4. Miriam:
15. Geovani:
16. Mama:
i7. Miriam:

the
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18. Mama:
19. Geovani:
20. MU'iam:
21. Geovani:
22 . Miriam:
23. Mama:
24. Geovani:
25.Mu·iam:

26 . Geovani:
27. Miriam:
28. Mama:

Si.
Sch.
Ay, ay, ay.
Sell.
Ve coma ensllcia mi
bayeta.
Aiza, aiza, esta ensuciando
rebozo.
A: polio grande ya esta
cOllliendo.
iGRANDE YA ESTA
TOMlENDO! Yo voy a
echar.
iNO:::!
iYA! iGrande ya esta
cOllliendo!

M: .

Yes.
Ssh.
Ouch, ouch, ouch.
Ssh.
Look how ditty my shawl
gets.
Lift, lift, you're dittying
(the) shawl.
Ah: (the) big chicken is
already eating.
(THE) BIG IS ALREADY
EATING! I'm gonna
chase.
NO:::!
YEAH! (The) big is eating
now!
Mh:: .

Mama Dolores tells Miriam to chase the chickens that are about to enter the house.
MU'iam immediately runs towards them and stm1s to chase them Qut. Mama
Dolores tells Geovanito (';"'0 Geovani) to chase them as well. In the chaotic
situation, mama Dolores tells him "washing, washing" meaning "chasing, chasing"
(Tum 5). Both children chase the hens, gesticulating wildly, moving theu' arms and
making loud noises in order to scare them out of the kitchen. When Geovani
suggests that they hit the chickens with a stick, mama Dolores inunediately
intervenes, and tells Miriam to use her shalilla (shawl or bait) instead (Turn 13).
Miriam picks up part of her utterance by format tying ('con shalina,) . The simplest
form of fOtmat tying is exact repetition (Goodwill 1990: 179), as used in this
example.

In Turn 22, MiI'iam uses the equivalent Spmlish term bayeta, instead of the Quichua
term shalina. She, thus, code-switches from Quichua to Spanish. In her next tUlTI,
mama Dolores uses another Spanish term for shawl (Tum 23). The Quichua and
Spanish terms are used interchangeably. In TUln 25, MiI'iam announces that the
hens are eating, mispronouncing the word cOllliendo (eating) for tOllliendo without
being cOlTected.
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Miriam echoes her brother's utterance as she usually does, but in a much louder
voice than his, thereby embellishing it (Turn 25 and 27).

At other times, Miriam imitates her brother

I;ttl,

Geova in whatever he does or says,

which he sometimes also encourages her to do. He is always extremely considerate
and patient with his little sister. He constantly tells her what to say and what to do.
He often helps her to tie her doll on her back, and when she cries he tries to invent
various play activities or maneuvers in order to make her stop crying (see also

I '.

examples 10 and II in Chapter 5) and to comfort her. The attempted maneuvers
can involve anything from teaching her various songs he learnt by heart from
school to diverse play activities. There also seems to be a constant preoccupation
with Miriam by the other family members.
se.
na
tic

g"
nd

Compared to the oldest daughters, who are consistently required to help out with
disparate agricultural and household activities, Geovani and Miriam are not
required to do as much. Mama Dolores defmitely has much more tolerance for her
two youngest children; for Geovani, because he is ill and is therefore unable to help
out much in the household, and for Miriam, because she is the youngest child, her

11l

Iy
:).

st
is

"baby". She is also the family's very last child. The last child generally receives all
SOIlS

of favors as well as attention from the parents, especially from the mother,

who often feels sad about the fact that she is past her childbearing years and will
have no more children. She therefore "spoils" the last child a little more than the

I1
I'
11

I

rest.

I:
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Example 15. Vilmer Dario (l :6) Vilie (3:2) and Franklin (7:4) play by the bank of
the river where mama Angela and Miriam (5:6) wash clothes. When it starts to rain,

1,

d

e
.t

they are all in a hurry to return home to escape the rain. Mama Angela yells to
Franklin to hurry up and go in advance to the house with his little brothers in order
to escape the heavy rainfall that she sees approaching in the distance (Turn 3) .
;1
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I. Vii mer Dario:
2. Franklin:
3. mama:

i Talai!
iTalai!
iADELANTA! iCARGA
HUAHUA. veras!

4. Franklin:
(to Vilmer
Dario)

Venga cargaremos, venga,
venga, venga, venga,
venga, venga, venga,
venga, venga, venga,
venga, venga, venga.
i VENGA BREVE PONGA
HUAHUA EN SHALINA!

5. mama:

6. Franklin:
7. Vilie:
8. Franklin:
9. Vilie:
10. Franklin:
11. Vilie:
12. Franklin:
13. Vilie:

iPonga shalina. ponga!
[iPonga shalina!
[Con shalina.
i E1e !
fa esla.
iTapa cabeza lan!
iTapa cabeza!
fa, ya. ifa!
i Vall1os!

It's dirty!
It's ditty!
GO AHEAD! CARRY
(TIIE) CHILD, I warn
you!
Come let's can-y, come,
come, come, come, come,
come, come, come, come,
come, come, come, come.
COME FAST PUT (TIIE)
CHILD IN (TIIE)
SHAWL!
Put (the) shawl, put!
[put (the) shawl!
[With (the) shawl.
Look!
Now it is ready.
Cover (your) head as well!
Cover (your) head!
Yes of course. Yeah!
Let's go !

In a confrontational way, mama Angela tells Franklin to obey her, shouting her
directives and warning him (Turn 3), that is, threatening him. She also tells him to
cover Vilmer Dario 's head with a shawl, and to hurry up and bring him back to the
house so that he will not get wet (Turn 5). Franklin takes Vilmer Dario on his back
and orders Vilie to cover Vilmer Dario's head with the shawl (Turn 10). Vilie
PaITots his directives and makes sure to cover Vilmer Dario's head with the shawl.

In this episode, family delegation can be seen quite clearly. Mama Angela orders
Franklin, who in turn orders Vilie. There is, thus, a clear direction in family life
directives.
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QUICHUA AND SPANISH IN ADULT-CHILD TALK
As has been shown, adults, with the exception of some grandparents, do not speak
Quichua with the children. They often speak Quichua among themselves, but rarely
to the children. Hence, the children get little if any input in Quichua, except for the
Quichua words that are integrated into the Spanish language. This holds true in all
situations and in all so-called domains. Moreover, this is true for all children in the

I

community, not only for the four focus children presented here. Yet, on a more
indirect level, the children are exposed to varying degrees of Quichua in that the
adults sometimes speak it to each other.
When I asked the parents why they did not speak Quichua to the children, they
replied that the children did not understand Quichua. By asking again and inquiring
a little about their attitudes towards the languages, it soon became clear that they
were afraid the children would start to mix the two languages. The parents said that
it is necessary for children to learn one language at a time. The children would only
get confused if adults spoke two languages with them; they would mix the two
languages and speak both of them poorly. Thus, according to the parents, it is better
that the children learn Spanish well as a first language and that they learn Quichua
later in life.

If this study had relied on the first parental reports of the language spoken to the
children in San Nicolas, the picture at hand would indeed have looked very

11
11

different. In fact, in response to the first census gathered during the kinship
genealogy at the outset of the study, the parents claimed that their children spoke
both Quichua and Spanish. They claimed that the children were bilingual and that
they had no problem whatsoever cOllllllunicating in either of the two languages. But
it was clear already after the first few days of recording that all focus children were
monolingual Spanish speakers who understand little or no Quichua. This
cOtTesponds with what Gumperz argues: that code-choice and code-switching are
often done without the awareness of the bilingual speakers (Gumperz 1982:62).
III

I1I

What it also teaches is that etlmographic interviews need to be handled with some
caution, and that this is the greatest weakness of the otherwise brilliant studies
repOtted in Gumperz (1982).

Earlier language socialization studies have proposed various explanations for why
children do not speak the vernacular as spoken by the parents. In Gapun, New
Guinea, parents blame the children for not wanting to speak the vernacular (Kulick
1992), and parents of Haitian children living in New York City think that their
children will speak Kreyol no matter what language is spoken to them (Woolard
and Schieffelin 1994:63). The parents in San Nicoh\s in fact blamed the children
for not wanting to speak the vernacular. But they still claimed that the children
would learn Quichua more

01'

less automatically with time, since they live in a

bilingual envirOlmlent. Most adults therefore stated that it is not necessary to teach
small children Quichua, since they will learn it later anyway. In a discussion about
language, the women maintained that the children will learn as they grow up, or
when they many and achieve adult status, because they are Indians. It is almost as
. I

if they thought that a transformation would take place. They seem to see the
Quichua language as something ilmate to Indians.

When asked if they think the language could disappear with time, they shook their
heads and said that this was impossible. It can be added that Nancy Rornberger
found the same lack of worry among the campesinos in Puno, Peru. They thought it
was ilnpossible for Quechua to disappear because "beillg Quechua means speakillg
the Quechua language and vice versa" (Hornberger 1985:552).

CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
There are only a few etlmographic studies on language socialization that allow us to
make cultural comparisons. The comparisons made in this chapter clearly show that
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San Nicohis can be seen as a fourth developmental story, showing both similarities

s

to and differences fi"om the other stories.

The comuneros do not acconunodate materially to the child (Ochs and Schieffelin

r

1984:286) as is usual in White middle-class societies. There is, e.g., no special
miniature furniture adapted to children in the one room house, no pacifiers with
which to quiet a crying infant and there are hardly any toys in the otherwise rather
poor material milieu. There is, in other words, nothing or very little in the way of
material objects to tell you that an infant lives in the house.

,
The infant is carried around on the back of its primary caregiver, the mother, or by
sibling caregivers. Sibling caregivers play a major role in family socialization as

I
I

'I'
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well. The children are socialized into a sibling relationship, and socialization
includes what to say and how to feel towards one another (Schieffelin 1990:72).
Yet it is not only the language that the mother teaches her children. She also
teaches them a world-view. Fathers play a minor role in the socialization of the
children, which is sinlilar to the situation in both Kaluli and Samoa. Children are
often allowed to participate in activities that are seen in the West as inappropriate
for children. And just as in Kaluli and Samoa, "children are expected to adapt to
situations" (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:304) rather than vice versa, as is the case in
the White middle-class societies, where the rule is to adapt the situation to the
child. With respect to material and situational accommodation to the child, all three
conununities - Kaluli, Samoa and San Nicolas - thus differ from middle class
Anglo-American society.

In several ways, there are thus similarities between San Nicohls and the Samoan

and Kaluli cultures described by Ochs and Schieffelin (1984). However there are
also differencies. In San Nicolas, just as in White middle-class societies, a child is
treated as a communicative partner from the very outset (as shown in, e.g., the first
two examples in this chapter). A caregiver often holds a newborn baby face-ta-face
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and has eye contact with the child. The baby's social position is, thus, not like in
Kaluli (and in Samoa) where an infant is not treated as a communicative partner
and where little language is addressed to the child during the preverbal period.

The studies referred to in this chapter have, among many other things, clearly
shown that baby talk is not universal. Neither the Kaluli nor the Samoans use
simplified speech when they address very young children. But there are very
different cultural reasons behind this approach. In Kaluli, people think that baby
talk restrains the development of competent speech and the Samoans think that
baby talk is not a suitable adaptation when talking to a person of lower rank. In San
Nicohis, on the other hand, baby talk is indeed used, just as it is used to infants in
the White middle-class societies and to Mayan infants. Baby talk is spoken in
Spanish, and many of its various features can be recognized: BT lexicon,
exaggerated and slow intonation, dinlinutives, interrogatives, repetition and so fOtih
(Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:279). Among the Mayans, however, baby talk is first in
Spanish and later in the vernacular, when speaking to the child becomes "a real act
of communication." This is not the case in San Nicolas where Spanish is spoken all
the time.

In the prototypical White middle-class household, dyadic interactions are common,
and mother-child interaction is probably the most common type of interaction. In
contrast, triadic and multiparty interactions are common in San Nicolas, just as in
Kaluli and Samoa. In diga routines as well as in explicit verbal instruction (cf.
Example 4), language socialization in San Nicolas is quite an explicit business.
Also, the parents comment on the children's feelings and intentions (Example I). In
many ways socialization is thus rather direct and visible.

The comuneros claim that language, in order to develop, needs to be shown to the
children. The 'rliga routine' is used to teach children how to talk and what to say in
various situations. The 'diga routine' involves Spanish words, chunks and phrases.
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There are hardly any Quichua words addressed to children, except for those that are

ner

already integrated into the Spanish language. The 'diga routine' is similar to elema,
in that it models phrases to be repeated, but in contrast to elema routines, which
most often involve asset1ive speech (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:292), diga routines

Irly

frequently involve object labeling and a wide variety of speech acts.

use
ery

Third-patty threats are common in San Nicohls (and in Kaluli) and Mayan

,by

language socialization, and there is a whole range of threats. Several different

:hat

discursive devices are employed for teasing: rhetorical questions, name calling

~an

and implicit threats, as well as highly direct and explicit threats. Yet, tlu'eats are

:iin

mitigated by endearments and diminutives, as well as through explicit praise (cf.

. in

Blum Kulka 1997). The inventiveness is great, and teasing seems to regulate

:on,

social distance between the caregiver and the child in many subtle ways.
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PLAY

DIALOGUES

AND

CHILDREN'S

WORLDMAKING

TOWARD AN ANTHROPOLOGY OF CHILDREN'S PLAY

Research on sibling caretaking
Parental caretaking is neither the norm nor a significant form of caretaking in most
cultures (Weisner and Gallimore 1977:169), but few studies have been carried out
about sibling caretaking in non-Western cultures. As a matter of fact, children have
been nearly ' invisible' in the ethnographic literature (cf. Goldman and Enunison
1996:24). Most studies have focused on Anglo-American White middle-class
children. The conventional method has also been to focus on interaction between
adnlts and children, centering on the adults. The research has most often been based
on controlled laboratory tasks conducted within the fields of experimental
psychology and psycholinguistics, rather than on naturally occurring activities.
Important exceptions to such studies have been Philips (1983), Ochs (1988),
Schieffelin (1990) and Kulick (1992), to mention a few of the recent studies that
have been carried out in non-Western societies and that have influenced this study
most significantly.

The focus of this chapter is on children's activities, children's play and children's
talk. The sibling group, as well as the interactions among siblings, is the locus of
study. In what way does the caretaking style of the siblings differ from the parental
style? Does it vary or is it merely an imitation of the parental style? As pointed out
by Weisner and Gallimore, child imitation of adult socialization practices is widely
reported (Weisner and Gallimore 1977: 172). Child caretaking patterns have been
rep0l1ed for various countries (Weisner and Gallimore 1977), but child caretaker
dialogues (or caretaking practices) as such have normally not been studied . In the
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present investigation, the content and form of various play activities, as well as
children's play embedded in the community's practices, will be analyzed. An

\I

analysis of children's dialogues will therefore illuminate children's notions of
society - notions that are reflected in language practices bearing on indigenous

c

identity, age, and gender hierarchies.

a
cl
is

Anthropological studies of play

m

Helen Schwalizman (1978) has published an extensive review of etlmographic

"(

research on children's play. The reader who is interested in a more exhaustive

(~

review than the one provided here is referred to her Transformations: The

cl

anthropology of children's play. She points to the fact that, tlU'oughout the history

fu

of anthropology, little attention has been paid to the study of play. Although she

in

th

mentions studies done in the 19

and 20

th

centuries, she states that not much

progress was made until in the late 1950s (Schwalizman 1976:289; 1978:5). Many

o

of the studies she reviews have employed a folkloristic approach, dealing with the

M

seasonal and regional variation of toys, or other playthings.

(p
se

th

When anthropologists began to study play in the 19 century, it was in vogue to

sh

collect examples of "primitive" peoples. At this time, Western children were often

pr

equated with "primitives", and thus their customs, games and rhymes were

M

considered suitable for collection and preservation as well (Schwartzman

ne

1976:292-293). In the beginning of the 1920s, a number of anthropologists began

(S<

to criticize the atheoretical approach of the historical particularists and diffusionists
(Schwartzman 1978 :98). Diffusionism was defined as the "boll'owing of one
society'S particular 'traits' or 'customs' by another society" (Schwartzman

int

1978:62). It was used by anthropologists to criticize cultural evolutionists.

sit

Diffusionist (and particularist) studies of children's play was characterized by a
focus on the preservation of game texts. The contextual character of play is seldom

ps:
qu
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evident in those studies except for occasional notes describing the region from

An

which the game was repmted (Schwartzman 1978:93),

; of
tOUS

One reason for not studying children's play has been that it has merely been seen as
a mechanical reproduction of adult practices, However, according to Schwartzman,
children do not only imitate adult roles; they also critically parody it. At times, play
is an exaggeration, or a statement on adult behavioL It is, hence, never a mere
mechanical reproduction of adult activities (SchwaltZman 1978:102). Children

phic

"challenge, reverse and/or comment on and interpret the social order"

itive

(Schwartzman 1978:25). An illustration of this is shown in, e.g., Example 21 in this

The

chapter. In her concluding chapter, she states that "by emphasizing the socialization

,tory

function of play contexts, researchers have ignored the satirical, critical and

she

interpretive qualities of play texts" (Schwartzman 1978:329).

lUch
fany

One of the most important critics of the particularists and diffusionists was

the

Malinowski, and he is known for being one of the anthropologists to formulate

I

(psychological) functionalism in anthropology (Schwartzman 1978:98). Play is
seen as an imitative or preparatory activity, as an enculturative mechanism that
le to

should be studied "in terms of its educational value and in relation to its function as

lfien

preparation for economic skills" (Schwartzman 1978: 100). According to

were

Malinowski, "play groups perform a socializing function in meeting the 'growth

~man

needs' of individuals" (Schwartzman 1978:100). Yet, with the exception of Fmtes

egan

(see below), the functionalists generally avoided the study of play.

mists

. one

One of the best known antlU'opologists of this century is Margaret Mead. She was

~man

interested in the area of culture and personality. The major orientation of her

nists,

studies was to illustrate "how culture influenced the personality of individuals"

by a

(Schwaltzman 1978:136). This movement tied antlu'opology to psychiatry and

Idom

psychology. In the 1920s, Mead went to Samoa in order to

I
'11

an~wer

the following

question: "Axe the disturbances, which vex our adolescents due to the nature of
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adolescence itself or to the civilization? Under different conditions does

tl

adolescence present a different picture?" (Mead 1961 :8-9) In other words, she

o

wanted to determine to what extent the behavior of an adolescent girl is determined

d

by the cultural enviromnent.

c:
p

In Coming of age il1 Samoa (1961) - first published in 1928 and based on her first

n:

fieldtrip taken at the age of 23, in the beginning of her anthropological career Mead presented an ethnographic sketch as well as details on sibling caretaking, the

s,

strenuous task of the girls. We learn that the principal activity of little girls was

g'

baby caretaking and that girls were kept at the "baby-tending, errand running stage

st

until they are old enough and robust enough to work in the plantations and carry

h,

foodstuffs down to the village" (Mead 1961 :21). Her book enables us to follow the

ar

lifecycle of women from childhood to motherhood, she was interested in fmding

w

out what the process of development was like in Samoa, and to compare it to the
American civilization, a society, as she pointed out, so very different from the

M

Samoan.

ch

en
The place of work and play is discussed in the book, and she states that "Samoan

in!

children do not learn to work through learning to play, ... Nor are they permitted a

cm

period of lack ofresponsibiIity such as our children are allowed" (Mead 1961: 169).
She also mentions the various kinds of play performed among the children and,

In

towards the end of the book, she answers the question she set out to answer stating

ch:

that "adolescence is not necessarily a time of stress and strain, but that the cultural

of

conditions make it so" (Mead 1961:175). Her data, thus show that personality

dis

patterns are culturally and not biologically determined and depend on the child

nm

rearing practices of the specific culture.

the
Sal

The second monograph, Growillg lip in New Guinea (1981), first published in

eig

1930, is about child-rearing practices and the idea of "primitive" children. Mead

19~

used the play and games of the children in order to study the problem of animistic
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does

thought (Mead 1981:217). In this book, she also offers a more complete discussion

she

of children's play, mainly based on her own observations (but also on collected

dned

drawings) of children from the Island of Manu in the Admiralty group. In her
characteristic literary style she writes: "Within the village bounds, the children
play. At low tide they range in straggling groups about the shallows, spearing

first

minnows or pelting each other with seaweed. When the water rises the smaller ones
are driven up upon the little islets or into the houses, but the taller still wade about

:, the

sailing toy boats, until the rising tide drives them into their small canoes to race

was

gaily upon the surface of the water" (Mead 1981: 18). The young ones play in

;tage

shallow water all day, paddling, punting, racing and so on. When the children know

;any

how to swim, which they accomplish by imitating the slightly older children, they

v the

are given small canoes of their own. On land they play games such as: football,

\ding

wrestling, round games, races (Mead 1981).

) the
1

the

Manu children under two and a half to three years of age are not trusted with older
children (Mead 1981 :26). The reason, according to the mothers, is that if the child
cried for home it would intelTupt the older children's play activities, and such an

noan

intrusion in their leisure must be avoided. It is the father and the mother who take

ted a

care of the youngest children (Mead 1981 :87-88).

169).

and,

In both books, the book on adolescents as well as the book on child-rearing and

ating

children's everyday world, she comments critically on a number of vital problems

ltural

of modern- life. What is so characteristic of Mead is that she managed to

lality

disseminate her antlu'opological data to a popular audience outside of her own

child

narrow antlu'opological circles and, thus, had a great influence on public opinion in
the US. Derek Freeman has heavily criticized her research conclusions, and her
Samoan research "has become an anthropological cause celebre." No fewer than

,d in

eight books have been published dealing with her Samoan research (Freeman

Y1ead

1999:210).

nistic
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In Great Britain, Opie and Opie have collected information on children's lore and
rhymes, as well as on the formation of play rules and play routines. They have
published two books on children's lore : The lore and language of school children
(1959) and Children's games in street and playground (1969) . Their interest was in
the products of play. They hence focussed on songs, games, and rules and not on
play processes or play dialogues.

In his work on the process of informal education among the Tallensi children in
Ghana, FOltes points out how the social sphere of adults and children is unitary and
undivided. Nothing in the universe of adult behavior is hidden from children, and
conversations or actions are not inhibited because children are present. "They are
actively and responsibly Palt of the social structure, of the economic system, the
ritual and ideological system" (FOlies 1938:8-9).

According to Fortes, children learn from two contexts. They conh'ibute to the
domestic and agriculhlral economies, thus the fIrst context is adult occupational
roles and the second is play. The most impOltant learning processes are mimesis,
identifIcation and co-operation. In the fIrst learning process, mimesis, the Tallensi
people say that children learn by 'looking and doing'. In the second process,
identifIcation, children identifY themselves with older siblings and parents and
other adults . The same-sex parent is the model according to which the child
regulates its conduct. Hence,.in Tallensi, boys learn fal'l11ing from their fathers and
girls learn domestic work from their mothers. In the third learning process, cooperation, children co-operate in social and economic activities in a way that
cOlTesponds to their level of maturity. When, e.g., a little girl accompanies her
mother or older sister to fetch water, she is given a small pot of water to cany and
thereby she contributes, although marginally, to the household water supply (Fortes
1938:46-48). In other words, the girl learns domestic work
identifIes with her.
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her mother and

d

As repolted by FOltes, parents and siblings take an attentive interest in an infant's
psycho-physical development, but do not have special methods to foster it (Fortes

n

1938:24), i.e., there is no regular training.

n

·n

In one section of Childhood and society (1950), the psychoanalyst Erik Homburger
Erikson writes about his brief visits to Native American reservations when he
accompanied established anthropologists on study trips to their fieldsites (Sioux

n

and Yurok) in order to study what childhood was like in these two settings. He

,d

compares the distinct childhood of these two groups with that of Western children,

,d

and offers a thorough etlmographic background, followed by details concerning

ce

socialization for each of the groups. Among many other things, he had an interest

le

in their toys and play activities. He also discusses the mismatch that occUlTed when

"I

I.
I

,I

'I

I
I

the children entered the NOlth American ("White") boarding school on the

reservations.
le

1

al

For the Sioux, he found that children's play was highly gendered. Above 5 years of

.s,

age, brother and sisters were taught not to look at each other. The girl was told to

lsi

stick to the girls' play and to stay close to the mother, while the boy was

IS,

encouraged to join the older boys, rust in play and later in various hunting
exercises. They fiequently, e.g., throw a lasso around a tree stub. Girls often played

Id

with dolls (Erikson 1986:126). According to Erikson, the Sioux girl was socialized
to become an aid to the hUllter and a mother to filture hunters (Erikson 1986:128).

0-

No equivalent description was given for the Yurok.

oat
Ler

One of the very few studies focussing on play among indigenous children in South

nd

America is a now classic book based on psychoanalytical thinking: Doll play of

:es

Pilaga Indian children (1974) by Jules and Zunia Henry. Their research was

nd

carried out among the Pilaga Indians living near the Pilcomayo River in the
Argentine Gran Chaco, and based on field observations and (voluntary and
somewhat odd) play elicitations. The researchers introduced a female, a male, and
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several child dolls to the children. The girls were also given a mechanical turtle,
clay, and a pail' of scissors. The children often made breasts and genitals on the
dolls using this material. If this did not occur spontaneously, the researcher
suggested that the child follow suit. This field research, using the doll play
technique, was unde11aken in order to study sibling rivalry, and the researchers
concluded that the pattems of sibling rivalry among the Pilaga did not differ much
from those found among children in the United States. However, the Henrys' study
does not offer much information about children's spontaneous everyday play.

Another study (already refened to in Chapter 4) focussing on play among
indigenous children in Latin America is Mayan explol'atOlY play and development
by Suzarme Gaskins (1990). Gaskins made observations of children (12- and 18month-olds) in their home environments in a relatively large, isolated and
traditional village in Yucatan, Mexico. The aim of the study was to discover if the
characteristics of young children's play are universal and to provide a profile of the
Mayan infant using both ethnographic and psychological data (Gaskins 1990:94).
The broader ainr was to explore "the cultural constitution of play, and its
implications for a developmental theory of play" (Gaskins 1990:2). The study takes
an etlmographic, as well as psychological approach to various theories of play. The
focus is on one type of play, exploratory play, which she defines as "the young
child's interaction with physical objects aimed at finding out what the object is or
what can be done with it" (Gaskins 1990:2). However, she presents no peer
dialogues and she fails to analyze other peer interactions in any detail.

Gaskins points to the fact that the generalizations about play made by, e.g., Piaget
and Freud were based on the children found around them, that is Western children,
and thus ignored the cultural component of play. She suggests that "the functions of
exploratory play can vary by culture" (Gaskins 1990:272).
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According to Gaskins, a Mayan child in the village studied in Yucatan is not

on the

encouraged to leam or practice skills such as standing and walking because they

~archer

simply occur. In other words, these skills are not thought of as trainable, and the

11 play

child is thought to leam them by him-/herself. Development is seen as a natural,

lrchers

automatic and gradual process. And a child is thought to be influenced by innate

rmuch

forces that can not be controlled, Mayan parents do not spend much time reflecting

, study

on play (Gaskins 1990:140). Children are not said to really be playing, but instead
"just going around", and play is only valued insofar as it frees adults and older
children to do their own work more easily, The possible role of play in children's

among

development or learning is, thus, not reflected upon (Gaskins 1990:250).

'pmenl
nd 18-

Gaskins' research shows that Mayan infants spend an equal amount of time in

,d and

exploratory play as do American infants, but that "Mayan infant exploratory play is

r if the

simple, undifferentiated, and not very exploratory" (Gaskins 1990:251), The

,of the

children do not spend time with children from outside the compound, Playmates,

)0:94),

hence, solely consist of relatives of various ages. There are no dialogues presented

nd its

in the text and it is therefore hard to know what is going 011.

y takes
.y, The

Drawing on a fieldwork in the remote village Miang Tuu on Bonerate in Indonesia.

young

Harald Beyer Broch has written GrOWing lip agreeably: Bonerale childhood

:t is or

observed (1990) focusing on children and socialization. Here, socialization is

) peer

characterized as a mild and gentle process, and Miang Tuu is described as a society
that is very protective of and gentle towards their children, The author uses tlu'ee
phases to describe Miang Tuu socialization - fi'olll birth to adolescence, The first

Piaget

phase is infancy and the early years. The second phase is childhood and the third

ildren,

and final phase is late childhood and early pubeliy, The villagers would definitely

.ons of

disagree with these phases since they do not con'espond to the native model of
child development. In fact, the phases violate their "idea of a gradual process of
maturation from infant to adult status" (Broch 1990:27).
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Small children are defined as bodoh (stupid) as they have not yet acquired
knowledge of cultural norms and values. Since they are bodoh, they are not held
responsible for their misdeeds or behaviors and should not be punished for their
violations. The children develop verbal skills late in life and do not stalt to
construct sentences until they are around three years old. Broch offers various
explanations for this fact. He states that children are not encouraged to practice
verbal skills and adults do not talk much to toddlers. Adults do not always expect
that children will understand when spoken to, and a "language" of contact is often
used in communication. The language situation is quite complex, with several
languages spoken in the village.

Children grow up in a woman-dominated environment, where the mother takes the
main responsibilities for the yOUIlg children. Young men spend long periods on the
sea and in that sense, according to Broch, women both "mother and father their
children" (Broch 1990:86). Mothers are the main caretakers during the first years of
life, and they are also the main delegators of children's tasks. When children are
around five years, they are assigned their first chores, such as fetching water and
tending younger children. Both boys and girls care for younger children. At this
age, boys and girls are given the same workload, but when they are about ten to
twelve, a gender role differentiation develops . The complementarity between the
sexes is stressed. Since they do not attend school, play activities still dominate
much of children's time. Miang Tuu people differentiate between play and work,
and according to the parents, the children spend most of their time playing.

Putting Miang Tuu children's play in a comparative cultural perspective, Broch
states that their play is neither competitive nor explicitly aggressive (except for
play with animals); toys are almost non-existent and hue games are also absent. He
continues, "imaginary or fantasy play is poorly developed and play activities
involving imitation of adult occupations are few" (Broch 1990:98). Parents do not
get involved with the children's play, they do not stage it and rarely direct it.
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Parents say that "children must be free to choose what they want to do and in due

: held

time they will be prepared for adult life and work" (Broch 1990:101). He describes

their

the play activities of the children, how they often play at the beach, in the sea, in

ui to

the rain or play "war". Toddlers are involved in symbolic play in that "they

trious

substitute imaginary objects for material ones" (Broch 1990: 103). A boat is, e.g., a

Ictice

replica of models. He also describes game-like activities such as playing with

xpect

marbles and games of chance. He gives a few examples of role-playing, but states

often

that this is of little concern to the Miang Tuu children. Many of their activities

,veral

resemble imitation play. Gender roles during play are diffuse, but, according to
Broch, tllis is also the case in many aspects of adult life (Broch 1990:110).

's the

Linguistic anthropology and language socialization

n the
their

"Until 1975, research on language acquisition drew on psychological paradigms

,rs of

based on work with White middle-class children .... the concept of culture as an

) are

important influence on the acquisition process was singularly lacking" (Schieffelin

. and

1990:13) .

: this
m to

Moreover, anthropological studies have normally not presented socializing

the

practices in any detail, neither children's play and sibling caretaking, nor adult-

inate

child socializing practices. In the 1980's, a series of studies changed the research

IOrk,

scene (Heath, 1983, Ochs, 1988, Schieffelin, 1990 and Kulick, 1992) by presenting

I

language socialization studies from various palis of the world.

roch

In a classic paper, partly reviewed in Chapter 4 in this book, Schieffelin and

t for

Ochs (1986) analyzed the connections between children's acquisition of culture

:.He

and their acquisition of language, whereas in earlier research the two processes

·ities

had been explored separately. They argue that children acquire knowledge about

, not

the social order tlu'ough language mediated interactions. They define the concept

:t it.

of language socialization as socialization through language as well as
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socialization to use language. This integrated approach to the study of
socialization and language socialization, is a cornerstone of the approach to be
applied in this study.

Shirley Brice Heath (1983) has shown that language socialization studies can
generate knowledge allowing us to explain the educational situation at school. In
Ways with words, a study of how children learn to use language in their homes and

school in two working-class communities in North Carolina: Roadville, a White
community and Trackton, a Black conununity, she demonstrates how different
home-environments affect the degree of preparedness for school. Both formal and
informal socialization are taken into consideration. The two communities view
literacy and oral language in disparate ways. They, therefore, also differ in terms of
how they socialize their children. The people in Roadville believe in teaching their
children how to talk, while the people in Trackton believe that their children learn
to talk on their own. As regards improving the educational situation, Heath points
out the clucial importance of taking children's different social and cultural
backgrounds into consideration.

In a fieldwork study on adult-child interaction, Ochs wrote an etlmography (1988)
of language socialization in the village of Falefaa on the island of Upolu, in
Western Samoa. The focus is on the cognitive and sociocultural dimensions of
children's language development. Much of her text is about sibling caretaking. The
caregiving system - where a higher status caregiver (e.g., the mother) delegates
tasks to the lower ranking caregiver (e.g., a sibling) - is explained in the Samoan
developmental story in the previous chapter. However, the book is not about play
as such, and in fact she provides few excerpts of play in her book. For instance,
Ochs offers an analysis of a play dialogue of boys playing that they are preparing
food on the beach. Another example shows how a boy of 3:6 years tries to scare
another child by pretending that a pig ate his mother. Her book, however, is
primarily an ethnography of language socialization, not a play ethnography. Ochs,
128

of

thus, does not present any theOlY of play or position herself among the play

be

theorists.

Schieffelin' s (1990) ethnography of the give and take of everyday life in the Kaluli
:an

society, Papua New Guinea, is a "micro analysis of everyday speech and conduct

In

between caregivers and cllildren" (Schieffelin 1990:13). It is a book about Kaluli

md

language socialization. She gives as an example that authority is, e.g., often

lite

expressed with third party threats, rhetorical questions and by shaming cllildren. It

'ent

is not foremost a book about cllildren's play, although play monologues and

31ld

dialogues are presented and interwoven throughout the book. Schieffelin does not

iew

present herself as a play theorist, but there are examples of various play situations

3 of

1

I.
11

throughout the book: in the sh'eam, playing with a piece of ring, sound play,
playing with words, playing peeking games, intimate play with mother's breast and

larn

so fOlih. There are a few examples of play monologues such as children preparing

ints

to cook in a "cooking fire" and serving pretend food to a pretend guest. There are

ural

also presentations of a few special children's games. Peek-a-boo is one of them;
another is when a participant covers himself with a cloth and reappears with a
shriek when somebody calls for him.. Illustrating the text are also many

)88)

photographs of cllildren's play and sibling caretaking.
I

,in
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In his book on cllildren's upbringing in Gapun New Guinea, Don Kulick (1992)

The

pays close attention to "the precise ways in which language is used as part of the

:ates

child socialization process" (Kulick 1992:14). His book is about language and

lOan

cultural change, and about language death. Kulick set out to discover why, in the

play

small village he studied, there was a language shift from the vel1lacular Taiap to

I11

I

Tok Pisin, the largest language in New Guinea. He shows how the parents were at a

\1
pi

,ring

loss to understand why their children did not speak the vel1lacular (Kulick 1992:7).

11

;care

In spite of the fact that the children hear both the vernacular and Tok Pisin spoken

:r, is

around them all the time, in 1987 there was not a single child under the age of 10

)chs,

years who showed command of the vel1lacular (Kulick 1992:73). Kulick explains

LIlce,
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this shift primarily in terms of local notions of modemity that, in Gapun, are linked
to Tok Pis in, not to Taiap. In his monograph, there are a few excerpts on dialogues
between sibling caregivers and their charges, but there are no excerpts of children' s
play, and his main analytical focus is on adult monologues and adult - adult
dialogues. However, there are sibling caregivers in the community and caregivers
above 4 years assist the mother with infants and young children. As a consequence
of this, young children spend as much time with preschool sisters as they do with
their mothers (Kulick 1992:200). The sibling caretakers speak only Tok Pisin
though, as they do not cOlllllland the vemacular. Hence, the bulk of the talk
addressed to children is in Tok Pisin (Kulick 1992:199).

Piaget's socialization theory
When Jean Piaget started his career

ill

the beginning of the 20 th century,

evolutionary ideas were still in fashion. As a student of children's play, he has
presented the most widely used developmental model for play (Schwat1zman
1978:50-51). Play has an important role in symbol development, along with
language, intemal images and pantomime (piaget and Inhelder 1969). Play is a type
of adaptation, which includes assimilation and accommodation (imitation) . In his
early work, he studied children's moral development, investigating how children
leam the rules of playing marbles and discussing the various stages of rule
conceptualization. For instance, younger children believe that rules are absolute
and unchangeable (what Piaget called moral realism). On contrast, older children
do not believe so and accept any new agreement as long as everybody agrees their thinking is characterized by what he called moral relativism (Piaget
1965:433). Children in the preschool period tend to be egocentric, that is, unable to
take the perspective of others, whereas older children move on to a sociocenh'ic
thinking. According to Piaget, peers play a crucial role in the child's leaving the
stage of cognitive egocenh'ism and moral realism and moving on to sociocenh'ism
and moral relativism. Critical thinking is of paramount impol1ance in the child 's
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linked

development, and peer dialogues - conversations with equals, not with adults -

logues

foster critical thinking (Piaget 1965). In their interactions with adults, children tend

dren's

to accept what is said - they tend not to use their critical abilities. This happens,

adult

Piaget claims, because even in modern "democratic" families, adult - child

:givers

relations are basically asynunetric, whereas peer relations are symmetric. In such

luence

symmetric relations, critical dispute is much more common than in asymmeh'ic

o with

relations.

: Pisin
le talk

In his early work on play practices e.g. 1965 Pia get relied on play dialogues and
ethnographic detailing. In contrast, his later work is generally based on test
questions in laboratory settings (Inhelder and Piaget 1958). His later theory on
logical mathematical thinking and his so-called conservation test have been applied
in non-Western contexts (BruneI', Olver and Greenfield 1966). However, his early

entury,
he has

theory on social learning has not been tested to any great extent in non-Western
contexts.

atzman
.g with
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Peer play

a type

. In his
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As we have seen, anthropological studies of language socialization have
primarily been focused on adult-child socialization. There is relatively little
work on peer dialogues. However Goodwin has written an in-depth analysis of
peer talk in He-said-she-said: Talk as social organization among Black children
(1990), an ethnographic study of children's talk. The book is about a
neighborhood group of adolescent African American urban children living in a
working class neighborhood called Maple Street in Southwest Philadelphia.
During an 18-month period, Goodwin observed spontaneous multip31ty
interactions without adult interventions. There were no adult interventions since

:entrism

the children seemed to think that they should fight their own battles without the

child's

help of unnecessary, adult mediators (GoodwiLl 1990:156). The peer group (age

l
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range 4 to 14 years old), was thus the locus for study, rather than adult-child
units, which, as pointed out by Goodwin, makes this study unique. Goodwin
observed that boys moved from one activity to another in the play. They could
become absorbed in game activities such as yo-yos, go-carts, marbles, but only
for a ShOlt period. Their interest would thereafter decline, and they would move
on to another activity. The girls, on the other hand, had more long-term
involvement in a few, but repetitive, basic games such as jump rope. Since
patticular boys excelled in different activities, "relative rankings in the groups
changed as new pastimes were introduced. The boys' group was therefore
characterized by a fluid rather than a fixed hierarchy" (Goodwin 1990:75).

Goodwin treats the children as "actors actively engaged in the construction of their
social worlds rather than as passive objects who are the recipients of culture"
(Goodwin 1990:283, emphasis in original). Goodwin recorded a great number of
activities including story telling, disputes, gossiping, and a special gossip dispute
that is called "he-said-she-said". Each of the activities is explained and
accompanied by several excerpts. She concludes that, contrary to what frequently
has been assumed, "the speech of children at play, in particular talk taken to be
'aimless activity', constitutes a powerful manifestation not only of linguistic
competence, but of social cultural competence as well" (Goodwin 1990:287).

Work and play

As pointed out by Schwru1zman, the division between work and play is not as clear
as it Illay appear to be (Schwartzman 1978:5). This is, she argues, a dichotomy of
Westem cultures, and not a contrast found in all societies (Schwartzman 1978:327).

Lev Vygotsky presented his own theory of play and leaming in Play and its role in
the mental development of the child (1966). He points out that children create an
imaginary situation in play (Vygotsky 1966:540), and this is, according to him, one
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criterion that can be used to distinguish play from other types of activities. This

odwin

imaginary situation will always contain implicit or explicit mles. He claims that it

could

is important to take a child's needs, inclinations, incentives and motives into

It only

account in an analysis of play (Vygotsky 1966:538). "Play was the leading edge of

move

development in that it allows the child to achieve in play what can not yet be

g-term

achieved in everyday behavior, creating a zone of proximal development" (Gaskins

Since

1990:52). He reacts to the tendency to intellectualize the problem of play.

groups
~refore

Side by side with language creativity, dramatization or theater acting constitutes the
most common and widespread form of creativity among children. The fact that
children relate so closely to this form can be explained by two factors . First,

of their

:ulture"
ober of
dispute
:d and
quently

dramatization links artistic creativity to personal experience. The second factor is
the intimate connection between dramatization and play. Drama is more closely
related to play than all other kinds of creativity (Vygotskij 1995:82). Many of the
examples in this chapter show how children enjoy dramatizing. Most conspicuous
is perhaps Example 12, where Miriam threatens her little brother Vilmer Dario in
various quite dramatic ways.

n to be
nguistic
).

Play and participation

In Vygotsky's theory of development, socialization is primarily conceptualized
in terms of language and verbal leaming in terms of explicit teacher - student
instmction. In Neo-Vygotskian theorizing, however, learning is conceptualized

as clear

as apprenticeship in thinking (Rogoff 1990, Lave and Wenger 1991). In Situated

,tomyof

learning: Legitimate peripheral participation (l991), Jean Lave and Etienne

78:327).

Wenger question the common notion that verbal explanation is the most
effective mode of instruction. They argue that a leamer "acquires the skill to

role in

perform by actually engaging in the process, under the attenuated conditions of

:reate an

legitimate peripheral participation" (Lave and Wenger 1991:14). A learner or

him, one

apprentice participates in a peripheral way and has little responsibility for the

's
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whole activity. One of the empirical examples given by Lave and Wenger is the
apprenticeship of Yucatan midwives in Mexico. They illustrate how a girl moves
from peripheral to full participation in midwifery, and how she learns "simply in
the process of growing up."

Barbara Rogoffs counterpart to Lave and Wenger's term, 'legitimate peripheral
participation', is 'guided participation' (Rogoff 1990). In her perspective,
"children's development occurs through active pruticipation in cultural systems of
practice in which children, together with their care givers and other companions,
leam and extend the skills, values, and knowledge of their community" (Rogoff
1993: I). Rogoffs concept of guided participation extends Vygotsky's dyadic
notion of the "zone of proximal development" (ZPD) to a multiparty notion where
individual development occurs during joint problem solving with two or more
people who are more skilled practitioners (Rogoff 1993 :6).

In this recent theorizing, children's learning is not merely concephl8lized as a
dyadic affair between an adult and a child, i.e., teacher - pupil teaching. Instead,
learning is seen as a mUltipalty apprenticeship. However, there are as yet only a
few shldies on children's multipatty apprenticeship and on children's peer
dialogues in nahlral settings (but see Baker-Selmett, Matusov and Rogoff 1992).
Aims of the present analyses
In what follows, the sibling group is the focus of Shldy. As stated above, the sibling
group has been surprisingly 'invisible' in the ethnographic literature. The children's
nahlrally occurring evelyday activities - their work and play without adult
interference, in and around the household - will be studied. Is it the case that
sibling caregivers merely imitate the parental style as has been so widely repolted?
That is, do they simply parrot adult-child socialization as discussed in Chapter 4 or
do they have their own particular way of caring for their charges?
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;er is the

Also, there has been a long tradition of seeing symbolic play as something that is

rl moves

poorly developed in non-Western societies. MargJ'et Mead (1981) discussed how

imply in

Manu children mainly engaged in chasing and running, not in symbolic play.
Recently Broch (1990) and Gaskins (1990) have discussed how imaginary play is
poorly developed in children's playing in two non-Western contexts. Neither of

eripheral

these prior studies have been based on careful analyses of children's play

spective,

dialogues. Yet, it is my belief that much of children's work, e.g. their sibling

'stems of

caretaking involves imaginary play elements. Also, an absence of toys should not

Ipanions,

be confounded with an absence of imaginary play. In the following, I will discuss

(Rogoff

children's play through play dialogues in their everyday work practices (sibling

; dyadic

caretaking).

m where
or more

WORK AND PLAY IN SAN NICOLAs
In San Nicohis, the father is away working most of the day, and the mother works

zed as a

on a field nearby or in the house. The small children spend the best palt of the day

Instead,

in the care of older siblings. Everything going on between young children and their

~t

only a

sibling caretakers is not play though, although most of the tape recordings show

n's peer

that much of the day is used for play activities. When the children do not play, they

992) .

may chase aninlals or run errands. But it is the sibling care givers who take care of
the youngest children during a large part of the day (as young children spend very
little time with ajenos). The children, hence, play in mixed-age as well as cross-

le sibling

gender gJ'oups in and around the compound.

:hildren's
JUt adult

In San Nicoh\s, it is not always possible to differentiate between child minding and

case that

play. This dichotomy is not as distinct as in Western cultures, as discussed above.

reported?

The children often combine work with play. The child minders also calTY out tasks

Ipter 4 or

that in the West are done by the parents. They manage activities such as helping
younger siblings wash their hands and faces, dressing them, changing their clothes,
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grooming their heads, combing their hair, feeding and comf0l1ing them and
carrying them on their backs.

In San Nicohis, parents pay little attention to children's play activities. In this way,
they resembled the Mayan parents in Gaskins' study (1990:140 cf. above). When I
asked mama Dolores to contemplate children's play activities, she immediately said
that they often play what they see parents doing. She offered an example of how
she and other family members were out the day before, as usual, planting,
fertilizing and working on the fields. The children watched them, and the next day
they played the very same activities, e.g., using a detergent as a fel1ilizer by
spreading it out on the fields. The parents also often encouraged the children to
imitate adults at work (cf. Gaskins 1990:106). Mama Dolores frequently shook her
head when discussing the matter, and said that her children "hacen cosas" ("they
do things"), and similarly, as noted by Gaskins, the children were said to just be
walking around. But the adults in San Nicohis also made occasional spontaneous
comments on children's activities. The mothers might seem amused with a group of
. ,

children, spontaneously commenting on them, and with the way they played
various fanning activities or domestic scenarios. Or they might laugh when a child
played at milking a sow in the corra!' Thus, in their play, the children plant, apply
fertilizers, ilTigate the fields, and imitate their parents' work in many other ways.

In San Nicolas, children spend a lot of time watching adult activities, as they are
not kept away from the adult world. On one occasion, the children were not
excluded from a dramatic event, when Cm'los' mother gave birth to her fifth child,
Gloria. Being in the house at midnight, a few hours after the delivery, I saw
Alfredo and Carlos nervously walking about and sobbing silently. Their cousin, a
2-year-old girl, was crying incessantly and tlu'ew a tantrum when her mother, who
had been assisting the delivery, offered the newborn her breast. While her mother
nursed the infant, she cried out "mi teta, lIli teta, esta quitalldo lIli teta" ("my
breast, my breast, she is taking my breast"). The three adults present in the dark and
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damp room laughed at the little girl who was not yet weaned. Her aunt Lucha (11)
picked her up and tried to distract her. She tried to redirect the child's attention
towards other activities, pointing out different things for her in the distance. One

lis way,

distracting routine was: "Look at the fly, look at the thing flying over there",

When I

attempting to get her to look in the direction she was pointing, or directing the

'ely said

child's attention "outside itself' (Watson-Gegeo 1986:20). After a while her mother

of how

became impatient with her, and while bathing the newbom infant she called out

'lanting,

"iYa, ya, calla, calla!" ("Enough, enough, shut up, shut up!")

<ext day
izer by

Bringing up the topic a week later, the mother told me that her sons had been

ldren to

furious with their aunt, whom they had seen cutting the umbilical cord with a knife.

ook her

Mama Lucha laughed and said that they had blamed their aunt for the sex of the

, ("they

infant. They had wanted a baby brother, and they wondered why she did not cut the

just be

child like them. They were very discontented that the baby tumed out to be a girl

taneous

and not a boy.

I'

:roup of
played

The childbirth situation in San Nicolas is similar to that ofYucatan, as discussed by

a child

Lave and Wenger (1991; above). During the delivery of the mother in the focal

t, apply

family, Lucha, the oldest daughter (11 years), was involved in preparing medicinal

laYs ,

herbal tea, running errands, fetching things and in some years she will probably
give birth herself. After this, she will be able to assist other women in childbirth.

hey are

She will gradually, centripetally move from peripheral participation to a more

ere not

central role. In San Nicolas, there are no longer specialists called pa<teras, and

h child,

hence there are no special families that help out during deliveries as there are in

, I saw

Yucatan. Most women are said to know how to assist at childbiIth, and any female

)usin, a

relative or neighbor can help out during a delivery. Just as Lave and Wenger have

er, who

repmted for the Maya, teaching does not seem to be central and there are no master

mother

- apprentice relations. Hence, women in San Nico13s learn "midwifery" without any

" ("my

teaching and without any formally organized apprenticeship.

ark and
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As already pointed out, children in San Nicolas are not segregated from adult life,
and they are often allowed to participate in activities that are generally seen in the
West as inappropriate for children. They are, for example, around drunk people at
the many drinking binges and fiestas. This can also be seen in the children's play,
where they sometimes pretend to be drunkards. A boy might play that he is so
intoxicated, that all he can do is lie down and sleep, wherever he happens to be out on a field or on the side of a dirt road, often with his sister sitting next to him
and taking care of him, covering him with her shawl to keep him warm. Children
also witness the slaughter of animals.

A child is not encouraged to learn or practice motor skills like standing and
walking, since they just occur. Development is hence seen as natural and automatic
(cf. Gaskins 1990:105). What Gaskins means is that there is no need for verbal
explanation or instruction. Similarly, according to the women in San Nicolas, no
formal teaching is needed since children learn by looking/observing, by being
around adults and older siblings. They state that there is no need for inshuction in,
e.g., cooking, since girls learn it anyway by watching their mothers. Yet, as was
seen in the parent-child dialogues (Chapter 4 Example 13, 14) and as will be seen
in this chapter (Example 5, 9) mothers and siblings in fact do offer quite a lot of
verbal instruction.

SIDLING CARETAKING AND SOCIALIZATION
Caretaking rmlges from complete and independent full-time care of a child, to
perfOlmance of specific tasks carried out under adult supervision. "It includes
verbal or other explicit training and direction of the child's behavior, as well as
simply 'keeping an eye out for' younger siblings" (Weisner and Gallimore
1977:169).
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ult life,

In San Nicol!ls, most caretaking by siblings takes place within the children's own

in the

domestic group or family compound. The siblings eat, play, chat, work, argue and

:ople at

sleep together throughout their childhood. Older siblings are expected to care for

's play,

the younger ones. The siblings are often raised in pairs, and it is common that the

e is so

next youngest child takes care of and is responsible for the youngest child in the

to be-

family . In San Nicolas, the target children's mothers spontaneously commented on

to him

the importance of these sibling pairs. The elder sibling is often held responsible if

hildren

something happens to the younger child. As among Mayan children, the caretaker

1

child is thus held responsible for the younger child's behavior as well (Gaskins

1990: 147).
19 and
:omatic

The focus child, hence, spends most of his or her time in the care of the next

verbal

youngest child in the household (and consequently, much of the recorded material

·la8, no

includes these two children). The two siblings spend all morning together in and

. being

around the compound. This offered me an opportunity to unobh'usively observe the

tion in)

children without adult involvement. In some cases, there is yet another young child,

as was

and s!he will also be palt of the core group (e.g., Cm'los, Alfredo and Marco). The

)e seen

older siblings spend the mornings at preschool and school, and the rest of the day

lot of

playing or working in and around the household. All of the focus children have

1

older siblings who alTive from school around noon. The bonds between siblings are
strong and intense, and the elder/junior bondage lasts tln'oughont their lifetime. But
it is not only the intense bonds that connect the siblings. They are also connected
by the inheritance they receive from the parents (Alien 1988:85), the land as well as
other propelties that they share equally.
lild, to
leludes

The sibling interactions, thus, offered me a chance to study mixed-age as well as

.... ell as

cross-gender groups. The children shldied spent very little time with ajenos or non-

llimore

kin playmates in the neighborhood. The reason stated was that ajenos are simply
not trusted. If let inside the compound to play, it is said that they may gossip about
the family's poor living conditions, or that they may report on anything seen going
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on there. The situation is, thus, similar to that of the Mayans, who play exclusively
with relatives as well (Gaskins 1990:123). In San Nicolas, the mother works in and
around the house most of the day. The father spends most of his time away from
the home, either working on the hacienda or as a migrant wage earner outside the
community, often outside the province.

Physical care and persuasion
The examples below are from interactions between siblings in and around the
household. The child minders carry out various activities, such as personal hygiene.
They help younger siblings wash their hands and face, comb their hair, groom
themselves for head lice, change their clothes and they assist them in toilet training
in the field. Simultaneously, they educate the siblings in various activities and teach
them societal norms and values. However, when the older siblings help their
younger siblings to dress, wash or stay away from danger, they often have to
exploit a series of persuasive strategies, since the young ones are not always
willing.

Example I. Kristina (2:2), nicknamed Kicha, and Cecilia (4:5) are sitting on the
ground on the patio. Cecilia has just washed her face in a washing bowl, and tells
Kristina to do the same.

I. Cecilia:

2. Kristina:
3. Cecilia:

iLava carita! Usted lava
cQ/·ita. Lava cQ/·ila.
Lava I1IlI/a. Lava cQ/·ila.
Ha de ver rubia. iLava
nariz! iNariz! Ya plies.
Yo si lava.

Wash (your) linle face! You
wash (your) 1;111. face. Wash
(your) 1;111. face . Wash yourself
as well. Wash (your) little face.
You will look blonde. Wash
(your) nose! (Your) Nose! Yeah
then. Yeah I wash.
Look!
i Ve !
i Usled lava! Usled lava. You wash! You wash! Wash!
iLava! iLava! Ya islico. Wash! Yeah linle this. Look,
Ve, aqui. Me he de
here. I'll tell mommy. To
avisol' a mami. A mami, mommy, mommy. Yeah then,
140
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4. Kristina:
5. Cecilia:

utside the

'ound the
. hygiene.
r, groom
t training
md teach

6. Kristina:
7. Cecilia:

mallli. Ya plies lava, lIlas
Kicha.
Ve.
Con esle. Me he de
hacer lavaI'. Kichan.
j Venga a hacer secar!
jBien hecho! He de
pegar lIIallli. Ha de
pegar lIIallli a Usled
j Venga! jHare seem'!
No esla- no esla 1II0jada
Krislina. ESla lIIojado.
No, /l0 esla 1II0jada. Ve
esleea. jElaee! No es
mojado sinG a de trabjensllcia perol jEnSllcia
pero! Ahora veras.
Se/pila.
jL1i1l1l estG en pelo!

wash, more Kicha.
Look.
With this one. I'm gOIUla wash.
Kichan. Come to make dry!
Well done! Mommy will beat
(you). Mommy will beat you.
Come! Make dry! It is not- it is
not wet Kristina . It is wet. No,
no, it is wet. Look the this one.
Take! It's not wet but it will
wor- but get ditiy! But get
dirty! Now I wam you.

Maggot.
There is maggot in (your) hair!

,elp their
have to

In this caretaking episode, there is a series of sibling directives. As on so many

,t always

momings, Cecilia tries to help Kristina wash her face in a washing bowl, but she
does not let her, and Cecilia tries to pursue her by telling her that her face will look
blonde if she washes it (Turn 1). Indigenous peoples have dark skin, but being

.g on the
and tells

blonde is highly desirable. In this way, she mitigates her request through what is
called reason giving (Brown and Levinson 1978). She tells Kristina to wash her
nose. Also, Cecilia threatens to tell on her little sister, if she does not let her wash
her face. She says that she is going to tell their mother (Turn 3). She then tiueatens
Kristina in yet another fashion, saying that her mommy will beat her (Turn 5). Then
she tries to dry her face, but she seems to give up on Kristina when she does not
listen. Ultimately, Cecilia tells her to get dirty then, but of course means the
opposite. In so doing, she is issuing a paradoxical order, talking to her younger

h

sister in a highly it'onic manner. In Turn 5, this ironic directive is repeated, as is her
third-patiy threat about mommy's beating. Then Kristina announces se/pila in
Spanish, noticing that there is a worm in her hair, and Cecilia confirms her
announcement, but in so doing she code-switches to Quichua saying lIi11u (maggot)
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(Turn 7). When code-switching to the Quichua word for 'maggot', Cecilia can be
seen to emphasize the word maggot, embellishing her acknowledgment.

As can be seen, Cecilia is working hard, drawing on a series of discursive
resources: repetition, reason giving, threats, third-party tlu'eats, irony as well as
code-switching. In so doing, she is employing the very resources that the mothers
employ, but her third-party threat involves her mother and not the auxiliary nurse
(cf. Chapter 4 Example 9). Cecilia's age can be noted . She is only 4:5 years old,
that is, in a Piagetian perspective, she should still be in the stage of cognitive
egocentrism. In the preschool period, children are seen as more or less unable (not
disposed) to take the perspective of others (cf. Inhelder and Piaget 1969). Yet,
Cecilia is quite inventive in thinking of what might impress her little sister, taking
her perspective as it were.

The children enjoy playing with water and often gladly do so whenever given the
OPPOltunity. This, however, is always forcefully prohibited by sibling caretakers
and by adults, sioce it is seen as something very harmful. It is, among other things,
thought to cause rheumatism.

Example 2. Kristina (2:6), nicknamed Kristian, Cecilia (4:9), Blanca (7 :3), and
Manuel (12) are standing outside the house on the patio.

1. Blanca:
2. Manuel

3. Kristina
4. Cecilia:
5. Manuel
6. Kristina
7. Blanca:

8. Manuel
9. Blanca:

She's drinking water!
DON'T DRINK KRISTIAN!

iEsta tOlllando aglla!
iNOTOMARAs
KRISTIAN!
iNo!
No ha de bana/'.
Ya. No tOI/Ia.

Ami.
I,Al/a an'iba dices que
vienes cogiendo, /lo? Lo
que bllscalllos aye/'.
No an·iba.
En qlleb/'ada.
142

No!
She shouldn't take a bath.
Enough. Don't drink.
Forme.
Didn't you say you come
gathering from up there? What
we were looking for yesterday.
Not up there.
In (the) stream.

can be

Initially, the oldest sister Blanca announces that Kristina is drinking water,
unboiled water, drawn from the ravine, that is unfit for drinking. Drinking of this
impure water is known to cause various ailments. The water also contains amoebas

.cursive

and parasites . Moreover, the children are not allowed to play with water since

well as

contact with cold water is said to cause rheumatism.

nothers
y nurse

Manuel can be seen to receive Blanca's initial announcement as an order to stop

ars old,

Kristina. In any case, in a loud voice, he emphatically tells her to stop (Tutn 2).

)gnitive

Because Kristina does not obey him, Cecilia, the fifth youngest sibling, threatens

ble (not

her little sister that her mother will give her a bath if she drinks the water (Tul11 4).

9) . Yet,

As we have already seen in the previous chapter, the bath threat is one of the most

., taking

common in the community. As stated in Chapter 4, most children hate to take a
bath, since the water is usually very cold. Additionally, baths are usually given
early in the morning or late in the evening, when the air is at its coldest. Moreover,

iven the

the mother or the siblings who wash the children tend to be rather brusque with

,retakers

them. Judging by the children's resistance when it is tirne to take a bath, or rather to

r things,

take a shower, it is deemed to be a very unpleasant experience. As can be seen,
Cecilia, who issues the tlueat, is the third sibling to intervene in order to stop
Kristina. Collaboratively, Blanca, Manuel and Cecilia take turns trying to stop

·:3), and

Kristina. Ultimately, Blanca attempts to divert her. In this example, Blanca, the
third youngest sibling, can be seen employing less aggravated or less direct
commands than those used by her younger siblings.

Example 3. Miriam (3:8) and Geovani (5 :5) are in the patio. Miriam grooms
Geovani's head for head lice.

,t
I.

I. Miriam:
2. Geovani:
3. Miriam:
4. Geovani:
5. Miriam :
6. Geovani:

A vel".
I. QIII§ plies?
A Usted voy a vel".
I. QlIe plies?
Usa. jPal"e! jPal"e!
I.Pal"a?

Let's see.
What then?
I'm gonna check you.
What then?
Lice. Stand up! Stand up!
Stand up?
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7. Miriam:
8. Geovani:
9. Miriam:
10. Geovani:
11. Miriam:

12. Geovani:
13. Miriam:
14. Geovani:
15. Miriam:
16. Geovani:
17. Miriam:

iYa! iSienta! iSienta!
Sentado misl/lo estoy
pues. Cuidado vaTengo osa.
i Ya !
Pusa, pusa, ha de deeil'.
Pusa, pusa, pusa. Puso,
puso, puso. Venga mas
aea plies.
iYa!
Aqui.
i Ya !
Ya, si. PIISU, PUSIl, PUSIl,
pUSIl.
Venga //laS aea, mingami.
iPusu, pusu, pusu, pusu!
i Ya !

Yeah! Sit! Sit!

I'm indeed seated then.
Be careful willI've got lice.
Enough!
You will have to say 'puce,
'puce'. 'Puce', 'puce', 'puce'.
'Puce', 'puce', 'puce', Come

,
t
(
~

closer.
Enough!
Here.
Enough!
Enough, yes. 'Puce', 'puce',
'puce', 'puce'.

Come closer, come to me.
'Puce', 'puce', 'puce', 'puce'!

Enough!

Miriam is hesitant about how to best approach Geovani's head in order to search it
for head lice. First she tells him to stand up, but thereafter immediately changes her
mind and tells him to sit down, grooming his head for lice. She makes a sound
(Turn 11), and goes through his hair with her fingers, trying to shake the lice out of
his hair. Then she makes a sound as she scratches his head with her [mgertips. Her
smiles, and Geovani's profound (and unusual) irritation, indicate that this is not a
regular hair lice removal, or that she at least got slightly carried away. She is still
too small to do it properly. This is more of a play situation than a proper search for
head lice. She says she has lice, but most probably means that he has lice,
mispronouncing the word usa (lice) (Turn 9). She continues to groom his head,
however, in spite of the fact that he keeps begging her to stop what she is doing
(iya!). She format ties to his iya! with her ya si, apparently thinking that he is

referring to the lice and not to her grooming activity. She tells him to move closer
to her, so that she can reach him and groom his head better.
When given time to sit down, resting from work, people search each other's heads
for lice. Most of the time, this is a "relaxed activity", and as a matter offact it looks
rather comfOltable. Comuneros (often couples) lean with their head in each other's
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,I

lap. The one who catches the louse kills it and swallows it. I have never heard
adults make a sound like Miriam does above, however, and neither have I seen
them as violent as Miriam. Once when Lucha wanted to groom her little brother
Carlos, he refused. She then offered to let him eat the lice if only he agreed to be
searched by her.

e' .
le

Interpreting activities
Because siblings spend a large palt of the day together, they get to know each other
very well. They readily interpret words and phrases that are unintelligible for

e' !

outsiders and even at times for parents.
Example 4 . Carlos (2:3), Marco (5:9) and Lucha (11) play in the patio.

:0

search it

hanges her
,s a sound

I. Cat·los:
2. Mat·co:
3. Lucha:
4. Marco:

lice out of
eltips. Her
lis is not a
She is still
search for
has lice,
. his head,

5. Lucha:

Cacao
Elace. No con cacao
/, Que esla?
Quiere cacar dice.
i Vaya! i Vaya alia!
iAca ven a cacar!

Doodoo.
Look. Not with doodoo.
What's the matter?
He says he wants to doodoo.
Go! Go over there!
Go and doodoo here!

Carlos announces that he needs to go to the toilet, but his sister Lucha does not
understand what he wants. Acting as an interpreter, her younger brother Marco tells
her what the youngest child Cat·los just said. Then Marco tells him to go out into
the field. Lucha also indicates where he should go. He walks off in the indicated
direction by himself.

.e is doing
that he is

Marco sometimes acts as an "interpreter", helping others to understand Cat·los. He

.ove closer

spends a lot of time with Cat·los and consequently knows him quite well. He Catl,
therefore, readily understand whatever he is saying. Marco can also decipher what
for an outsider are often unintelligible words and utterances.

ler's heads
Ict it looks

There is never a big fuss about toilet training in the community. If a child dirties

lch other's

his!her pants, s!he is reprimanded and the pants at·e changed. The mothers ofteu
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complain that small children get so dirty all the time, and say it is better when they

In

1

become toddlers. Then they can walk away on their own. When children are able to

in

i

walk, they are simply told to go outside the fence or to the canal. A toddler is

her

expected to have acquired bladder and bowel control and is supposed to go to an

Ge,

appropriate place.

her
resl

Diga routines ami instruction
The
We have already seen that a so-called 'diga routine' is used in San Nicolas and that

sho:

it is commonly used by adults teaching children how to speak. What is quite

also

striking is that the elder siblings use it in a sinlilar way, that is, words or plU'ases are

Exa

spoken to the child, who is expected to repeat word by word what has just been
said. The diga routine is readily used to teach children what to say in various

Ent

situations.
In S
Example 5. Miriam (3:8) and Geovani (9:5) play together out on the patio . Their

then

older sister Fanni (11) passes by and briefly stops to play with and tease Miriam .

aski;
tOWf

I. Geovani:
2. Miriam:
3. Geovani:
4 . Fanni:

5. MU'iam:
6. Geovani:

7. Fanni:
8. Miriam:
9. Fanni:
10. Geovani :

I!. Miriam:

Parece hllahlla lIl/chilo.
iTela, lela, tela!
I. Como file?
iHaremos vllella! iTela,
tela diga!
iTela! iTela!
Llora tan COIlIO
[hllahlla Ill/chllllora.
[A vel'. LIO/·a. Llora.
E:: TETA. TETA.
[A vel'. iHabla! iHabla!
[Hllahua Ill/chllno lIora
asi.
[Viejota esta lIorando.
[O~o~ o~ o~oa. Ya
para. ;Ay, ay, ay!
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Seems to be little 1;111, infant.
Breast, breast, breast!
How did it go?
Let's do it again! Say breast,
breast!
Breast! Breast!
Also cry like
[(a) little infant cries.
[Let's see. Cry. Cry.
UH:: BREAST. BREAST.
[Let's see. Talk! Talk!
[(A) little infant doesn't cry
like this.
[v,,,, old woman's crying.
lOa, aa, aa, aa, oa. Yeah
stand up. Ouch, ouch, ouch!

chi"
enga

Exa!
try t,
hous

I. Bl

they

In this play episode, both the older siblings explicitly direct MU'iam's play actions

lble to

in an elaborate diga routine. Fanni has put Miriam on her lap. MU'iam cuddles in

1ler is

her lap, and pretends to cry for her mother's breast. Fanni tells her to cry again.

to an

Geovani explicitly tells her to cry like a little infant, correcting her when he thinks

!l

!

her crying is like an old woman's. Thus, Miriam's play language is shaped and
reshaped by her older siblings. This often occurs among the siblings.

The siblings use many of the characteristics of baby talk (cf. Chapter 4 Example 3):
ad that

short sentences, simple sentences, repetition and so on. Here, the diga routine is

; quite

also used in the same way as we have seen it used by the adults (Chapter 4

ses are

Example 3).

;t been
various

Entertainment and perspective taking
In San Nico\[\s, it is common to distract children by pointing out different things for

'. Their
lam.

them. It is also common to quiet a crying child by pointing towards a person and
asking if it was sthe who beat the child. Alternatively, the child minder might point
towards a fly or any insect in the air, calling out 'look!' in order to distract the
child. It is believed that this routine will stop the child fi'om crying. The siblings
engage in many such distraction routines.

Example 6. Kristina (2:7), Blanca (7:5), and Violeta (9:5) are out on the road. They
try to get Kristina to stop crying and to persuade her to walk back with them to the
house. They try to distract her by pointing out various things for her in the distance.

1. Blanca:

iAshllti! i Vel Ttl, fll. i Vel
No qlliere. Pap! ya viene.
iApllm, ap"m, apllm!
Nllestra ba/ita //lam! no
ha de fmer plies. Ve
plies. Ya frae //lamamica. i Vel
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:!J.g! Look! You, you. Look! It
doesn't want. Now daddy
comes. Hurry, huny, hurry!
Mommy will not bring our little
popsic1e then. Look then. Now
bring mo- the mommy. Look!
[Yes!

.1

2. Violeta:

3. Kristina:
4. Blanca:
5. Violeta:

6. Kristina:
7. Violeta:

8. Blanca:

[iAye!
[Ve ese po/lito por pall/pa [Look that Hili, chicken is
esta andando.
walking on (the) pampa.
(points)
Uh::! (cries)
iE::!
Look!
i Ve !
Ese po/lito no IIO/·a.
That Mle hen doesn't cry. The
Otrosca 1I0rando, pia pia other is crying, pi pi pi, pi pi
pia, pia pia pia.
pi.
E::.
Uh::.
Digo no II/as pia pia pia. Only say pi pi pi. The other
Anda llorando otrosca.
one is walking around crying.
Este, pollitosca grandes This, the Hllle chicken is big
esta chin, chin, chin, ya
'chin', 'chin', 'chin', enough
ya, mihita, ya calla, ya
enough, my Hili, daughter, now
calla. iMamita! Ve coma keep quiet, now keep quiet. Oh
ha- enslIcia- ensllcia lIli my God! Look how ha- soilsoil my sash. Now to carrots
chumbi. Ahoraca a
zanahoria [va.
[he goes.
[Ve esta- Ve ese po/lito.
[Look is- Look that little
Ve. Ve. Ve alii esta, ve.
chicken. Look. Look. Look
i Vaya traeras!
there it is, look. Go and bring!

It is common to attempt to make children stop crying by pointing out various things

in the distance, such as real or imaginable animals or persons. This is done in an
effOlt to distract the child. In tltis example, the little cltild, Kristina, still does not
cease to cry. Then her bigger sister Blanca stmts to use tlu'eats such as "Daddy is
coming" and that mommy is not going to bring them popsicles from the store (Tum
1). Violeta tries another distraction routine telling Kristina that a chicken is walking
in the field. They insist that she should rerum with them to the house, but Kristina
refuses . They grab her from behind, under her arms, pulling her, but Kristina
continues to resist. She defmitively does not want to return with them. They take
her under her arms from the front, but she keeps resisting. Violeta continues to
point out the chicken on the pampa, partly enacting the feelings of the hen (crying).
This time she tells her to go and get it. Collaboratively, the older sisters Violeta and
Blanca create something of a play scenario around the hens (Tums 2-8), but to no
avail.
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The children show originality in inventing distraction routines, other attentiongetting methods, and tlu'eats, Their ability to invent things seems almost endless.
Marco is not the only sibling showing considerable patience with his yowlger
sibling, Cat·los. Geovani is very patient with Miriam, as discussed above (Example
3). And in the present example, Blanca and Violeta show their skill and endurance
with Kristina. In Example 1 in this chapter, it could be seen how even Cecilia, only
4:5 years old, was quite inventive in constructing reasons, threats and supportive
acknowledgement when trying to persuade her younger sister to wash herself
properly.
'w

Oh
RURAL PRACTICES AND SIDLING DELEGATION

s
The children often play with "animals" that they have made out of various
materials found lying around. They wash them, dress them, caress them, feed them,
g!

and converse with them. They also often play that they look after cattle. At times

ious things

they attempt to use a dog as a cargo animal, often pretending that it is a donkey. In

done in an

other words, at times they use real animals and at times toy animals . At still other

11 does not

times, they pack cargo on each other's backs and pretend to be pack animals

"Daddy is

themselves.

store (Turn
is walking

Common play themes are the agriculttlral activities carried out by the adults in the

.ut Kristina

community. Numerous examples of different agricultural activity play will be given

ut Kristina

below. Children frequently play that they sow, plant, fertilize, irrigate, harvest, and

They take

carry various agricultural products on their backs. We have also seen how they

~ntinues

to

pretend to sell agricultmal products.

:n (crying),
Violeta and

Example 7. Kristina (2:2), nicknamed Kristian, and Cecilia (4:5) play with

), but to no

"cuttings" on the patio.
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I. Cecilia:

2. Kristina:
3. Cecilia:
4. Kristina:
5. Cecilia:

6. Kristina:
7. Cecilia:
8. Kristina:

Fl'ijol ya ha eslado
cl'iando aqllica. i Ve, ve,
ve, ye! Fl'ijolito para
cocinal'. iAnda ponga en
shalina Kl'islian! En
shalina de lIIio.
Mio, mio.
Hal'lo es/a para cocinal',
elace.
Cocinal'.
i Vel i Vel i, Ya vienes
poniendo? Ahi 110 lIIas.
Ha de hablar lIIallli.
iMami!
Mano.
Mano.

Bean has already been
growing the here. Look, look,
look, look! Linl, bean for
cooking. Go put in a shawl
Kristian! In my shawl.
My,my.
There's plenty to cook, catch.
Cook.
Look! Look! Do you come
putting now? Over there no
more. Mommy is gonna talk.
Mommy!
Hand.
Hand.

As can be seen, the youngest girl Kristina repeats her sister's words, often only the
last word, or words, in the sentences: lIIio, cocinar, lIIallli (mine, cook, mommy;
Turns 3, 4, and 6). In so doing, she is format tying to her elder sister's utterances
(Goodwin, 1990). Cecilia tells Kristina to put the beans in her shawl, much in the
same way the conununity mothers order their children about (cf. Chapter 4
Example 13, 14, 15). However, Kristina does not do as told, and Cecilia threatens
her with: "Ha de hablar mallli. " ("Monuny is gonna talk.") (Turn 5). This is a
frequent tlu'eat as will be seen below (e.g., Example 10). Cecilia supplies a rhyme
to monuny - mano.

Example 8. Miriam (3:5) and Geovani (9:2) are on the patio. Geovani shouts to
Miriam to chase the hens that are about to enter the kitchen.

I. Geovani:
2. Miriam:
3. Geovani:

Chase, go!=
=I'm going! I'm going!
But go fast! Hit! Hit!

i Echa, vaya! =
=iMe voy! iMe voy!
i Vaya rapido pero!
iPega! iPega!

Miriam obeys, and nms towards the hens. Geovani tells her to hurry up. He could
just as well have done it hinlself, but he often tells Miriam what to do instead, and
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she usually complies. In this way, she chases the hens out of the kitchen many
k,

times a day. This sequence is similar to the example in Chapter 4 (Example 14),
where the mother, on another occasion, told MU'iam and Geovani to chase the hens
out of the house. Again we can see an example of family life delegation - the
mother ordering the eldest children about, and the older siblings telling the younger
ones what to do.

Bringing the cattle down on the road to pasture in Tunshi is a hectic and recurrent

k.

activity. Since the animals half-trot on theu' way down, it all goes rather fast. The
accompanying toddlers are constantly warned on these occasions not to come too
close to the cattle since there is a danger that they may be kicked or stamped by the
animals in the herd. Everyone present is expected to help out. Even a child who is

ten only the

'k, mOIll1ny;
s utterances

much in the

tied to somebody's back is often given a stick with which to hit or scare the
animals. Below, Fanni is responsible for getting the animals down to the pasture,
and she tells Miriam what to do as they walk or rather half-run with the herd down
the road.

Chapter 4
lia threatens
5). This is a

Example 9. Miriam (3 :6) and Fanni (12) are out on the dirt road passing by cas a
comunal with a herd of cattle on theu' way down to pasture in Tunshi.

lies a rhyme
1. Fanni:

mi shouts to

up. He could
) instead, and

iSeh! iSch! iCoge palo!
iCogepalo! iYa! Ya!
Con este, este! Ya va
huahua ehaneho. Este.
iClIidado! SlIbe- Ha de
hablar. Sale. Sale. Deja
ya rapido. iCon lII{mo!
iCon sogat iYa!
iAdelanta! iSiglle!
iSigue! iSiglle! iSigl/e!
Veras pel'O. iMalllita!
Comiendo Inl/eho. iEeha
no lIIas! El/os dos no lIIas
han de comeI'. Vamos
jalando vaea.
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Ssh! Ssh! Catch stick! Catch
stick! Yeah! Yeah! With this
one, this one! Now the child
pig (piglet) goes. This one. Be
careful! Lift- She will talk. Get
out. Get out. Now leave fa st.
With (the) hand! With (the)
rope! Yeah! Forward!
Continue !Continue ! Continue!
Continue! But I warn you. Oh
my God! It is eating plenty.
Just urge on! Only those two
will eat. Let's pull (the) cow.

i'i

2. Miriam:
3. Fanni:

;, Chancho de
nosofrosca?
i Vay echa! Vamos alia.

The our pig?
Go urge on! Let's go there.

Fanni tells Miriam to help call out to the animals, and to pick up a stick to hit them
with, one by one, as they stop to eat the grass at the side of the road. She also tells
Miriam to be careful when she comes too close to the animals and later she issues a
warning. Fanni warns her that mother will talk (Turn I) if she does not do as she is
told. As can be seen, she instructs her younger sister verbally in a very explicit
way, step by step.

Sibling caretaking - A summary
In this section, we have seen that siblings play during much of their time together,
and that they are often raised in pairs. The next oldest preschool child is often in
charge of the youngest child in the family and is often held responsible if
something happens. They spend much of the day playing together, but they also
work, carry out hygiene activities, eat, chat, argue, often without adult interference.
When a charge does not comply willingly, the elder sibling employs a series of
persuasive strategies (cf. my discussion of Example 1). Because siblings spend a lot
of time together they get to know each other intimately. They learn to interpret
utterances that are intelligible only for themselves and not for outsiders. Thus, they
sometimes serve as "intetpreters", helping, e.g. parents to understand younger
siblings (Example 4). They also teach their charges what to say, and use - just as
adults do - diga routines to teach the children how to speak (cf. Chapter 4); the
elder siblings similarly offer "language lessons" in a diga routine format to the
youngest children. As the examples show, the siblings are quite sophisticated in
inventing distraction routines, and they show considerable patience and endurance
(Example I and 6).
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The children often play various agricultural activities. They pretend that they sow,
plant, fertilize, irrigate, harvest, and cany various agricultural products on their
backs. They often play with real

01'

pretend animals as well. Although they spend

lit them

most of their time playing, they are also expected to help out, e.g., to run elTands

Ilso tells

and shoo chickens and so fOlth. As has been seen, the elder siblings often offer

issues a

quite explicit verbal instructions to their younger siblings, telling them in a step-by-

as she is

step fashion what to do.

explicit

THREATS AND TEASING
Threats
together,
often in
l1sible if

Authority - "the right to tell others what to do" - is often expressed with third-party
tlu'eats among the Kaluli (Schieffelin 1990:244). As could be seen in the previous

:hey also

chapter, adults in San Nicohls frequently use third-pmty threats and threats of

,rference.

corporal punishment (e.g., 'your big brother will beat you')

series of

not only adults who use threats; children commonly use third-patty tJu'eats as well.

lend a lot

The children generally invoke more powerful people, and people with more

interpret

authority than they themselves have in order to give the tJu'eat more weight. They

'hus, they
younger
- just as

01'

vaccination. But it is

do this in an attempt to back themselves up. They frequently say that mommy

01'

daddy will beat you. Other frequently used tJu'eats are that the auxiliary nurse will
vaccinate you (cf. Chapter 4 Example 10); mommy will pinch you hard; monuny

er 4); the

will give you a bath; a drunkard or a "mad man" will bring you along, or abduct

lat to the

you. By far the most frequent third-party tln'eat used by the children is that monuny

.ticated in

or daddy (Example 10 below) will inflict punisJunent. Are there any noticeable

~ndurance

differences between children's threats and parents' threats (as discussed in Chapter
4)?
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Example 10. Miriam (3:6) and Geovani (9:3) are on top of a big sandpile,
consh'uction material for the house, at the side of the dirt road outside the house.
Miriam cries for her mother who has just left the house. Geovani wants her to go
with him inside the patio and tries to get her to stop crying.

1. MU'iam:
2. Geovani:
(to Camilla)
3. Miriam:
4. Geovani:

No. No. My God!=
=Mommy's g01111a vaccinate.
Isn't it tme?
Mommy didn't bring me
along.
What's the matter? What's the
i,Qlle estti? i,Qlle estti?
No QvisQnls a mama, voy matter? Don't tell morruny,
a matar ese polio.
I'm gonna kill this chicken.
Just saying so. Be careful that
Vishpallapish. Cuidado
que vas a avisar asf. Sabe you (will) tell like this. She
10 que matasteknows what you killed-

No. No. jMamita!=
=Mama va a vaclInar.
i,No cierto? •
Mami no me file lIevando.

Geovani tries to stop Miriam's crying by threatening her that her mother is going to
vaccinate her (Turn 2). In so doing, he issues a common third-pmty threat. After
having said that, he looks at me and makes a face, as if he wants me to agree with
him, to back him up. Miriam does not cease crying though, but sobbingly says that
her morruny did not bring her along when she left the house (Turn 3). Geovani
(rhetorically) asks her to tell him what is the matter (Turn 4), trying to get her to
talk, but Miriam does not stop crying.

Example 11. Divert and tlu·eat. Miriam (3 :5) and Geovani (9:2) are on the road
outside the house. MU'iam cries, as she so often does, for her mother who has left
her behind with her brother, and without telling her where she was headed.

1. Miriam:
2. Geovani:

3. Miriam:
4. Geovani:

Mommy!
jMami!
Ya. Calladito. i,QlIe esta? Enough. Little quiet. What's the
i,Que esta? jCalla. calla! matter? What's the matter? Be
quiet, be quiet!
Monuny!
jMamti!
jMami ve Moco-Ioco
Mommy look Moco- mad
(man) who beats comes from
sabe pegar viene por
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mdpile,
: house.
lr to go

5. Miriam:
6. Geovani:

7. Miriam:
8. Geovani:

going to

9. Miriam:
10. Geovani:
11. Mu·iam:
12. Geovani:

at. After
~·ee

with

says that
Geovani
et her to

13. Mu·iam:

an·iba! Vamos. Valllos.
Chumadito. Chullladito.
Valllosjugaremos. Vamos
jugarelllos plal1cha. Aqui
esta. Uyalli. Alli estils.
Mama ya viel1e por abajo.
Con ganado va.
Mama.
iVamos lIIataras! Valllos.
Valllos. iMate! iMate! Ya.
Mate. Mate. E:: .
Mama.
Ele viene ese lIIuchu.
Malllita/la. Ese lIIuchu de
Teresa viene. Si /legar ha
de llevar. Valllos. i Valllos
ajugar!
Mi huahua.
iQue dices?
Mi huahua. ~
~ Vamos donde huahua.
iYa! iVamos donde
huahua. i Ya! i Valllos
donde huahua i Ya!
i Vamos donde huahua!
iUsted chulI/ado! iUsted
esta chulllado! i Usted
esta chumado!
iHuahua!

above! Let's go. Let's go. Little
drunkard. Un" drunkard. Let's
play. Let's play iron. Here's.
Ay there. There you are. Now
mommy comes from down
there. She goes with cattle.
Mommy. (cries)
Let's go and kill! Let's go.
Let's go. Kill ! Kill! Yeah.
Kill. Kill. Uh: :.
Mommy. (whines)
This sheep comes. My God.
This sheep ofTeresa comes.
If it comes it will take you
along. Let's go. Let's play!
My child.
What did you say?
Mychild.~
~Let's go where child is.
Yeah! Let's go where child is.
Yeah! Let's go where child is.
Yeah! Let's go where child is!
You drunk! You're drunk!
You're drunk!

Child!

Geovani attempts to make Miriam stop crying by trying to divert her attention, but
the road

Mu·iam is very anxious and does not stop. He is normally quite skillful in

) has left

negotiating with Miriam, but today she is simply being more "difficult" than
normal. Initially he uses a rhetorical question, asking Miriam what is wrong with
her (Tum 2). He of course, already knows that she is crying because her mother left
her behind. Then he issues the first of several threats. He says that a man called

,e
le

Moco loco, that is Matio Loco, is coming and that he knows how to beat children
(Turn 4). Matio Loco is the nickname of a "mad man" from a neighboring
community. He visits the community off and on, and is sometimes seen standing,
talking to himself or heard screaming out loud. The people in the community make
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fun of him and conunonly use him as a thl"eatening figure. They often say that he
will abduct children whenever they misbehave.

Geovani thereafter comes up with the first play invitation, suggesting that Miriam
should pretend to be a little drwlk, and that they should play with an old iron lying
around in the patio. Then he invents a second tlu'eat, saying that her mommy is
coming from below with cattle (TUln 4). This is untrue, as there is nobody down
there. He is simply trying to calm her with another tlu·eat. He uses a new
tlu'eatening figure saying that a sheep is coming (which he knows she is afraid of).
Geovani clarifies this by saying that it is Teresa's sheep and that it will take Miriam
along (Turn 8), but she pays no attention to him. As a matter of fact, she does not
even look in the indicated direction. When she mentions her "child" (doll), he
immediately suggests that they go inside the patio and play with her doll. He
always listens very carefully to what she has to say, and tries to build his
'negotiations' on Miriam's statements. In this last play invitation, he once again
suggests that they play that she is a dtunkard . But this is of no avail. This episode
continues for quite some time, but he does not manage to distract her. Mil"iam
continues to cry and call out for her mommy.

As can be seen, Geovani employs a series of discursive resources, trying to distract
Miriam. Various strategies used by Geovani in Example 11 to get Miriam to stop
crying are:

- directive

icalla! (be quiet! Turn 2)

- rhetorical question

what's the matter?! (Turn 2)

- diminutives

calladilo (Turn 2)

- third-party threats

Moco loco (Turn 4), mama (Turn 4), Teresa's sheep (Turn
8)

- play invitations

(Turn 4, 6, 8, 12)
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y that he

As can be seen, Geovani is working quite hard and inventively at trying to make
Miriam stop crying.

t Miriam

Example 12. Vilmer Dario (2:2), Vilie (3:10) and Miriam (6:2) play in the bed in

:on lying

the bedroom. Vilie comes with a plate of hot food from the kitchen.

Jmmy is
dy down

) a new
ft'aid of).
: Miriam

I. Miriam : (to
Vilie)

2. VD:
3. Miriam:

does not
doll), he
doll. He
mild his

4. VD:
5. MiJ'iam:

ce again

6. Vilie:

, episode

7. Miriam:

Miriam

) distract
1

to stop

ep (Turn

8. Vilie:
9. Miriam:

iCuidado! iLlevando
cOlllidaca! iDeja no lIIas
alii!
Alii.
Deja mas aM mismo.
l,Para no entiendes?
Aqlli esta con con·ea. Ya.
Vaya no mas alii.

Be careful! I'm bringing the
food! Just leave it there!

There.
Leave right there. Why don't
(you) understand? Here (she)
is with (a) leather strap.
Enough. Just go over to that
place.
What?
l,Qllli?
l, Vaya pondras alii, para Go and put (it) in that place,
no entiende?
why don't (you) understand?
Vamos. Vamos.
Let's go. Let's go.
Look! Look! You're gorma
spill. You're gonna spill. Let's
go, let's go put. Let's go, let's
go, let's go put mh::. But go
and put (it) in that place. But
go put (it) in that place. Don't
fuck with me! Here is a leather
strap- this is tlu·own. Go and
put (it). Go and put (it). Don't
you understand? Go and put
(it). Come! Come! Stand
there- show bottom. Go. Mh::.
Where is it?! Show (your)
bottom! Just show (your)
bottom, show (it). Show it like
cll/a, ensePia. Ensena asf this in (your) bottom. Let's
en siqui. A vel'. A vel'. A
see. Let's see. Let's see, show
vel' enseila siqlli pllntada, (your) pained bottom. let's
A vel', a vel'. Ye, ve.
see, let's see. Look, look. You
Usted Vilie. i Ya!
Vilie. Yeah!
Yeah.
Ya.
Let's see for [like this.
A vel' por rasE.

i Ye! i Ye! Va a regal'. Va
a regal'. Vamos, vamos,
pondrQs. Vamos, vamos,
pondras m::. Pero vaya
pondra alia. Pero vaya
pondra alia. iNo me
joda! Aqlli esta lIna
con'ea- este esta echado,
Vaya pondras. Vaya
pondras. l,No entiendes?
Vaya pO/ldras. i Venga!
i Venga! Para alliensena clllo, Vaya. M':.
i l,Maitataca?! iEnseila
clllo! Enseila no mas
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10. Vilie:
11 . Miriam:

[Pegando.
[Hitting.
No he de pegar. Asi no
I am not gonna hit. Just like
lIIas he de pegar. iNo
this I will hit (you). Isn't that
cierto? Pero Usled siqlli. so? But your bottom, yes.

si.
12. Vilie:
13. Mu'iam:
14. VD:
15. Vilie:
16. Miriam:

17. Vilie:
18. MU'iam:

i Para ql/l!?
Asi p"es que- iCalla
carajo!
Llorando.
I. Vivimos, no cier/o?
Ya se doM. Ya. Ya. Ahi
si, Villller. A esle. Uy. Uy.
Aqui.
i Para que? Para hacer

una cos ita. Haremos
19. Vilie:
20. Miriam:

21. VD:
22 . Miriam:

23. VD:
24 . MU'iam:
25. Vilie:
26. Miriam:

27. VD:
28. Miriam:

29. VD:
30. Miriam:

31. VD:

What for?
Like this that- Keep quiet God
damn it!
Crying.
We live, don't we?
It's already hurt. Yeah. Yeah.
There yes, Vilmer. To this
one. Ay. Ay.
Here.
What for? To make a 1;"1,
thing. Let's do (it) Vilmer.

Villller.
iCIIloca?
Ya, arlll- para dar
tralllpolin Villller.
iTenderelllos cobija! Ya.
Alla.
Ya. Alla. iQUITA! Ya.
iNo dice no lIIas quita?

The bottom?
Yeah, arlll- to make (a)
somersault Vii mer. Let's
spread out (the) cover! Yeah.
There.
Yeah. There. STOP IT!
Enough. Don't I just say to
quit?
CEPILLo. GOLBRUSH. GOLVeras, ahora si.
Now I wam you yes.
[Tenga. Tenga.
[Hold. Hold.
[Ve. Trae. Trae.
[Look. Bring. Bring.
Tenga. Tenga. Lllbra
Hold. Hold. I'm gonna beat a
chaca. Afacashaca
lot. I'm gonna beat :L0U. Now
shaquisha. iCalla ya!
be quiet already! Stop it, stop
iQuila, quita, quila!
it, stop it! Catch! Catch!
. iTollla! iTollla! iToma! Catch!
Mommy! Mommy!
iAfallli! iAfallli!
En chaqui voy a pegar!
I'm gOlma hit (your) feet!
DOllde. Ell chaqui hacido Where. It was in (your) feet
lIIudo.
(you) mute.
iAfallli!
Mommy!
CALLA. CALLA . Calla.
Calla. Calla. i Que voy a
hacer? iCalla!
Ay. iAfami, lIIallli!

BE QUIET. BE QUIET. Be
quiet. Be quiet. Be quiet. What
am I gotma do? Be quiet!
Ouch. Monuny, mOlnmy!

\

....

~~I

'''':1
.. '

,oj-; ...

32. Miriam:

Mami. Mallli. Mami. Solo Mormny. Mormny. Mommy.
llorando.
He's only crying.

Mu·iam tells Vi lie to put his plate of food away so as not to spill in the bed (Tum
1). When he does not readily obey her, she formulates a rhetorical question ("Why

don't you understand?") which is immediately upgraded into a threat about her
having a leather belt, although it is only their father who has one (Tum 3). What
Mu·iam means by this is that she is in charge. The father is the only person who
wears a leather belt, and he has the ultimate authority in the family. Thus, she is
threatening Vilie with the leather belt. Whatever she says should be obeyed. She
repeats that he will spill the food if he does not put the plate away. She tells hitn to
show his bottom as if she were goulg to beat hitn. She fIrst uses the Spanish word
for bottom, and thereafter switches to the Quichua word (Tum 7). After a series of
rhetorical questions, wamings and threats, she ultimately upgrades her threat "I'm
gOlllla beat a lot, I'm gonna beat you", code switching to Quichua (Tum 26). In
what can be seen as a climatic strategy (Maschner 1994), she is simultaneously
switching to Quichua, embellishing her talk as it were.

In the same turn, she switches back to Spanish, telling him to shut up. He stat1s to
call out for his mommy and sounds quite sad. She says that she will hit his feet,
using the Quichua word for feet. However, Vilmer Dario understands Spanish,
which is the quick and regular language of cormnunication between him and his
siblings. Mu"iam apparently code-switches for rhetorical effect, embellishing her
threat both with a dishonorable 'you mute', and with a Quichua twist. Also, she
might employ Quichua as a type of baby talk element, securing her youngest
sibling's attention.

Ultimately, Miriam also tlu·eatens her youngest brother Vilmer Dario (Turn 26, 28).
This play episode is hierarchically organized (cf. Schwartzman 1978:118) in that
Mu·iam aggressively bosses both of her two little brothers.
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Mama Angela says that she herself regularly beats all her chjldren whenever they
get jnto mischief. She starts with the youngest one, Vilmer Dario, and thereafter
continues with the older ones, one after the other. In other words, she takes them in
order of age. Franklin, the oldest son, often runs away to his grandmother's house
when she is going to beat him. He thereby sometimes escapes punishment. She
adds that all women in the community, without exception, beat their children. But
she is also quick to add that her husband does not beat them (or her), and he also
tells her not to beat the children. This is, however, rather exceptional. Nevel1heless,
she was quite shocked while transcribing this section, taken aback by Miriam's
harsh language and her aggressive behavior towards her little brothers. It should be
noted that this is an atypical example in that Miriam does not nOlmally act in this
way towards her younger siblings. It is clear, however, that she does enjoy
dramatizing.

Threats can also be found in many of the other examples in this chapter: In
Example I Me he de avisar a ",ami (I'm gonua tell mornmy); He de pegar maml;
(Mommy will beat you). In Example 7 He de hablar mami (Monuny is gonna talk).
In Example 9 Ha de hablar (Sbe will talk) and in Example 12 Aqlll es/a IIna CO/Tea

A/fi·edo. (Here's a leather strap Alfredo .)

Tricking
Elder sisters and brothers often tease their younger siblings. A common topic for
teasing concerns a person of the opposite sex. As, for example, when a little girl of
Carlos' age passed by the house on the road, Lucha (J I) nodded at her and
teasingly asked Cat'los (2:1) who stood next to her: "iQllieres casar? iQllieres

casar diga? No dice. iQlliere casar con ese hllahlli/o?" ("Do you want to malTY?
Say to her "do you want to marry?" He says no. Do you want to marry this

litll'

child?"). Carlos became upset, quickly raised his shoulders up and down as he
often did when upset, and made a face, but did not challenge or talk back to Lucha.
This was a very frequent joke made by elder siblings. They delivered it in

hey

amusement, whereas the children being teased frequently became very upset and

fter

protested loudly.

·use

Example 13. Miriam (3:6), Geovani (9:3) and Fanni (12) are out to pasture the

She

family cows and donkeys on a field in Tunshi. Fanni is tired and lies down to take a

But

short nap. Before going to sleep, she asks Miriam to check on the animals for her

ilso

and to tell her if they attempt to escape. Miriam waits a short while until Fanni has

ess,

fallen asleep and thereafter yells out:

m's

I be
this
Ijoy

I. Miriam:
2. Fanni:

iBurro no asoma!
i.E"? i.No asollla burro?

3. Miriam:
4. Fanni:

NO. Cierlo lIIislllo.
No dice que aSOllla burro.

5. Geovani
6. Fanni:

N o.
Abajo esld.

(The) Donkey doesn't appear!
What? (The) Donkey doesn't
appear?
NO. That's true.
She says that (the) donkey doesn't
appear.
No.
It's below.

: In
i;

Miriam attempts to fool Fanni that the donkey has escaped. Dazed by sleep, Fanni

Ilk).

hastily sits up and looks around her (Turn 2). At first she looks a little worried that

"rea

the animal has indeed escaped, but she finally locates the donkey on the field and

UIl

establishes that it has not. It is standing right there and this was all a joke, as on so
many previous occasions. She immediately goes back to sleep again (Turn 6)
without getting into an argument with Miriam. They repeat this episode several
. for

rl of
and
-

times. This episode contains an obvious element of routine, e.g., FatUli easily goes
back to sleep itmnediately after locating the animal, suggesting that they have
played this "game" many times before, not only on this particular afternoon.

eres
lTY?
. little

s he
.cha.

.t in

On other occasions, the children were onlookers, watching adult activities such as
the slaughter of animals (pigs, guinea pigs and chickens) . On several occasions, I
recorded children playing that they were slaughtering a chicken. Fit'st, they chased
it in the patio in order to catch it, holding it tightly over the wings, "mistreating" it,
e.g., biting the beak and fmally holding it firmly by the throat and lowering it into a
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container filled with water in order to suffocate it. At times they held it under the
water for a long time, until the chicken managed to stJUggle free. I have also seen
them play violently with kittens in a similar way, but most often in a playful way.

Name calling
When Miriam addresses her baby brother, Vilmer Dario, as 'you mute' (Example
12), she is calling him a name in a teasing manner. Name calling is not only used
by the adults in San Nicolas (Chapter 4), but also by the children themselves.

Example 14. Insult, teasing. Cat'los (2:4) and Alfredo (3:9) are stand ing on the road
outside the house.

I. Alfredo:
2. Carlos:
3. Alfredo:
4. Carlos:
S. Alfredo:

6. Carlos:
7. Alfredo:
8. Cat'los:
9. Alfredo:
10. Cm'los:

iVe!
E::.
Nojlleges.
Cha, cha.
No plledes. MOI'icon, no
plledes. Maricon, maricon no
plledes.
i Ya !
Maric6n, maricon, mal'icon
plies. ESle, esle.
i !
MOI'icon plies. MOI'icon,
maricon.
il'a!

ra

Look!
Uh::.
Don't play.
Cha, cha.
You can't. Sissy, you can't. Sissy,
sissy you can't.
Enough! (angry voice)
Sissy, sissy, sissy then. This one,
this one.
Enough!
Sissy then. Sissy, sissy.
Enough!

Alfredo addresses Carlos with a pejorative address term: maricon (homosexual,
sissy). As can be seen, Carlos is well aware of the fact that being called a maricon
is a severe insult, and he protests energetically. He becomes very irritated with
Alfredo for insulting him.

According to Linda Belote, who wrote about the Saraguro Indians: "To a man
being a man is highly important, which entails the image of the Latin 'American
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Ider the

"macho" - virile, hard-drinking, provider and protector of his wife and children and

,so seen

a "womanizer" on the side. His sexuality and virility must not be in doubt. The two

way.

strongest insults that Saraguro males can fling at each other (or curse behind their
backs) are marieon (homosexual) and eabron (iit. he-goat, but meaning cuckold)"
(Belote 1978:79).

mple

The most common insults directed to Puruha Quichua men are either of a social or

used

sexual nature. Longo is a common example of the [ll'st one (Aguil6 1992:181), and
maric6n is a common example ofthe second one.

he road

Example IS. Carlos (2:5), Alfredo (3:8), and Marco (5:9) are out on the road
outside the house.

I. Carlos:
2 . Marco:
3. Carlos:
4. Marco:

Sissy,

) one,

)sexual,
naric6n
~d

with

5. Carlos:
6. Mat·co:
7. Alfredo:
8. Marco:

a Inan
nerican

9. Alfredo:
10. Marco:

Uh::!Uh::!
Why do you do like that?
E:.·. AQUi. AQUi.
Uh::. HERE. HERE.
I don't care! Enough! Enough!
i1ma pina! iYa! iYa!
Enough!
Enough! Enough!
i Ya! i Ya! i Ya! iCalla!
iCalla! i Vamos, vamos! Quiet! Quiet! Let's go, let's
i Vamos a eoger taxa
go! Let's gather taxo up there!
an'iba! iYa! Ya me voy. Now! I'm going now. Better,
let's go down! Let's go down!
iMejor, vamos por
abajo! iVamospor
Let's go! This dove remains
there. Yeah! Lets go, let's go!
abajo! i Vamos por
Where to? Where to? Yeah.
abajo! iVal11os! Alii
queda este tortola. i Ya! Let's see, let's see. Bring!
jVamos, llamas! iA
donde? ;,A donde? Ya.
Valllos- aver. i Trae!
S:::.
Se::.
Cry baby! Cry baby! Cry
iLloron! iLloron!
baby!
iLloron!
Cry baby!
iLlollon!
Yeah, let's go outside! Cry
iYa, valllos afuera!
baby, cry baby, let's go, cry
Lloron, 1I0ron, valllOS,
baby. Quiet. Quiet. Quiet.
1I01·0n. Calla. Calla.
Calla.
Yeah!
iYa!
A:yau.
A:yau.
iE::! iE::!
;,Para que haees asi?
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il '
"

11. Alfredo:
12. Carlos:
13. Marco:
14. Carlos:
IS. Marco :

Ye, mallo.
Ya nana.
i Vamos! i Vamos a la
casa! iVamos a la casa!
Nana. i Ya, ya!
i Vamos!

Look, hand.
Yeah sister.
Let's go! Let's go to the
house! Let's go to the house!
Sister. Yeah, yeah!
Let's go!

Marco asks his younger brothers to accompany him to collect the fruit, taxo, that
grows on trees next to the house. He says that he himself is going to collect the
fruit. This is all in an attempt to distract Carlos. As seen in the many examples in
this chapter, this is one of the rare times when Marco does not side with Carlos. He
also attempts to quiet Cat'los by insulting him, calling him a 1l0l'6n, which is quite a
strong insult. As can be seen, Alfredo gladly ties to his insult, addressing his little
brother in the same way. Carlos gets very upset by the insult. Collaboratively, they
shame Carlos for weeping (Turns 6-10). When Cat'los says nana for nana (sister),
Marco immediately suggests that they go back to the house. Carlos, as can be seen,
often says nana for the Quichua word nana (Turn 12, 14) as he is unable to
pronounce the word correctly. All sorts of dish'action routines are used to get
Carlos to cease crying, and they fmally win him over to "their side" and walk back
home together.

Teasing can also be found in Example 11, 12 and 18 in this chapter.
Threats and teasing - A summary
It is not only adults who frequently use threats to get children to behave, children

also use this strategy among themselves. Children tend to use similar threats, but
when using third-paliy threats, they often bring in people more powerful than
themselves, threatening, e.g., that mommy or daddy will penalize the child
(Example 10) for mischief. Or that a "mad man" (Example 11) will come and hit
the child. They do this in order to back themselves up. Moreover, the threats can be
quite harsh, as one of the examples (Example 12) has proved.
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Elder siblings also often tease younger ones. A common topic for teasing concems
the opposite sex. Tricking is also quite common, as in Example 13 where Miriam
wakes Fanni up to tell her that the donkey has disappeared (although it has not). It
is also quite common that they call each other various names, such as mm'icon or
lloron. In their teasing, the children thus draw on a variety of discursive resources lXO,

that

llect the

as discussed by Schieffelin in her discussion of Kaluli language socialization rhetorical questions, wamings, tlu'eats, tricking, and name calling.

mples in
lrlOS.

He

s quite a

GENDER PLAY

his little
ely, they

Sociodramatic play, representing family mId occupational themes, is very common

: (sister),

in the community of San Nicoh\s. The children often play that they are farmers,

be seen,

herders, vendors, pastors, schoolteachers, patrones and peones etc. The children

nable to

continuously act out the same kinds of activities over and over, often with only

d to get

slight variations on the various themes.

alk back
The children, both boys and girls, often use their own clothes in the various play
activities. Girls make maitu-dolls out of their shawls, folding them in a certain way.
They also sometimes use their sash as a sling, fastening it around a tree branch.
Boys frequently take off one of their own shoes or boots and pretend that it is a car
or a tlUck, driving it around on the ground.
children
:eats, but
rful than
he child
e and hit
.ts can be

As has been discussed, the fathers rarely take part in childcare. Yet the children's
caregiving play is not highly gendered. Both girls and boys take care of younger
siblings. This is clearly shown in many of the examples in this chapter, e.g.,
Example 21 where Geovani takes care of Miriam, his younger sister. Also, both
boys and girls play that they are taking care of children. In this chapter, for
instance, we will see how two young brothers play that they are breastfeeding their
baby sister (Example 20) .
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However, in San Nicohls, the girls often played domestic roles that the boys did
not. Doll play is a highly gendered practice only engaged in by girls. A common
activity among girls is to play with their maitu dolls. The girls often pretend that
they are mothers tending their children/dolls, carrying them on their backs, talking,
nursing, socializing, reprimanding them and changing them. But they also pretend
to do various household activities such as cooking, serving and distributing food,
and doing the dishes

~nd

so on. Play also includes various hygiene activities, such

as washing clothes, often in the iITigation canals.

The boys often pretended that they were fathers, chauffeurs, farmers, or carpenters,
etc. Other common play activities carried out by the boys were building houses
with mud or branches, pretending to be animals, climbing in trees, pretending to
milk pigs, flying kites, and various agricultural play activities. For example, they
planted sticklings in the soil and made a most sophisticated irrigation system out of
puddles after a heavy rain, directing the water in the desired direction.

HatTis notes that bulls in the Andes Cas elsewhere) are considered to be strong and
uncontrollable CHarris 1982:52). In order to plow the fields, men domesticate and
harness their strength. But a man needs to be strong in order to control a bull
(BOlu'que 1994:237). We have already seen that, to show his w0l1h as a man in the
community, a man must be able to plow well with cowslbulls . It is no coincidence
that small boys frequently play that they' are bulls, "fiercely" butting each other and
often encouraged by an older sibling or a mother on the sidelines .

1

Driving to Ambato

E
n

One of the most common play activities among boys in San Nicolas is to play with
cars. Girls seldom or never pat1icipate in any of these play activities. They have

I~

apparently learnt that car play is inappropriate for them. Similarly, the boys never

u
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participate in doll play. The boys drive around with the "car" on the chacra, the
'ys did

paths or on the dht roads. Sometimes, mbber boots are used as cars. Various other

,mrnon

things are also used as cars or buses, such as adult bicycles borrowed from the

ld that

father, tree stubs, or as in this case, a pile of dry corn stalks. The boys often pretend

alking,

to be car-, ttuck-, or bus drivers and play that they are taking passengers to various

Iretend

destinations

~

01' just

driving them around ainllessly.

food,

), such

Cars were intt'oduced into the community rather recently, and there are still very
few cars around, creating a celtam curiosity about them. The Evangelical Church
has one, and two men in the commun.ity each have their own private car. There is

enters,

consequently a constant lack of transpOltation, and people try to get a ride with

louses

whoever happens to pass by the cOllUnunity. Cars are, thus, always commented on.

ing to

The comuneros discuss whether the pickups that collect milk have passed on the

" they

dirt road in the morning, which car it was that just passed by the house and so on.

out of

The comuneros also know the exact whereabouts of the cars in the cOllllllunity at
given times of the day.

Ig and

Ambato is a city located on the Pan American Highway on the way to Quito.

:e and

Marco has passed through the city several times on his way to the capital with his

a bull

father, but his younger siblings do not yet know the place. Marco atlllOUnces that

in the

they are about to go to the city of Ambato by bus. Upon leaving, Marco tells his

dence

brothers that they will fIrst have to inflate the th'es of the bus. He gets out of the

!r and

"bus" and inflates the "tires" using a bicycle pump he found lying on the ground.
Thereafter they are ready to take off to the mountains.

Example 16. CarIos (2:8), Alfredo (4: I), and Marco (6:2) sit on a huge pile of dry
maize stalks on the patio of their aunt's deselted house, their favorite place to play.
, with

Marco, who is the "bus" driver, stands up. Cm'los and Alfredo, his passengers, are

have

lying down next to each other on top of the pile of lIlazorca (dried maize), which is

never

used as cattle fodder.
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I

I. Marco:
2. Camilla
3. Marco:

Car.
Ah:?
Let's go to Ambato by car.

Ca/,/,O.

i,A:?
A Ambato vamos en
cal'l'O.

4. Carlos:
5. Marco :
6. Carlos:
7. Marco :
8. Carlos:
9. Marco:

10. Alfredo:
I!. Marco:
12. Alfredo:
13. Carlos:

iYa!
Inflelllos lIanta primero.
Ya esta inflado. i Ya!
i Ya !
i, Elace qllieres? Ay
[ay.
[i AY!
iAY! i E1e !
i Vamos montana!
i Vamos en /IIontana! Aye.
iDios mio!
Aye.
Auxilio.
iAZI [xilio!
[Aii/o.

Yeah!
Let's inflate tire first. Now it is
inflated. Yeah!
Yeah!
Catch do you want?
Ouch [ouch.
[OUCH! OUCH!
Look!
Let's go mountains! Let's go
to mountains! Yes. My God!
Yes.
Help.
He [lp!
[Help.

After having inflated the tires of the bus and returned to his seat on the pile of
mazorca, Marco announces that they are going to the mountains. That is, they are
going to start their trip and ascend to the high moorland called the paramo.
Something goes wrong and Marco shouts out auxilio (help) (Turn 11). Alfi'edo
repeats the word but with a pause in the middle (Turn 12), and Cat'los attempts to
say help as well but is not yet able to pronounce the word correctly (Turn 13).

Earlier in this chapter, I have discussed diga routines, that is, parents' and elder
siblings ' explicit "language lessons" to the youngest children. We can also see how
young children are quite active in independently appropriating new language forms.
For instance, we see how Cat'los repeatedly format ties to his elder brother (Tlll'ns
6, 8, 13).
On a more speculative note, we have seen how boys are socialized into a more
expanded world than the community itself, into ideas about the city of Ambato, and
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other more far away places such as the coastal city of Guayaquil and the capital
Quito. The father, as a migrant worker, goes off to places outside of the cOl1ll1lunity
and often also to other provinces, but mostly to the coast. The boys prepare
themselves for this.

it is
For instance, in Example 22 below, Vilie plays that he is the chauffeur, in spite of
the fact that Miriam is older and should normally be the one to delegate the roles
(and take the most attractive ones). In role-play in San Nicolas, as in AngloAmerican children's role-play, older children are normally the ftrst to choose their
roles (cf. Garvey 1977). But being a chauffeur is strongly associated with male

;0
I!

activity. There is not a single woman in the community who knows how to drive a

car.

Playing with maitll-dolls

the pile of
is, they are

A child imagines herself to be the mother and the doll the child. The mother must
therefore follow the rules of maternal behavior (Vygotsky 1966:541).

le paramo.
1). Alfredo
attempts to
1

13).

One of the most common play activities among the girls in San Nicolas is to play
with dolls . They carry dolls on their backs, nurse, feed, wash, clothe, change, talk
to, socialize and reprimand them. It is common to see a girl caITY her doll on her
back for a long time. The girls make their dolls Ollt of a child's shawl, which is

, and elder
.so see how
lage forms.

folded like a maitu, "wrapped-up" in cloth with a sash like a preciolls bundle, just
as in the same way as an infant is swaddled in cloth. It is only rarely that they play
with plastic merchandised dolls purchased at the markets in Riobamba.

ther (Turns
In the ethnography Amy, Wendy, and Belh: Leal'lling language in SOlllh Baltimore
(1982), Peggy Miller discusses how the three girls (approximately 2 years) from
nto a more

South Baltimore, a conununity of mixed German, Polish, Irish, Italian and

mbato, and

Appalachien descent, were insh'ucted in "mothering" by tlleir mothers. They
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instructed their daughters on how to take care of their baby dolls: how to pat them,
feed them, dance with them, play with them, talk to them and how to bUlp them, as
if they were real infants (Miller 1982:105). They were also taught how to use
various requests such as Cry! Look! And according to Miller, "by behaving like
mothers in relation to dolls, the chlldren were learning about the care giver-child
relationship" (Miller 1982: 108). Apparently, they did the same things with their
dolls that the children in San Nicolas did with their infant siblings.

In the example below, Miriam plays with dolls that she has made out of shawls. In

the first two examples (Example 17-18), she plays with a doll on her own, and in
the following example (Example 19), she is assisted by her older brother Geovani.

Example 17. Miriam (3:4) is seated and "breastfeeding" the doll on her lap. At the
same time, a sow is feeding its piglets under a tomato tree fUliher down on the
patio.

J. Miriam:

EstG tetando. Tetando
no 111as. No asomG este
siete vida i COlllenzal'elllOS a jugal'!
Cl/chi con hllahua. Esta
tetando. Yo esta tetando
tan. iBien hecho! (x)

It is suckling. It is only
suckling. This siete vida (shoe)
does not appear. Let's start
playing! Sow with piglet. It is
suckling. I'm suckling as well.
Well done! (x)

In this play monologue, MU'iam pretends to breast-feed a doll, and while she does
so she comments out loud that the sow is also suckling all its piglets. On another
occasion, her maternal behavior is less sweet, as seen in the play monologue in
Example 18.

Just as Gaskins reports for the Mayan children, the children in San Nicolas nurse on
demand, and just like the Mayan children, they sleep with the mother at night and
frequently nurse then as well (Gaskins 1990:96). Patterns in San Nicoh\s are also
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1!i/iIIi;\___

:,,-~

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

~~

_

_

.t them,

similar to those in Kaluli, where mothers frequently do other things simultaneously

lem, as

while nursing during the day (Ochs and Schieffelin 1984:289) (as Miriam does in

to use

the example below). The children in San Nicoh\s are generally weaned as soon as

ng like

the mother becomes pregnant again. According to Gaskins, Mayan mothers show

or-child

more sensitivity to the baby's rhytluns than many Western mothers (Gaskins

th their

1990:97). Lauris Mckee reports that the close physical contact with the infants

__

allows caretakers in the Ecuadorian village Las Flares to monitor the infant's state
by means of a number of continuous sensory cues. They can see, hear and smell
twls . In

their infant and feel its movement. One factor distingnishing village caretaking

and in

customs from NOlth American caretaking customs is that village mothers "pick up

)vam .

cues which allow them to answer their infants' needs before the baby builds up to a
crying state" (Mckee 1980:165). The women in San Nicolas carry their small

. At the

children around a lot, and are accustomed to them. Even when infants are on their

on the

backs, the mothers report being able to distingnish the reasons for the child's
various 1110vements.

Example 18. Miriam (3:6) talks to a doll that she holds on her lap.

I. Miriam :

2.
3.
4.
5.
he does
another
ogne m

lUrse on

ight and

6.

7.
8.

9.
\0.
11.
12.
13.
14.

iMamf, a mU Mami,
mami, mami, mami,

Mommy, for me! Monuny,
mommy, mommy, InomnlY,
mamf, mam£. mamf.
mommy, mommy, monuny. Be
iC1/idado! i. Ya cacasle careful! Did you already poo in
(your) pants? Like this. Like
en pan/aI6n? As!' As!.
this. I'll do like this. Why not
As! voy a hacer. i.Aqu!
por que no? As! voy a
here? I'll do (the) anacu like
hacer anacu. Asi voy a
this. I'll do (the) anacu on (the)
hacer anaCll a huahua.
child like tlus. I'll do (the)
As! voy a hacer anacll a anacu on (the) child like this.
Why didn't you know how to
huahlla. i.Por que no
sab!a hacer anacu. hijo do (the) anacu, son ofa bitch?
Son of a bitch. Why didn't you
de pula? Hijo de pula.
i.Por que no sab!a hacer know how to do (the) anacu?
Daughter of a bitch.
anacll? Hija de pula.

are also
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I

Miriam first asks her doll if she has made a doodoo in her pants. Then she tells the
doll that she will tie the anacu on her all over again. A girl's anacu generally gets
untied several times a day, and needs to be tied with a cinta to fit properly around
the waist. Since the cinta has to be wound several times tightly round the waist,
putting it on is a little complicated for a child, and Miriam has not yet learnt how to
do it by herself. Her mother or a sibling caregiver has to help her put it on. She here
formulates a rhetorical question, shaming the doll for not knowing how to put the
anacu on con·ectly. She says, "Why didn't you know how to do (the) anacu, son of
a bitch?" (Lines 10-14). As can be seen, her rhetorical question is quite similar to
the type of rhetorical questions San Nicohls mothers pose to their children,
socializing good behavior in an ironic fashion (cf. Chapter 4 Example 2 and 11).
Simultaneously she insults the doll, calling her a son of a bitch. Thereafter, she
corrects her own gender mistake, from hija (son) to hija (daughter) of a bitch. She
thus curses the doll for not being able to put the anacu on properly.

There is a clear element of parody and caricature in this sequence, as when Miriam
calls her doll' hija de pI/fa' (son of a bitch). The children in San Nicolas regularly
exchange

ei (he)

for el/a (she) and vice versa. Miriam also acts parodically when

she reprimands her doll for putting her anacu on ·improperly. Doll play is girls'
play, but as we have seen in several dialogues, it is neither stereotypically sweet
nor submissive.

All women carry their children on their backs in a shawl. This is a common way to
transport a small child. Women do not need help putting the children on their
backs, as above, and men never carry their children in this way, with the exception
of one young father in the community who regularly carries his child on his back
(even as far as to Riobamba). Sibling caregivers, both boys and girls, frequently
calTY their charges on their backs. They sometimes need help getting the child in
position. Similarly, Geovani often assists his little sister MU'iam with this.
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llls the

Example 19. Miriam (3:0) and Geovani (8:9) are in the patio. Miriam begs him to

ly gets

help her tie a doll to her back.

around
: waist,

I. Miriam:

how to
he here
put the

2. Geovani:
3. Miriam:

,son of
nilar to

4. Geovani:

hildren,
lnd 11).
ter, she
,ch. She

5. Miriam:
6. Geovani:
7. Miriam:

Va:-, va:- vamos a
cm·gal'. Vamos a cm·gal'.
Vamos a cm·gal'. Valllos
[a cm·gal'.
[M:. jYa! jYa!
Asi. Asi. (x) jUy! jAy, ay,
ay, ay, ay, ay!
J

jMuestl'G, 1Iluestra
espalda! iYa va a
cm'gal'? jNo! Chimbaca.
Ele.
jCoge! jCuidado cae!
jHa de cael'!
NO.

Le:-. Le:-, let's cal1'y. Let's
carry. Let's cal1'y. Let's
[carry.
[Mh::. Yeah! Yeah!
Like this. Like this (x) Ay!
Ouch, ouch, ouch, ouch, ouch,
ouch!
Show, show back! Now are
you gonna cal1'Y? No! The
rope.
Catch.
Catch! Careful, it falls! It will
fall.
NO.

Geovani tells Miriam to bend down so he can put the doll on her back. She leans
Mi.riam

fOlward, and holds on to the doll with one hand. She then balances the doll on her

'egularly

back. As she is about to stand up, Geovani tells her that it is going to fall off her

ly when

back. Miriam gets very upset with him and stands up, causing the doll to fall and,

is girls'

thus, starting the same procedure all over again. This same sequence, with the doll

ly sweet

or another object to be carried on the back, is carried out time and again dUl'ing the
day, but Geovani is, as always, calm and cooperative with Miriam. He is rather
exceptional in that he never seems to lose his patience with her no matter what she

n way to

does.

on thei.r
,xception

Nonstereotypical gender roles

his back
requently

Example 20. Gloria (0:1) lies swaddled in cloth on the bed. Carlos (2:7), Alfredo

~

(4:0) and Marco (6:1) play with their infant sister. Carlos pretends that he is breast-

child in

feeding her. He makes eye contact with her and leans over her. While doing this, he
lifts up his shirt as if offering her his breast.
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I. Alfredo:
2. Cm'los:
3. Alfredo:
4. Cm'los:
5. Alfredo:

6. Cm'los:
7. Alfredo:
8. Cm'los:
9. Alfredo:

10. Cm'los:
11. Mai'co :
12. Alfredo:
13. Marco:
14. Alfredo:
15 . Cm'los:
16. Alfredo:
17. Marco:
18. Carlos:
19. Alfi-edo:
20. Marco:

21. Cmlos:
22. Alfi'edo:
23. Marco:
24. Alfredo:
25. Cat'los:
26. Marco:
27. Alfredo:
28. Mm'co:

29 . Alfi-edo:

Hacen chl/chl//' esta ye.

Look, they're making (her)
breastfeed.
Ele, ele.
Look, look.
Ha- haga, haga chuchu/'.
Ma- make, make (her) breastfeed.
Chllchuchu.
Breastbrea.
Haga chuchu/', haga
Make (her) breastfeed, make (her)
chuchul'. Ve este Ca/'los estG breastfeed. Look at this Cm'los is
[haciendo chuchu/'.
[making (her) breastfeed.
[Yeah!
[i Ya !
No!
i No !
Chuchu.
Breast.
iOye Mm'co! iMARCO!
Listen Marco! MARCO! Make
Haga chuchu/' a huahua. Yo (the) child breastfeed. I'm daddy
papi ya. Yo pap! ya.
yeah. I'm daddy yeah.
Yopapa.
I'm daddy.
Yo estoy con con'ea Alji-edo. I'm with (the) leather strap
Alfi·edo.
Ya.
Yeah.
Este (x)
This (x)
iHijo!
Son!
iHijo! Ya. Ya. Hijo.
Son! Yeah. Yeah. SOil.
Yo he du/'mido con huahua.
I've slept with (my) child.
Yo soy tll papa.
I'm your daddy.
Ouch, ouch.
Ay. Ay.
Este en ji'ea estoy ya.
Thisji'ea I'm yeah.
i Ya! Yo voya dOl'mi/' con mi Yeah! I'm gonna sleep with my
hl/ahuito. Mi huahl/ito voy a HIll, child. My Httle child I'll sleep.
do/'mi/'. Mi papito.
My little daddy.
Pipito.
Little daddy.
Make breast. Catch mommy.
Haga chuchu. Ele mama.
Yeah!
i Ya !
Ya haga chuchu/', haga
Make (her) breastfeed now, make
chuchu/'.
(her) breastfeed.
Haga chuchu/' a hl/ahua.
Make (the) child breastfeed.
Chllchu.
Breast.
Haga chue/llI/' a huahua. Ve Make (the) child breastfeed. Look
ya haga chllchllndo esta.
now he's making her breastfeed.
Yeah!
i Ya !
Ya no haga- Ya no haga
Don't make- Don't make (her)
chuchll/'. Ya no haga
breastfeed any more. Don't
chuchll/'. No haga chuchl//'.
breastfeed any more. Don't make
Ho de enje/'ma/'.
(her) breastfeed. She will get sick.
Ya no haga chl/chl//'. Voy 0
Now don't make her breastfeed.
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cOlI/prar lela. Pero, pero,
pero.

I'm gonna buy (a) bottle. But, but,
but.

When the tlu·ee boys enthusiastically statt to negotiate who will play what role,
feed.

Alfi·edo says that he wants to be the father, but Marco says that he is the father

(her)
is

since he is the one with the leather belt (the symbol of fatherhood) (Turn 11). On

IS

many occasions, Marco has distributed with authority the different roles to be
played among the siblings: ''I'm the daddy, you are the child, Carlos and you are
the mommy, Alfi·edo." Alfredo often complains about receiving the least desirable

(e

role, gets sad and sometimes stalts to cry. But this time Alfredo eventually gives in

ddy

to his older brother, Marco, who also insists that he will sleep with his little baby
boy.

Ultinlateiy, Marco tells Cat·los not to breast-feed her any longer, as she will become
sick. Alfredo collaboratively suggests that they buy her a bottle instead . They have
heard their mother say that when she is in the hospital for a day or two to get
sterilized, they will have to take turns bottle-feeding the infant with cow's milk.
Sometimes, Lucha also feeds the baby soft drinks
ny
:ep.

ft·OlU

a bottle.

As can be seen, the tlu·ee young brothers pretend that Gloria is a boy, calling her
hijo 'son' (TlU"n 14-15), hllahllito

'Hili'

boy child' (Turn 20), papilo

'r;«le

daddy'

(Turn 20-21). From the moment they heat·d that their mother was pregnant, they
had been counting on a boy, and they made a big fuss when the infant tumed out to
make

be a girl. They still refer to her as "him" though, even when talking to the baby.

In this episode, the tluee young brothers interact in Spanish, but they recurrently

Look
:ed.

employ two Quichua words: chllchu (breast) and iIuaillla (child), and various

r)

derivations such as ciluchllr from chucuna (breastfeed), huahllito ('H«I, child'). In

lake
sick.
ed.

the last case, a Spanish diminutive suffix is added to a Quichua root. As can be
seen, the Quichua words chosen all correspond to BT -patterns in that they
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involve reduplications: chu-chu, hua-hua etc. In this episode, about every fifth
word is Quichua. For instance, various derivations fi'om chllchu (breast) are
employed. During episodes like this one, adult comuneros might perceive that
their children do indeed talk in Quichua.

Similarly Don Condo talks to Gloria, employing more Quichua in his regular
talking, because he uses BT repeatedly (Chapter 4 Example 3).

POWER, PARODY AND CIllLDREN'S PLAY
That play at times involves a parody of power sh'uctures can be seen below
(Example 21). In this example, the children played patron and peon, thus
cOllunenting, in a satirical way, on the social order in the area. They played with
the ethnic relations that exist between indigenous peoples and mestizos.

Example 21. Miriam (3:5) and her brothel' Geovani (9:2) are on the patio. Geovani,
who pretends to be the patron, is sitting on a pile of boards lying on the ground
alongside the wall. Miriam, who pretends to be the pe6n, is standing next to him.
She serves him "lunch" in mates (halves of calabash shells, any small pot) that she
has found lying on the patio. She has filled the mates with gravel ("food") and in
the midst of the gravel she has placed small wooden pins ("spoons") as a set of
eating utensils.

I. Geovani:
2. Miriam:

3. Geovani:
4. MU'iam:
5. Geovani:

Ya vas mamita. iDame
allllllerzo!
Espera plies. Con- con
este. Elace. Elace. Patron.
Ya. Traiga. Traiga.
MlIchas gracias. iDeme
arroz con qlleso!
iYa! iYa! iComidaca no?
Po176

Go now little mommy. Give me
lunch!
Wait then. With- with this
one. Catch. Catch. Patron.
Yeah. Bring. Bring.
Thank you very 111uch. Give
111e rice with cheese!
Yeah! Yeah! Not the food?
Ch-

.t every fifth
(breast) are

6. Miriam:
7. Geovani:
B. Miriam:

;Elace!
Po- /wce 1I1ucho lie1l1po.
;E/ace! ;E/ace! ;E/ace!
;E/ace! ;E/ace! ;E/ace!
iQue cOlllida es? Si noca/do de gallina /lie da.
iQ",! da?
Esle- esle- esle- queso.
No quiel'o queso. Quiel'o
ca/do de gallinG.
Ya- ya- ya pues.
Ca/do de gallina. ~

Jerceive that
9. Geovani:

1

his regular

10. Miriam:
11. Geovani:
12. Miriam:
13. Geovani:
14. Miriam:
IS . Geovani:

, seen below
peon, thus

j

y played with

16. Miriam:
17. Geovani :
lB. MU'iam:
19. Geovani:

s.
20 . Miriam:
21. Geovani:

Catch!
Ch- a long time ago. (sings)
Catch! Catch! Catch! Catch!
Catch! Catch!
What kind offood is it? If
not- you give me chicken
soup. What did you give?
This- this- this- cheese.
I don't want cheese. I want
chicken soup.
Yeah- yeah- yeah then.
Chicken soup.~

~No.

~No .

iCon baslanle came! Si
no, /lie voy dejando
aqllf. ~
~Me voy. Cuidado. Ya
acaba? E/ace.
iCon que das/e?
iCon esle?
i Con que dasle? i Caldo
de gallina?
A::.
;Ya!

With plenty of meat! If not,
I'm gonna leave here .~
~I'm going. Be careful. Are
you finishing now? Catch.
With what did you give?
With this one?
With what did you give?
Chicken soup?
Ah:: .
Yeah!

atio. Geovani,
m the ground

Geovani and Miriam play with the power relations existing between the indigenous

~

next to him .

peoples and mestizos - relations they apparently know quite a bit about. In their

I pot) that she

play, they display their consciousness of ethnic hierarchies in the area. Geovani

'food") and in

plays the role of patron of the hacienda, a rich upper-class man of supposedly

;") as a set of

Spanish ancestry (in a direct line). He is in charge of the play, although he never
shows any sign of anger or hostility towards his peon, MU'iam, whom he here calls
IIlwnifa

Lve nle

lis
in.

(little

mother) (Turn I). He orders her around as it pleases him, and he asks

her in an exaggerated way to serve him the hest quality food. Miriam, who plays
the peon, takes orders from the patron, does everything she can to please him,
always catering to his whims.

3ive
Both Schwru1zman and Vygotsky point out children's predilection for exaggeration
od?

(Schwrutzman 1978: liS, Vygotsky 1995:32). This play episode
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CM

be said to he

an exaggeration of the relationship that exists between the indigenous peoples and
the mestizos. Everything is exaggerated, making the power relation between the
two groups even more conspicuous. We see how the patron feels that, as far as the
peon is concerned, he can refuse or request anything. Miriam readily fetches new
food for the patron whenever he asks for it. It should be pointed out, however, that
they are quite pleasant towards each other. The patron is always polite and well
mannered (,noblesse oblige'). For instance, he kindly thanks the peon for the food
served (Turn 3). But he can be quite exigent and finicky as well, as when he
demands to be served a mate with chicken soup, in exchange for the mate with
cheese and rice that he was served first (Turn 9, 11). He, thus, changed his mind in
the middle of the meal. If he is not served chicken soup and "with plenty of meat",
he says, he will leave the food behind without even touching it (Turn 15). Hence a
total rejection of the food if it is not served as he wants it. The peon is obedient and
readily does as told without showing any sign of disapproval.

In San Nicohls, the comuneros defmitively have a notion that indigenous food is
unfit for mestizo people. They do not think that mestizos eat the same kind of food
as they themselves do. Both the ingredients and the cooking methods are different.
They think that mestizos eat food that is much more extravagant and refined than
their own food, which is more "simple" and monotonous. All in all they think that
mestizos eat what they caU "better food" and not "poor man's food" or "country
food" like they themselves eat. Whenever there are mestizos or other guests (like
EC representatives) visiting the C0I1ll11Unity, the comuneros usually go out of their
way to generously serve them the best food available. Topping the list of food they
normally present are roast guinea pig with peanut sauce, boiled potatoes, lettuce
and tomato slices. Alternatively, they serve chicken or rabbit also prepared in the
typical "country style". There is, hence, a notion of ethnic food. Also, the guests are
always generously served first, and it is only thereafter that the comuneros gathered
are served their share.
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peoples and

Miriam serves food to Geovani, which is in accordance with the division of labor in

Jetween the

the community. It is necessary for a successful adult woman to be able to cook, and

,s far as the

share and exchange food because of "the central role that food plays in the physical

fetches new

and social well-being of the household" (Bourque 1999:5). In the community, a

Jwever, that

woman who does not know how to cook is commonly called a carishina (cf.

lte and well

Bourque 1997:163). This is considered to be a very serious fault.

for the food
as when he

There are no non-indigenous people living in the community, but there are mestizos

e mate with

(schoolteachers, health personnel) working in the community on a daily basis

. his mind in

during the week. At times, governnlent as well as foreign representatives from, e.g.,

\ty of meat",

the EC pass through the community on brief visits . Merchants and door-to-door

15). Hence a

salesmen also visit the community on a regular basis. One of them is a salesman

Jbedient and

who sells dried fish from a moped, another is a saleswoman from the neighboring
town, Punin, who walks around selling intestines from a big reed basket, and a third
is a man who sells animal food from a truck. Because the latter enters the

food is

cOlllinunity once a week in a truck loaded with bananas or so·-called rechazos

kind of food

(green bananas used for feeding cattle), it is impossible to escape him. He sounds

Ire different.

the hom and loudly yells: "RECHAZO, RECHAZO, RECHAZO" through the

refmed than

truck window. When the women in the community hear the tl1lck approaching, they

ey think that

run fi'om their houses with big jute sacks to be filled with rechazos.

10US

or "cOlUlhy

: guests (like

Example 22. Vilmer Dario (VD) (2:1), Vilie (3:9), and Miriam (6:3) are out on the

) out of their

patio outside their house pretending to buy and sell rechazos. Vi lie is the vendor,

of food they

and Mit'iam is the buyer. Vilmer D ario is her baby boy. The plot develops as

Itoes, lettuce

follows:

'pared in the
he guests are
,ros gathered

1. Vilie:
2. Miriam:
3. Vilie:
4. VD:

Come catch re- Vilie rechazos.

Ven cogerGs re- Vilie
rec!?azos.
No vayes Vilie.
iCoge! iHaga bajar
todo!
Mi, lIli.

Don't go Vilie.
Catch! Take down all!
Me, me.
179

3. Miriam:

He says that-I'm gonna catch
Dice qlle- me voya
coger rechazos. i Como rechazo s. How much are they?
SOil?

4. Vilie:
5. Miriam:

Dos mil.
iDos milmamita! E::. A
vel'. A vel'. Cien, dosdos-, doscientos,
doscientos trescientos,
J

clIatro- ell- clIal-

6. Vilie:

7. Miriam:
8. Vilie:
9. Miriam:
10. Vilie:
11. Miriam:
12. Vilie:
13. Miriam:
14. Vilie:
15 . Miriam:

16. Vilie:
17. Miriam:
18. Vilie:
19. Miriam:
20. Vilie:
21. Miriam:
22. Vilie:
23. Miriam:
24. Vilie:
25. Mit'iam:

26. Vilie:
27. VD:
28. Vilie:

Two thousand.
Two thousand my God! Vh::.
Let's see. Let's see. Hundred,
two-, two-, hundred, two
hundred, tluee hundred, fourwhi- whic- How much did you
say?
Five thousand. Two. Two.
Yeah here. Here, I wait. I wait
here.
Two thousand. Yeah! Now I
have come back changing DonLook! There it is!
Enough!
Now I'm going! In.
They lIse to give the change.
Change?=
=Bring me along!
To where?=
=To my house. 1- I with
rechazo as well. Now (sthe?) isnoW we're in. Let's go!
Hurry. Climb up.
Yeah, I'll climb up as well. To
my- chiTo me. Child. Child. Child.
Come.
Yeah!
Come! Let's go!
Yeah.
In, in. There's rock!
ROCK!
Yeah!
Let's see. Down. Down. Vilmer
down! Ay, ay, ay, ay! Now it
goes to the inside!

i Cllanto dijiste?
Cinco mil. Dos. Dos. fa
aqlli. Aqlli, espero. Aqlli
espero.
Dos mil. i fa! Ya he
venido cambiado DoniEle! iAIIi esla!
iYa!
i fa me voy! EI1.
Vueltoea saben dar.
i Vuello?=
=iDame Ilevando!
iA donde?=
=A mi casa. Yo- fo con
rechazo mismo. Ya eslaya eslamos en. i Vamos!
Apllra. SlIbe.
Ya, yo tan voy a sllbir. A
mi- hUGA mi. Huahlla. Hllahlla.
Huahlla. Venga.
I fa!
i Venga! i Vamos!
fa.
En, el1. iEsla piedra!
iPIEDRA!
iAha!
A vel'. Baja. Baja.
iVilmer baja! iVy, uy,
uy, uy! i Ya va para
adenlro!
THERE IS A ROCK!
iPIEDRA ESTA!
Uh::!
iE::!
THERE
IS A ROCK!
iPIEDRA ESTA!
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When Miriam learns the price of the bananas, she starts to count her leaves
("bills"), exclaiming 'mamita' at the high price that he charges. She pays him and
explicitly reminds him that he needs to give her back the change.

When the driver is about to leave, Miriam asks to be given a ride to her house with
her load of rechazo. She says "Dame Ilevando" ("Bring me along"), which is the
very same expression (and even intonation) used by comuneros catching a ride with
any of the trucks or cars passing by the community daily (Tum 13). Due to the
constant transpOltation shOltage in the community, it is quite common to try to
catch a ride with anyone, even a sh'anger, who happens to pass by in a car or truck.

Vilmer Dario also participates in the play sequence although he does not say much.
When Vilie tells Miriam to take down all the bananas, Vilmer Dario adds that he
would like to be given some as well. When Vilie later calls out that there is a rock
blocking the road so that the truck can not drive off, Vilmer Dario utters 'Uh',
which is all he says during the entire play sequence.
;-

QUICHUA AND SPANISH IN CHILDREN'S PLAY
As has seen in the many examples given in this chapter, the children do not speak
Quichua but instead use celtain words and expressions as Quichua insertions in
their Spanish. There are certain words that are nearly always spoken in Quichua
and seldom in Spanish. The children often chose Quichua when wanting to use
er

strong language, e.g., lIIalllitalla (my God) (Example 18, Turn 8) and 1111a pina (1
don't care) (Example 24, Turn 4), and when making tlu'eats: LlIbra chaca.
Macashaca shaqllisha. (I'm gonna beat a lot. I'm gonna beat you.) (Example 19

Turn 26) They used the indigenous words for clothes because there were no other
words for, e.g., anaCII, skirt, and they never saidfalda, the Spanish word for skilt.
Similarly, they generally said hllahlla and very rarely nifio/a, the Spanish word for
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child, and so fOlth. They would also say huahua Ill/ch" (little child). Moreover,
they often named certain body patts shamli (foot), chllchll (breast), siqlli (bottom)
in Quichua. Animals were also often refelTed to in Quichua, such as al/cll (dog),

/IIl/chl/ (sheep), cl/chi (Pig), l/sa (lice). At times, Quichua is also employed as an
embellishing or climatic strategy.

At the outset of the study, the comuneros proudly stated that their children were
bilingual - that they spoke Quichua and Spanish equally well. Why did they say
that the children spoke both languages?

This is in fact the first generation of children in the community who have been
brought up speaking only Spanish. All of the parents spoke Quichua as children,
and did not learn Spanish until they entered school. Today, the children, without
exception, speak Spanish throughout childhood. This is notable from their very first
play monologues and dialogues. The grandmothers sometimes speak Quichua to
the children, but the preschoolers spend the best part of their day in the company of
elder siblings who consistently address them in Spanish but for some Quichua
insertions.

Yet, the adult comuneros, however, think that their children also speak Quichua.
Perhaps occasions such as the dialogue in Example 20, where every fifth word is in
Quichua, give the impression that children regularly speak Quichua. Similarly,
there are quite a few Quichua inseltions in the adults' baby talk (cf. Chapter 4
Example 3).

PLAY AS A SOCIALIZING PRACTICE
Play activities are, as demonsh'ated, highly gendered. Girls frequently play
domestic roles that boys do not. Girls, e.g., frequently play with maitu dolls . They
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[oreover,

pretend to be mothers, carrying the dolls on their backs, nursing and socializing

(bottom)

them. Boys pretend to be fathers, chauffeurs, fanners etc. As discussed earlier, the

(dog),

fathers play a peripheral role in child caretaking. In spite of this, children's

'ed as an

caregiving play is not gendered. Both girls and boys take care of younger siblings,

01'

both also play that they are taking care of younger siblings, sometimes breastfeeding them (Example 20).
ren were

they say

In their play, San Nico/!is children partly reproduce parent-child patterns of

instruction. First, third-party threats are conunon threats in child-child interaction
as well as in parent-child interaction. The siblings sometimes use the very same
.ave been

tlu'eats used by the adults, parroting them as it were. Other somewhat transformed

children,

tlu'eats are that mommy will hit you or give you a bath if you do not behave. The

without

children, thus, bring in more powerful people in order to back themselves up, in the

very first

same way that their' mothers, for instance, bring in the auxiliary nurse. This is an

uichua to

attempt to put more power behind their words. But the children do not only

mpanyof

reproduce adult behavior. Their' playing also involves parody, embellishment and

Quichua

nonstereotypical roles. The children embellish adult routines, extending them and

I,

in so doing creating a distinctive social world (Sawyer 1997: 170).
Quichua.

Similarly, the children recreated diga routines in their' sibling caretaking teaching

word is in

the younger children how to speak, much in the same way that their parents (and/or

Similarly,

elder siblings) had instructed them (e.g. Example 4). They often used the very same

Chapter 4

plu'ases and even intonation as the parents did when talking to younger siblings.
This is also often used in order to teach children what to say in various situations.
Young children's language is, hence, sbaped and reshaped by their older siblings.

According to Ochs and Schieffelin (1984), perspective taking is quite typical for
White middle class mothers. But what, then, does it mean to be a sibling caretaker
!ntly play
lolls. They

in San Nicohis? It means precisely the same thing - perspective taking (e.g.,
interpreting the thoughts and feelings of younger siblings) tlu'ough performance -
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drama, entel1airunent, and non-stereotypical gender roles. It means not only
carrying or transp011ing the child, but also interacting socially. In this way, the
siblings become very close, and the older sibling often does hislher utmost to be a
good care giver. When comforting a sibling, the young caretaker uses considerable
imagination, exhausting his/her resources, including various tln'eats and teasing
maneuvers. In its greatly varied teasing and persuasive strategies, sibling
caretaking, thus, often involves taking the perspective of the younger sibling.

As has been seen in the previous chapter, the mother delegates sibling caretaking to
her children. But in this chapter we have seen that it is not only the mother who
delegates childcare to the children, the children also delegate among themselves. It
is, for instance, common that the older sibling who is in charge also delegates work
to the younger child. This can be seen in Example 8 (see also Chapter 4 Example
15).

Moreover, the siblings in San Nicohis interpret the feelings of others. They are
experts in intelpreting the feelings of their siblings - in imagining what they are
thinking and in taking their perspective. They interpret yowlger siblings'
unintelligible utterances for adults, and in that way serve as mediators. Even quite
young children, e.g. 4-year-olds, work. quite hard at reading the minds of their
younger siblings. Such attempts at mind-reading challenge Piagetian notions of
cognitive egocentrism. Also, they show that perspective taking among caretakers
need not be seen as a middle class Western phenomenon, as suggested by Ochs and
Schieffelin 1984. In San Nicolas, there is thus a fourth developmental pattern in
interpretive and persuasive work by young sibling caretakers.

In his work in Gapun, Kulick (1992) did not analyze many sibling dialogues in
depth, yet he noted that sibling caretaking probably played a role in the death of the
local language, Taiap. In the present study, the fact that the siblings are
monolingual Spanish speakers and spend a large pm1 of the day together can be
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seen as an impOltant explanation for the language death taking place in the

~y,

the

community. In San Nic6las, input from siblings is almost entirely in Spanish, and

to be a

they therefore get little or no interactive input in Quichua during the day, although

lerable

they hear Quichua all around them in the community. Sibling caretaking is,

teasing

therefore, perhaps not the only explanation for language death, but certainly one of

sibling

the most impOltant ones.
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GLOSSARY OF COMMON
QUICHUA WORDS

SPANISH

Quichua words are underlined.

Ahijado/a (godchild)
Ajeno (stranger)
Amislad (friendship)
Anacll (a square waist-to-ankle wrapped skirt)
Asamblea (public meeting)
Alrasado (backward) ·
AlIxiliar de enfermeria (auxiliary nurse)
Azad6n (hoe)
Bayela (baize)
Blanco (White)
Brava ('fierce')
Buena genie ('decent people')
Burro (donkey)
Cabildo (committee in charge of the affairs of each community)
Cabuya (Taino language. Fiber of agave or maguey)
Cambio de mano (exchange of hands)
Camisa (shilt)
Call/palia (ritual meeting)
Caldo (soup)
Capilli (lal. Prlll1l1S serotina, native black cherry)
Carishina ('mannish')
Casa de paja (lil. straw hut)
Cenlro (center)
CEAS (Centro de ESludios y Acci6n Social)
Chacra (small cultivated free holdings)
chapa (dummy)
Chicha (fermented maize beer)
Choza (lit. straw hut)
Chumbi (woven sash)
Cochino (Pig)
CODOCAL (COIporaci6n Organizaci6nes Campesinos de Liclo)
Colerila (littlo angry)
Comadre (godmother)
Compadrazgo (co-parenthood)
Compadre (godfather)
Compaliera (friend)
Comllnidad indigena (legally recognized Indian community)
Comunidadjllridica Uuridical community)
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COII/unero (person who reside permanently in the community)
CONAIE (Confedemcion de las Nacionalidades Indigenas del Ecuador,
Confederation ofIndigenous Nationalities of Ecuador)
Costa (coastal region)
Cuadm (0.36 hectare)
Cui (/at, Cavia porcellus, guinea pig)
Culto (religious service)
Dirigente (leader)
Don (used before the name reflects the respected senior status of a man)
Enano (dwarf)
Escllelas Radiofonicas Populares (local radio station in Riobamba)
Evangelico (a term used to refer to a Protestant)
Finados (Day of the Dead)
frlltilla (bell'ies similar to strawberries)
Gringuita (littl, woman with white skin)
Habas (broad beans)
Hacendado (estate owner)
Hacienda (private land estate)
Hermanos (,brothers in the faith')
Hijo de puta (son of a bitch)
Hoz (small sickle)
Huahuahuasi (children's house, day care center)
HlIasiplIngu (Indian domestic servant in the landowner's house)
HUll/ita (cake offi'esh com and sugar or salt)
lefe de la casa (head of the household)
Levantamiento indigena (the Indian uprising),
Lill/piar (clean)
Loco (crazy)
Longo (younglunskillful Indian)
LIOI'on ('cry-baby')
Madrina (godmother)
Mal aire ('bad air')
Malcriado (ill-bred)
En manos de Dios ("in God's hands"/in the grace of God)
En lIIanos de pastor (in the reverend's hand)
Mal'cha indigena (the Indian march)
Mate (half of calabash shell, any small pot)
Mazorca ( dried maize)
Mestizo (lit, person of mixed race, person identifying with Hispanic rather than
Indian culture)
Minga (work palty)
Minifimdio (small cultivated fi'ee holding)
Monja (nun)
MUl'muml' (back bite, murmur, gossip)
MlIt'i (boiled yellow maize)
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!dor,
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Muy hombre (a 'super male')
Nmio/a (brother, sister)
Negros, (Blacks)
Noclllrno (nocturnal class)
"0)0 derecho" ('the apple of one's eye')
Oriente (East)
Otavalelio (Otavalan)
Padrino (godfather)
Parall10 (high tableland)
Partera (midwife)
Partido (sharecropping)
Patron (patron, master, boss)
Pedido (the act of asking for a woman's hand in marriage)
Peon (tenant, unskilled laborer, hired laborer)
Povillo (rice which has been ground with the husks)
Precarisll10 (land tenure in which the workers hold land in usufruct)
Prioste (festival sponsor)
Promotora de sallld (local health worker)
PlIllera (underskil1)
Puna (arid tableland of the Andes)
Quebrada (mountain gorge through which water flows)
Ratonita (Hltle mouse)
Recelo (apprehension)
Rechazo (green banana used for feeding cattle)
Rocoto (round chili pepper)
RlIna ('people', human beillg, indigenous person)
Tfmido (very shy)
Tranquilo (calm).
Shalina (shawl or bait)
Siete vidas (lit. seven lives, plastic shoe)
Sierra (mountainous region)
Sigse (tampas grass)
Sfndico (lawyer)
SlIbcentro de sallld (dispensary)
SlIegro (in-law-to-be)
Tienda (store)
Tostado (roasted corn)
Trago (raw unmatured cane alcohol)
Tuna (lat. Opuntia funa, prickly pear)
TlIrno (hIm)
Vocales (voters)
Zambo (bottle gourd)
Zona!uerfe (sh'ong zone)
Zona roja (red zone)
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